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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
)

2 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

3 BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

O 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -x
s

5 In the Matter ofs s Docket Nos.s
s

6 CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK s

(Indian Point Unit 2) : 50-247 SP
7 s

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK a
8 (Indian Point Unit 3) s 50-286 SP

s

9 ---------------------x

10 Ceremonial Courtroom
Westchester County

11 Courthouse
111 Grove Street

12 White Plains, N.Y.

13 Tuesday, March 15, 1983

() 14 The hearing in the above-entitled matter

15 convened, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m.

16 BEFORE:

17 JAMES GLEASON, Chairman
Administrative Judge

18
OSCAR H. PARIS

19 Administrative Judge

20 FREDERICK J. SHON
Administrative Judge

21

22

23
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1 A PP EAR A NCES :

2 On behalf of Licensee, Concolidated Edison Company
of New Yorks

3

|||| BRENT L. BRANDENBURG, Esq.
4 Assistant General Counsel

IHOMAS J. FARRELLY, Esq.
5 CANDIDA CANIZIO, Esq.

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
6 4 Irving Place'

New York, N.Y. 10003
7

On behalf of Licensee, the Power Authority of the
8 Sta ta of New Yorka

9 JOSEPH J. LEVIN, Esq.
Morgan Associates, Chartered

10 1899 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

11
DAVID H. PIKUS, Esq.

12 RICHARD F. CZAJA, Esq.
Shea and Gould

13
On behalf of the Nuclear Regulatory| gs

s 14 Commission Staffs
DONALD HASSLE, Esq.

15 Washington, D.C.

16 On behalf of the Federal Emergency Management
Agency:'

17
STUART GLASS, Esq.

18
On behalf of the Intervenors:

19
Council of the City of New Yorka

20
CRAIG KAPLAN, Esq.

21
New York Public Interest Research Group:

22
AMANDA POTTERFIELD

23 JOAN HOLT, Esq.

(
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/~ 1 APPEARANCES (Continued)
On behalf of Intervenors:

2
Parents Concerned About Indian Points

3

|||h PHYLLIS RODRIGUEZ
4 P.O. Box 125

Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10520
5

Rockland Citizens for Safe Energy:
6

JUDITH KESSLER, Esq.
7 P.C. Box 74

New City, N.Y. 10956
8

West Branch Conservation Association
9

ZIPPORAH S. FLEISHER
10 443 Buena Vista Road

New City, N.Y. 10956
11

Westchester Countys
12

LAURIE VETERE, Esq.
13

Union of Concerned Scientists:

JEFFREY N. BLUM
15

Rockland Countya
16

ERIC THORSEN
17

18

19

20

21

22

23
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Q 1 EH9CEIDIESE

2 JUDGE GLEASON: If we could proceed, please.

3 This is a resumption of the hearing schedule

O
4 dealing with contentions under Commission Questions 3

5 and 4, and I would ask the parties to identify

6 themselves, please.

*

7 HR. BRANDENBURG Mr. Chairman, for

8 Consolidated Edison Company of New York, my name is

9 Brent L. Brandenburg. Seated to my left is Thomas J.

10 Farrelly, and to Mr. Farre11y's left, Candida Canizio.

11 MR. LEVIN: On behalf of the Power Authority

12 of the State of New York, my name is Joseph J. Levin,

j 13 Jr. To my left, Richard Czaja. To his left, David

14 Pikus.

15 MR. HASSELL: My name is Donald F. Hassell,

16 from the NRC staff. And seated to my right is Stewart

17 Glass, from FEHA Region 2.

18 MS. FLEISHER: For West Branch Conservation

,

19 A ssocia tion , Zipporah F. Fleisher.
1

20 MS. POTTERFIELD: I am Amanda Potterfield. I

21 represent the New York Public Interest Research Group.

| 22 MS. RODGRIGUEZ: I am Phyllis Rodriguez, from

| 23 Parents Concerned About Indian Point.

() 24 MR. THORSEN Eric Thorsen, appearino for the

25 County of Rockland.

O
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I

p. 1 55. VETERE: Laura A. Vetere, representing
U)

2 Westchester County Executive.

3 1R. BLU5: Jeffrey M. Blum, for the Union of

9 4 Concerned Scientists.

5 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. We have several

6 sotions, a motion, at least, that we will have to take

7 care of at the beginning. *

8 He have, as I indicated, several motions which

9 will have to be considered at the outset relating to

10 witnesses scheduled for today's proceeding. Are you
,

11 having trouble already, Mrs. Rod riguez.

12 MS. RODGRIGUEZa Yes.

13 55. POTTERFIELD: We all are, Judge.

14 (Whereupon, a discussion was held off the

15 record.)

16 55. KESSLER I would like to announce my

17 presence for the record, please. Judith Kessler,

,

18 representing Rockland Citizens for Safe Energy.
|

19 JUDGE GLEASON: We have, as I indicated

20 before, several motions which will have to be taken up

21 prior to proceeding with the witnesses scheduled for

22 today. The first motion is a motion by Consolidated

23 Edison to strike 111 of the intervenors' testimony under

24 Questions 3 and 4.

25 The basis for that motion is that the

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC.
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1 intervenors had not identified the witnesses until March

2 the 11th, and that because the licensees have only been

3 able to depose three out of 170 potential witnesses, and

O 4 because the intervenors did not make any effective

5 effort to reduce the number of witnesses to a realistic

6 number, they have in effect been denied their rights to

7 discovery. *

8 The Board denies that motion, and on the basis

9 that the list of witnesses at least has been available

10 since June of 1982, and the licensees could have

11 utilized many opportunities prior to this occasion to do

12 whatever discovery they wished to do in connection with

13 this.

(-)s(, 14 The next motion is a motion by both licensees
|
|
'

15 to strike testimony of certain witnesses scheduled for

16 tcday, and I would like to go over them, because of
!

17 these various lists that are flying back and forth, to

18 see if I have missed any. In toto, I believe the motion
1

19 submitted by Consolidated Edison would strike over the

20 next four or five days the testimony of approximately 50

21 witnesses, and the Power Authority would move to strike

22 the testimony of approximately 60 witnesses.

23 HS. FLEISHER: Excuse me, Your Honor. I do

24 not have copies of either of the two motions ycu just
}

| 25 mentioned.
(

)
|
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m 1 JUDGE GLEASONs M rs. Fleisher, please discuss

2 it with the licensees, because the Board has copies, and

3 we have to proceed.

O 4 JUDGE PARISs Your Honor, if I may just

5 clarify, the Power Authority's motion simply seeks to

6 strike portions of these witnesses' testimony. The

7 Power Authority's motion is directed toward striking

8 only portions.

9 JUDGE GLEASON: I understand that, which makes

10 it a much mora difficult thing to handle in the context

11 of where we are right now, but I understand that. I am

12 glad to have that correction.

13 Do you now have copies, Mrs. Fleisher?

() 14 HS. FLEISHERs Yes.

15 (Whereupon, the Board conferred.)

16 JUDGE GLEASON: Ms. Fleisher, your

17 organization is a part of the consolidation of the

18 presentation of the intervenors' testimony, are you

19 not?

20 MS. FLEISHER: We were co-lead in tervenors.

21 JUDGE GLEASON: That is not my point. Ms.

22 Potterfield, would you respond to this, pleaso? Is her

23 organiza tion --

24 MS. POTTERFIELDs Yes, Judge Gleason. We have
(}

25 worked together, all of the intervenor groups, to

A)(_
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1 cooperate in presenting the schedule of our witnesses.(}
2 However, we have never been consolidated, and still are

3 not, and our witnesses each are sponsored by the lead

O 4 intervenor, as is required by the Board's order. We

5 expected thst all of us would get service of these

6 motions to strike, as was ordered by the Board, and in

7 fact most of us did not.

8 JUDGE GLEASON: Most of you did not?
'

9 MS. POTTERFIELD4 Well, my organization was

10 not served.

11 MS. BODGRIGUEZa My organization, my home was

12 served at ten until midnight last night by PASNY.

13 MS. FLEISHER Your Honor, we were told that

O)(_ 14 we would receive a notice by 10:30 last night, and we

15 did not, and this morning when I left I saw a package on

16 sy rural mailbox, and I brought it here with me, and see

17 the names of some of my witnesses in it. That is 'the

18 smount of time I have had for preparation. Nor have I

19 received a copy of the March 14th until this moment, and

20 I see some of the name of my witnesses in it.

21 MS. KE55LEB: I received one at approximately

22 9:00 to 9:15 last night, and the other at some point

23 after which I had gone to bed.

() 24 JUDGE GLEASON4 Well, the order indicated that

25 you were supposed to receive it yesterday, so 9:15 would

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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~

r- 1 have baan receiving it yesterday. Do you have any
V}

2 comment on this?

3 NR. CZAJA Judge, we did the best we could

O 4 under the circumstances. We got the list of 170

5 witnesses late Friday af ternoon. We worked all over the

6 weekend and yesterday to come up with some sort of

7 comprehensive motion, as we understood the Board, and we

8 did our best. We are sorry if we disturbed people late

9 at night.

10 HS. POTTERFIELD: I might say, Judge Gleason,

11 that I spoke to Mr. Czada myself at 5.00 o' clock

12 yesterday af ternoon when he returned my phone call, and

| 13 he did not mention to me that a motion to strike was
!

(~)Sq_ 14 coming at all.I

15 JUDGE GLEASONa Well, let's eliminate the back

| 18 and forth discussion at the present time.

17 MS. POTTERFIELD4 We are ready'to proceed with

18 our witnesses. He have a f ull schedule, Judge Gleason.

19 JUDGE GLEASON I understand, Ms.

20 Potterfield. If you would just hold for a minute.

21 MS. POTTERFIELD I thought we might take the

22 motions as the witnesses take the stand.

23 JUDGE GLEASONa If you would hold just one

24 minute.

25 (Pause.)
|
|

)
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1 JUDGE GLEASON: If I understand, if the{)
2 information that the Board has is correct, your list of

3 witnesses starts off with Erikson, followed by Ramey,

9 4 followed by a panel of King and Galdone, followed by

5 Blattstein, followed by a panel of Courtney, Ford, and

6 Craig, followed by Burgher, Morris, and then Zelman.

7 Isn't that correct?

8 HS. POTTERFIELD: Hs. Burgher would be part of

|
9 a panel with Courtney, Ford, and Craig, Your Honor, but

10 otherwise that is correct.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. Bring your first

12 witness on, please.

13 MS. POTTERFIELD: Dr. Kai Erikson.

) 14 Whereupon,

15 KAI T. ERIKSON

|
16 was called as a witness, and having been first duly

17 sworn, took the stand, was exami'ned, and testified as

18 follows:

19 DIRECT EXAMINATION

20 BY MS. POTTERFIELDs

21 0 Dr. Erikson, do you have before you two

22 documents, one entitled Testimony of Kai T. Erikson, and

23 the second entitled Supplemental Testimony of Kai T.

24 Erikson?

| 25 A (WITNESS ERICKSON) Yes, I do.
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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_

1 0 Do those two documents represent the testimony

2 you wish to submit before the Atomic Safety and

3 Licensing Board?

O 4 A (WITNESS ERICKSON) I would like to make two

5 additions to the first document mentioned, because it

6 was prepared a good time ago.

7 Q What are those additions?*

a A (WITNESS ERICKSON) I would like to add at the

9 bottom of the first paragraph on Page 1 the following

10 "I am now one of two candidates for the position of

11 president of the American Sociological Association."

12 0 And the second addition, Dr. Erikson?

13 A (WITNESS ERICKSON ) The second addition would

) 14 be near the top of Page 2, after the sentence that ends,

15 " Nuclear Regulatory Commission," on line 7, "In January,

16 1982, I testified on matters relating to emergency

17 planning before the licensing board of the Nuclear

18 Regulatory Commission considering a start of the Diablo

19 Canyon reactor, and in January, 1983, I testified before

20 the Suffolk County Legislature on emergency planning as

21 it relates to the Shoreham nuclear power station."

22 0 With those additions and corrections, is your

23 testimony true and accurate to the best of your

() 24 information and belief?

25 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, it is.

O
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1 MS. POTTERFIELD: Your Honor, I move the

2 admission of Dr..Erikson's testimony into evidence as if

3 read.

O 4 JUDGE GLEASON: Is there objection?
,

3

5 NR. CZAJA: Judge, we have moved to strike Dr.

6 Erikson's supplemental papers or supplemental testimony,

7 and the reasons are in our papers.

8 HR. BRANDENBURGs Con Edison has moved

9. similarly, Judge.

10 MS. POTTERFIELD: I believe all the parties

11 have been served with our opposition to PASNY's motion,

12 sithough we did not get Con Edison's action until late

13 last night.

Ot.d 14 JUDGE GLEASON: Dr. Erikson, what was the role

15 that you played in the study that your supplemental

16 testimony refers to in connection with the Shoreham

17 reactor?

18 WITNESS ERIKSON: I was a member of the

19 radiological emergency response plan steering committee

20 of Suffolk County, and in that capacity commissioned the

21 study by Steven Cole of Social Data Analysts, was a part

22 of the group that framed the questions in the first

23 instance, reviewed with Dr. Cole the results of the

f]
24 pretest, ani changed some of the questions as a result

25 of it, reviewed the results of the survey as it came

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 off, reviewed the first draft of the report, and
{' )

2 received the final draft, received it for Suffolk

3 County.

G 4 I could add that Dr. Cole's first draft

5 report, dated October, 1982, on Page 44, includes the

6 following. "The questionnaire used in the study was

7 prepared by Dr. Steven Cole, president of So:ial Data

8 Analysts, Incorporated, in consultation with Dr. Kai

9 Erikson, professor of sociology at Yale University. Dr.

10 James J. Johnston, Jr., assistant professor of

11 geogpra phy a t UCLA, also provided comments on the first

12 draft of the questionnaire. After this meeting, Dr.

13 Cole constructed the first draft of the questionnaire,

14 which was sent to Drs. Erikson and Johnston.,

15 "After Drs. Erikson and Johnston commented on

16 the questionnaire, an additional draft was prepa red ,"

17 and then after a break he talks then about a pretest

18 that was taken, and he says, " Based upon this pretest, a

19 final draft was prepared after consultation with Dr.

20 Erikson."

21 (Pause.)

22 JUDGE GLEASON4 Does the staf f ha ve any

23 comments they want to make on this motion?

() 24 MR. HASSELL4 No, we do not.

25 JUDGE GLEASON: The Board will deny the motion

O
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1 to strike the tastimony on the basis that there is

2 enough connection with this study, that Dr. Erikson is

3 an expert witness and can testify to it.

G 4 [The testimony and supplemental testimony of

5 Mr. Erikson follow.]

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17
,

f 18

19

20 ,

21

22

23
|

24

25

O
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TESTIMONY OF KAI T. ERIKSON

,

My name is Kai T. Erikson. I have been a Professor of

O
Sociology and American Studies at Yale University since 1966,

and Editor of the Yale Review since 1979. I received a B.A.

in sociology from Reed College in 1953 and both an M.A. in

1955 and Ph.D. in 1963 from the University of Chicago. I

held a joint appointment in the Departments of Psychiatry and

Sciology at the University of Pittsburgh from 1959 to 1963,

and a similar appointment at'Emory University from 1963 to

. 1966. I am a Fellow of the American Sociological Association and

served as an elected member of its governing Council from

1974 to 1977. I am the immediate past President of the
es

(,,) Eastern Sociological Socity, and I was President of the

Society for the Study of Social Problems in 1970-1971.

In recent years my professional work has focused

increasingly on human responses to emergencies. Between 1973

and 1976 I did an intensive study of the Baffalo Creek flood

of 1972, and I wrote a book on the topic which in 1977 won

the Sorokin Award of the American Sociological Association

for the best book written in sociology during the preceding
i
! year as well as a Nomination for the National Book Award.

Since that time I have done a briefer study of the effects of
,

(~-}
mercury contamination on an Ojibwa Indian Band in Northwest

Ontario, and I have written on general problems of toxic waste

disposal with particular reference to the situation at Love ,

|

Canal'in upstate New York and on the bombings of Hiroshima

and Nagasaki in 1945. In the past two years I have kept abreast

,

I e

. - -
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of research dealing with human reactions to the incident

at Three Mile Island, and I testified on related matters before

the Licensing Board of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission h

considering a restart of THI-1. Since that time, I've been

invited to participate in a workshop on psychological stress

at Three Mile Island by the Mitre Corporation on behalf

of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. I have lectured

widely on the general subject of human emergencies, including

the principal address to the Red Cross National Convention

in Miami, Florida, in 1977. In the course of the various

activities described above, I have read a substantial part of

the available literature on responses to disaster from both

a sociological and psychiatric standpoint.
gg

I have recently reviewed the Radiological Emergency .

Response Plans for the State of New York and the four counties

in the 10 mile Emergency Planning Zonc around the Indian Point

Nuclear Power Plant. These plans are quite vague in detail.

It is clear, nonetheless, that they include a number of assump-

tions about the way residents of the area are likely to j

respond in the event of a radiological emergency. These
.

1

assumptions are without foundation, in my opinion; and until i
1

such time as we have more information about the social and

psychological dispositions of the people who are expected

to play a role in carrying out local emergency plans, we

can have no confidence in the feasibility of those plans.
1

Unfounded assumptions in the Indian Point emergency plans |

1

|
|

|
'-
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fall under two general headings:

1) An assumption that residents within and outside the .

() EPZ will follow directions in the event of an emergency
*

regardless of where they are at the time; and

2) An assumption that emergency workers will report to the

posts assigned them regardless of their other responsibilities
>

as members of families.

Let me begin by noting thatany accident serious enough

to require evacuation of the area surrounding the power plant

is likely to be traumatic for a number of local residents,
and final emergency plans should take into account what has"e

been learned in other crisis situations about the way people:

typically respond to moments of severe stress. I cannor deal

; now with the full range of social and psychological reactions
described in the available studies, but I would like to note;

three that may be of particular relevance here.
i

Crisis situations involving the risk of radiation or some
,

other form of contamination are different from the typical
!

run of natural disasters and human accidents. Most emergencies,

whether they result from acts of God (such as floods, storms,

! earthquakes) or acts of men (such as accidental explosions

or deliberate bombings), have a clear beginning and a clear
;

ending. Sooner or lager the flood waters recede, the winds,

abate, the smoke clears, the bombers leave; an"all clear"

is sounded both literally and figuratively to indicate that

i the incident is over and the source of danger is gone.

But when an invisible threat hangs in the air or is lodged

in the tissues of the body for an indeterminate amount of

|
-
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time, and the survivors have no sure way of knowing howe

much damage has been done or is yet to be done, the event is

never quite over. The cause for alarm never quite disappears.

This has been the situation, for example, in such diverse ||)
places as Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Seveso, Minamata, the Love

Canal and Three Mile Island -- all of them places where

residents have reason to fear that they and their children

yet unborn have been contaminated in one way or another.

Events of this kind often provoke a deeper and more lasting

form of anxiety than ordinary disasters.

It is probable that a substantial number of people who

are exposed to an immediate peril will over-react. They will

evacuate before being advised to, will move longer distances

than advised, and in general, will respond to their own

O
feelings of alarm by doing more than is required and doing

it earlier than required. This tendency has been noted in

many different emergencies and has been called " hyper-

vigilance," "the counter-disaster syndrome," "the evacuation

shadow phenomenon," and so on. At the same time, however,

it is also likely that another substantial number of people

exposed to an immediate peril will under-react, for one

very common reaction to moments of crisis is to become

immobilized, to go numb, to freeze. This tendency has also

been noted in many different emergencies and has been called

"the disaster syndrome," " psychic numbing," and so on. Ih
It is my opinion that each of these tendencies, but

especially the tendency to over-react, becomes more intense

when radiation or some other contaminant is involved
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:

because people do not know what the dangerous substance looks
j

'

like or feels like, how far it can reach out into the country-
side, or how long its effects can last. Many more people

'

evacuated the regions around Three Mile Island than were

j advised to, for example, and those who did so drove many

more miles on the average than was necessary. Both the tendency

to morreact and the tendency to underreact have been ignored

in the Indian Point emergency plans.

Those people expected to play helping roles in an

evacuation who also are members of families will be in
:

;
"

a situation of very marked conflict if an emergency is
.

declared. To say that there will be conflict is not to say

() that we know in advance how everyone will resolve it, but

it is my very strong expectation that a number of emergency,

workers will first go home to tend their children in the

event of a crisis no matter what commitments they have

elsewhere, and they will do so because they feel, as is the t

case with parents everywhere, that their major responsibility

is to attend the needs of their own offspring. A sociologist

has no professional warrant to call such behavior instinctual

! (although the great majority of biologists and psychiatrists

would probably do so), but he is certainly in a posiition

[}
to point out that many research studies have found people

reluctant to turn to emergency duties until such time as they

have been reassured about the safety of their families.

This general finding was phrased well by James Cornell:
,

,

, - - - - - , , . . . . - , , - - - , , . --,..,,n . . . - - , . . - , , , .9 , ,-n..,,,.,.e-, , _ , - ~ , , , . , _ , , - - , , - , , , - . , , - . . - , , , _ . . , _ , , , , , , - - _ , n, .,,,- -. - ,_
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Firot, ths bacic unit of hum:n lifo -- tha family
--emerges as the single most important force in-
fluencing behavior. Survivors rapidly turn their
own anxiety into concern for their kin. A per-
son's first regard is for saving family members,

.. often at the expense of other victims or
oneself. Even officials charged with the safety of
an entire community find their first allegiance is
to their family. As Ralph Linton has written,
"In GBtterdSmmerung...the last man will spend
his last hours searching for his wife and child."

An evacuation plan that takes for granted the readiness

of local emergency workers to report for duty, regardless of

family obligations, runs a high-- and in my opinion unacceptablo -

risk of failure.

Those are among the general findings from the social and

behavioral sciences against which the particular plans drawn

for the areas around Indian Point must be measured. It is one

thing to estimate how rapidly human traffic could drain out
of a danger zone, or how many emergency workers would be

Orequired to carry out essential activities of one kind or
another; but it is another thing to take for granted that

.

people will in fact behave in the way the planners assume.

The plans assume, for example, that emergency workers

who reside within the danger zone can be counted on to report ,

I

for duty whether or not their own families have assembled

and evacuated, and this assumption is problematic for all

the reasons noted above. It may be reasonable to take for

granted that police officers as well as physicians, nurses,
and other medical personnel will report as expected. But

a very large number of other people figure in the plan as |||
well -- people to drive school buses and to accompany the |

children who ride them, people to staff the communications

,
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centers and to register evacuees, people to monitor the spread ;

~

of radiation and set up check points of one kind or another

() and work with decontamination teans, people to drive ambulances
i
'

;

and tow trucks and whatever other vehicles are brought into

play to transpor't the disabled and people without working
vehicles, people to repair roads and establish traffic

control checkpoints and maintain reception centers and

handle necessary food and water supplies and, in general,

carry out the hundreds of other tasks that might, in a real

| emergency, be required. As things presently stand, we have

2 no way of knowing what all of those people are likely to
" do in the event of a serious crisis (although it may be

; instructive to note that many of the emergency workers

who are expected to aid evacuation if yet another
.

; accident should strike Three Mile Island -- fire fighters
among them -- have let it be known that their families would

come first) .

We need to know what proportion of the emergency work

force has family obligations that might prove to be a
i

source of conflict, and how members of that force are 1

|

likely to resolve that conflict.
I

The emergency plans for Indian Point also assume that
;

the emergency workers who reside outside the danger zone will '

move into it if asked to do so, and that assumption, too,
I

is problematic. Police could presumably be relied upon, '

but it is not certain that others who make up the emergency
1

| work force-- truck drivers, heavy equipment operators,

laborers, volunteer firemen -- will be willin'g to leave

i
, . - - _ _ , , - - - - - - - . ~. - . . - - - - - - - - - - ------- - '- ---- - - - - -
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places of relative safety and expose themselves to hazard,

especially if they are expected to arrive equipped with

edosimeters, exposure records, protective gear, and other

reminders that the work they are about to perform may prove

very dangerous indeed. Additionally, emergency workers who

live a few miles outside the perimeter of the danger zone

may not feel confident that their families are safe and

may themselves try to evacuate.

The plans for Indian Point further assume that parents of

1 school-age children will be willing to evacuate without

first-hand reassurances that their offspring are being

safely conveyed out of the area. It may turn out that the

residents of the area will feel comfortable with an |||
arrangement by which children are removed by bus to

reception centers but given what social scientists have

learned about the closeness of family ties and the anxieties

of most parents concerning the safety of their children,

it would seem foolhardy to take that view for grmited. If a

fair number of parents insist,upon questioning, as I would

expect them to, that they might drive to the school them-

selves, tlien there would be substantially more traffic on the

roads than the present estimates seem to allow for.

.

i
1
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The plans assume, finally, that vehicular traffic will

drain out of the danger zone along assigned evacuation

(} routes. For.5ene thing, the plans seem to call for some traffic

to move toward the power plant for at least a short time
1

even though it is not at all unlikely that people will balk
'

at being ordered to take what may seem at first to be an

illogical and perhaps even dangerous route. Moreover, the

plans assume that drivers will all vacate the danger zone

along the given evacuation routes, but it is likely that some

of them will have particular destinations in mind -- the

home of a relative or friend, say. If, for either of those
:.

reasons, vehicles enter the road network moving in the" wrong"

direction or cause congestion at intersections in an effort to

do so, the evacuation of the area might very well be

adversely affected.

In short, the emergency plans for Indian Point are full of

vague directives, but whether or not they can be implemented
:

depends to a very large extent on the attitudes, intentions

and emotional reflexes of the people charged with carrying

them out. Surveys gathering information on these attitudes

have been begun in Suffolk County,where.the Shoreham nuclear

plant is located, and in Westchester; County. Atlarge scale

( study will soon be underway in the Three Mile Island area
l
|

as well.

Until we know a great deal more than we do now about these

matters, we dare not assume that the present emergency

evacuation plans provide any protection to the public.

.. . _. - .- - -. - .-. - . - - - ._
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COPHISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
e

In the Matter of )

CONSOLIDATED EDIS0N COMPANY OF NEW YORK Docket Nos. 50-247 SP
(Indian Point Unit 2) ) 50-286 SP

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
(Indian Point Unit 3) ) February 21, 1983

SUPPLEMENTAL TESTIMONY OF DR. KAI T. ERIKSON, PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY,
YALE UNIVERSITY, ON THE EVACUATION PLAN FOR INDIAN POINT

'

In my original statement, I testified that radiological emergencies are

, different in kind from the ordinary run of natural disasters and human accidents.
i

j Because that is so, I further testified, it is reasonable to assume that, in the

| event of an emergency at Indian Point involving evacuation, (a) considerably more

people will evacuate than asked to do so, seriously complicating an already

difficult situation, and (b) many people now being relied upon to perform one or

another kind of emergency work will be unavailable because they feel a compelling

need to see to the safety of their own families instead.

In that testimony, I noted that two studies had been commissioned by the

County of Suffolk, Long Island, of the people living in the general vicinity of

the Shoreham Nuclear Power Plant. I was instrumental in designing those studies
|

| and in analyzing the results as a consultant to the County and as a member of the

t Suffolk County Radiological Emergency Response Plan Steering Committee. The

results of those studies are now available. They relate to many of the concerns

that have been expressed in the Indian Point hearings.

I
__.
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The first study conducted in the Shoreham area dealt with the number of

residents who might evacuate in the event of an emergency at the Shoreham plant.

The study was administered to a stratified random sample of 2,595 persons, and it

indicated the following. If a minor emergency were declared at the Shoreham

eplant but no one in the immediate vicinity was advised to evacuate, some

215,000 families would leave anyway -- roughly 25% of the local population. If a

small-scale emergency were declared and a limited evacuation was called for of
l

; those residents who live within 5 miles of the power plant, roughly 2,700

families, more than 289,000 families would leave instead -- 33% of the population.

If total evacuation were called for within a 10-mile radius of the plant, a

measure that should affect 31,000 families, fully 430,000 families from all over

Long Island would try to leave -- 50% of the general population.

The second study conducted in the Shoreham area dealt with volunteer firemen

and school bus drivers, two groups of people that are expected to play important

roles in the local evacuation plan. In the first part of the study, 291 h
| interviews were conducted by telephone with members of the five fire departments
|

immediately surrounding the Shoreham plant. Approximately 60% of the members of
1
| those departments were involved. The research indicates that as many as two-

thirds of the firemen would not be available on an immediate basis in the event
|

.

of an emergency involving evacuation because they would look first to the safety
1

|

| of their families. In the second part of the study, 246 school bus drivers who
I

work in the five school districts within ten miles of the Shoreham plant were

also interviewed, this time by a self-administered questionnaire. Virtually all
|

of the school bus drivers in the five-district area were contacted. The drivers

were asked essentially the same question as had been posed to the firemen, and

it is clear from their responses that 69% would not rdport to emergency duty

until they were assured that their families were safely out of the evacuation
|

zone.
|

|

__ _
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Th;ce cra ttriking cnd importrnt findings. Th2y indic2to in the sharpest way

that the number of people who can be expected to evacuate in the event of even a

minor emergency is far larger than any previous estimates have allowed for, and

they further indicate that large numbers of people presently counted on to perform

fV̂} emergency duties of one kind or another in the event of an emergency will simply
not be available.

But can the findings from Suffolk and Nassau Counties be used to predict what

might happen in the neighborhoods surrounding Indian Point? Quite obviously, the

best and most reliable procedure would be for the affected counties to commission

a study along the lines of the one conducted by Suffolk County. In the absence of

such studies, however, the data from Long Island form the best single indicator

available anywhere of how the people living around Indian Point are likely to

respond. For one thing, what people on Long Island say they are likely to do in

the event of a future crisis matches almost exactly what the people living in the

vicinity of Three Mile Island did in fact during a past crisis. In that emergency,g_s
t i

~' some 2,500 people were advised to evacuate from neighborhoods within a 5-mile

radius of the plant, but, instead, 144,000 people from all over the countryside

left. This suggests a more general pattern: if the neighborhoods surrounding

Three Mile Island and the neighborhoods surrounding Shoreham are alike in their

reactions and their fears, it is only prudent to assume that the neighborhoods

surrounding Indian Point are similar -- especially since the evidence of what

happened at Three Mile Island, and the evidence available from the Suffolk County

studies, are the only relevant sources of information to be_found anywhere.

Moreover, testimony already presented at the Indian Point hearings shows

clearly that local officials are quite doubtful that emergency personnel will
p
(,,) report to duty immediately, exactly because they will be concerned about their

families. Experienced school bus drivers and volunteer firemen have testified

to that effect,as well as a number of local officials, including the Commissioner

of the Department of Social Services of Westchester County, the Chief of Police

. . -_-- -_
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cf ths V111rgs of Haviratrew, ths D:puty Commiesionar of Trencportstion of
*

Westchester County, the Commissioner of the Department of Public Works of

Westchester County, the Captain of the Ossining Volunteer Ambulance Corps, the

Program Coordinator of the Putnam Association for Retarded Citizens, the

Director of Camp Rainbow at Croton, the Director of the Croton Recreation

Department Day Camp, and the Senior Recreation Leader of the Town of Clarkstown.

The weight of the evidence available to date leaves no other conclusion

possible: any evacuation plan that fails to take into account (a) the number of

people who are likely to over-react in the event of an emergency, and (b) the

number of emergency personnel who will help their families evacuate rather than

report to duty, has to be regarded as sorely -- and dangerously -- inadequate.

O

O

I
.
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1 MS. POTTERFIELDa The witness is available for{}
2 cross examination.

3 JUDGE GLEASON: I might say that in the

4 interest of making as much time available to the parties

5 as possible daring the hearing of these Contentions 3

6 and 4, we tre not going to permit summary statements of

|
7 testimony, simply because it just takes more time.

8 All right. Who wants to proceed?

9 MR. CZAJAs May I proceed, Your Honor?

10 JUDGE GLEASON: All right.

11 CROSS EXAMINATION

12 BY HR. CZAJA:

13 0 Dr. Erikson, in your opinion, can parallels be

/)
-

,

(s , 14 drawn between human response to non-radiological
|
1

15 eoergencies and human response to radiological

16 emergencies?

17 A (WITNESS EEIKSON) I think f or most planning

18 purposes it is isngerous to assume that the experience

19 drawn on non-radiological emergencies can be useful in

20 emergencies that do involve radiological emergencies.

21 Q Well, Dr. Erikson, in your testimony presented

22 to the Board today, are you not in large part drawing on

|
23 your research in connection with the Buffalo Creek

I'h 24 disaster?
U

| 25 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Only in certain
l

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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(N 1 particulars. I would not regsrd what happened atu)
2 Buffalo Creek as a proper example on which one can

3 generalize about radiological emergency, no.

S
4 Q Dr. Erikson, of the research discussed in your

5 testimony before the Board, other than the Buffalo Creek

6 re se a r: h , ild you conduct any of that research

7 personally?

8 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I can't recall whether I

9 refer in my testimony to a case of a methyl mercury

10 poisoning that took place in northwest Ontario, at a

11 place called Grassy Narrows. If I did refer to that, I

12 did engage in the research referred to.

13 Q Eould you consider that situation one in which

14 one could irav parallels from that emergency to a

15 radiological emergency?

16 A (WITNESS EHIKSON) I would think one cones

17 closer when one is talking about emergencies that

| 18 involve videspread contaminants to situations that
i

19 involve radiation because contamination radiation is a

20 form of contamination in that sense.

21 Q Dr. Erikson, as I understand your direct

22 testimony, and some of the additions you made today, you

23 have testified on a number of occasions with regard to

() 24 your views on whether emergency plans for radiological

25 emergencies are reasonable in terms of making

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 assumptions about human behavior. Is that correct?b'";
2 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, it is.

3 Q And could you tell se on which occasions you

9 4 have so testified?

5 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I testified before the

6 licensing board at Three Mile Island hearing testimony

7 about the restart of Reactor 1. I testified before the

8 licensing board at Diablo Canyon in San Luis Obispo

9 County, California, on the start there. And most

10 recently, I testified before., as I -- I just added to my

11 testimony, I just testified before the Suffolk County

12 Legislature on matters involving emergency planning for

13 the Shoreham nuclear power statioq.

''),

(_/ 14 0 Now, at the bottom of. Page 9 of your direct

15 testimony, the last two lines on that page, you state,
i

l 16 "We dare not assume that the present emergency
i

17 evacuation plan provides any protection to the public."

18 Was that the same view you took of the plans that you

19 testified about at Three Mile Island, at Diablo Canyon,
,

1

20 and bef ore the Suf folk County Legislature?

21 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Had I to write this

22 sentence again, I would substitute the wcrd " sufficient"

23 for the word "any." But with that qualifi:stion, my

('i 24 testimony before Three Mile Island was given at a time
G

25 when I had not reviewed the emergency evacuation plan

O

ALDE3oN REPORTING COMPANY. INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 that was then in the making. My testimony on Diablo
[}

2 Canyon was to the effect that under the present

3 circumstances, that the amergency plans in particular --

G 4 in general, and the evacuation plans in particular were

5 insufficient, and that was -- and my testimony before

6 the Suffolk County Legislature was essentially of the

7 same sort.

8 0 So Diablo Canyon and Suffolk County, you have

9 the opinion that as in the present case, the plans are

10 insufficient to protect the public? Is that correct?

11 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The plans at the time I

12 testified, yes.

13 0 Have you studied the plans since that date?

() 14 Have you changed your opinion?

15 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, the opinion I

16 expressed at Suffolk County was a matter of a few weeks

17 ago. So I don't think there have been any changes in

18 the plan since then. I have not seen any plans, any

19 changes, if indeed they have taken place in the

20 emergency plans for San Luis Obispo County.

21 0 And in Three Mile Island, at the time you

22 testified, you had not reviewed the plans at all. Is

23 that correct?

() 24 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I had not.

25 0 Have you subsequently reviewed those plans?

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) No, I haven 't.{}
2 Q At any time during the course of your work

3 experience, have you studied, evaluated, or researched

S 4 an emergency response to a nuclear incident of any

5 sort?

6 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I would think at this point

7 that I would regard my review of the emergency plan at

8 San Luis Obispo County as thorough enough to qualify as

9 a study

10 0 Now, Doctor, you have to focus on my

11 question. My question is, response to a nuclear

12 incident. As I understand it, there was no nuclear

13 incident in San Luis Obispo. Is that correct? Is that

f'hQ 14 your understanding?

15 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

,
16 0 And my question is simply whether during the

17 course of your work experience you have studied,

18 evaluated, or researched an emergency response to a

19 nuclear incident of any sort.

20 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) No, I haven't.

21 0 Dr. Erikson, would you agree with the

22 proposition that in emergencies panic is more of ten

23 observed in films than in everyday life?

() 24 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, I would.

25 JUDGE GLEASON: I can 't hear you.

O
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{} 1 HR. CZAJA: I am sorry, Mr. Chairman. The

2 question was whether Dr. Erikson agrees with the

3 proposition that in emergencies panic is more often

G 4 observed in movie films than in everyday life, and I

5 believe the response was, he sgrees with that

6 proposition.

7 WITNESS ERIKSONa Yes. With the qualification

8 that panic is very often observed in emergency

9 situations where people are in a contained space.

10 BY MR. CZAJA: (Resuming)

11 Q Dr. Erikson, an I correct in saying that you

12 have not studied the Three Nile Island incident?

13 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I have not conducted a

14 survey, but I have kept abreast of all of the surveys

15 that have been done and other information available, and

16 whether that constitutes a study for the purposes of

17 your question I don't know. >

18 0 Well, as you understand the word " study" as it

19 is used in sociological circles, have you conducted a

20 study of the three Nile Island situation?

21 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) My answer would be as I

22 just gave it. I have reviewed the studies.

23 Q Have you conducted a study yourself?

() 24 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I have not conducted a

25 survey.

O
|
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n 1 Q Do you know Dr. Russell Dynes?
U

2 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, I do.

3 0 And would you be prepared to concede that Dr.

4 Dynes knows a good deal about the Three Mile Island

5 incident?

6 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, I would.

7 Q An I correct in saying, Dr. Erikson, that your

8 position is that studies of disasters show that there is

9 no shortage of emergency response personnel?

10 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I am sorry. Could you

11 repeat that?

12 Q Am I correct in saying that your position is

13 that studies of disasters show that thera is no shortage

14 of emergency response personnel?

15 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Is your question whether I

16 testified to that affect?

17 0 I am asking you first whether that is your

18 position, Doctor.

19 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) It is not my position.

20 Q In what respects is it not your position?

21 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I would say that in the

22 great zajority of disaster emergencies of which we have

23 record, that there were a sufficient number of emergency

24 personnel, but there have been occasions at which there

25 were not, so I would not like to generalize on the basis

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASH |NGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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(}
1 of even the majority of the cases.

2 O Now, an I correct that it is also your

3 position that in some cases prior to the time when~_

V 4 emergency workers report in an emergency, they want to

5 assure themselves that their families are safe. Is that

6 correct?

7 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

8 Q But is it further your position that rescue

9 workers do not have to physically go to see that their

10 families are safe and that this can be accomplished by

11 other methods, for example, a colleague checking, by

12 radio communication, by telephone communication, or by

13 some other means?

14 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I don't think it is

15 possible to answer that question without saying that it

16 would be my position that people need to be reassured

17 that their familias are safe, but one can 't anticipate
.

18 in advance what will reassure them. So whether they are

|

|
19 reassured by a phone call remains to be seen.

|

| 20 Q Well, is it true that it is often the case

21 that this could be accomplished by a phone call or some

| 22 other method?
|

23 A ( WITN ESS ERIKSON) I would think, and I am

() 24 only guessing here, that large numbers of people would

25 be reassured by a phone call if it came from the right

()
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1 person or had the right information in it.{}
2 JUDGE PARIS Mr. Czaja, we are having

3 difficulty understanding you. Try pulling the mike a

G 4 little closer.

5 NR. CZAJA: I am sorry, Judge.

6 BY MR. CZAJAs (Resuming)

7 0 Turning to Page 8 of your testimony, Dr.

8 Erikson, on the bottom five lines of that page, you

9 state, "If a fair number of parents insist upon

10 questioning, as I would expect them to, that they might

11 drive to the schools themselves, then there would be

12 substantially morc traffic on the roads than the present

13 estimatos seem to allow for."

14 Is thst observation essentially a common sense

l
1 15 observation on your part?

16 JUDGE GLEASON4 Excuse me. Is that

17 observation -- I am having a very difficult time. If

,

18 you will just slow up your questions.
1
'

19 MR. CZAJAs I am sorry.

20 BY MR. CZAJA: (Resuming)

21 0 Is thst obserystion essentially a common sense

22 observation on your part as opposed to one based upon

23 expertise in traffic engineering or evacuation time

() 24 estimating?

25 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, I think there are two

f%G
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1 observations in this sense, and I think the first is a

2 guess as to how parents would respond, which is based

3 upon more than a common sense observation. As to

O 4 whether or not sn influx of parents on the roads would

5 substantially increase the traffic, yes, that is a

6 common sense observation.

7 Q Do you have any opinion as to the effect of
.

8 that increased traffic on the roads on evacuation time

9 estimates?
,

'

10 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) No, I don't.

11 Q I take it then that you are not f amiliar with

12 Dr. Thomas Urbanek's testimony in this pr6ceeding.
,

13 A (MITNESS ERIKSON) I don't recall it by that

14 name in any event.

15 Q Well, did you read sny testimony in this

16 proceeding to the effect that if parents were to go to

17 the schools thessalves to pick up their children,

18 decreased evacuation times would result?

19 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) No, I haven't.

20 0 Dr. Erikson, I believe you testified in

21 response to Judge Gleason's questions that your role in

22 the Shoreham study came about because of your membership

23 on the radiological emergency responsa plan steering

O 24 c i** or S='' 1x co==*'- ' ** * cort ct'

25 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) In part, yes. I was also a

!o
:
|
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() 1 consultant to the County in my capacity as a

2 sociologist, so I would say both of those capacities

3 were at issue here.G
4 0 And what was the task of the radiological

5 amargency responsa plan steering committee of Suffolk

6 County?

7 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The main task, as I

8 understood it, was to review the existing amergency

9 plans and to aid in the formulation of a new one, and to

to advise the county executive on other matters pertaining

11 to the position he ought to take in regard to the

12 nuclear power plant.
l

13 Q And was the survey that appears in your

14 supplemental testimony commissioned as part of that

15 process of reviewing an existing emergency response plan?

16 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, it was.

| 17 0 And what was your conclusion with regard to
|

18 that existing emergency response plan?

|
'

19 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I am missing a link in the

| 20 logic here. My response to the two pieces of research

21 that were ione --

22 Q No, no, your response to that existing

| 23 emergency response plan tha t you were reviewing, and in

() 24 the course of that review you commissioned the survey

25 which is next to your supplemental testimony.

OV
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() 1 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Actually, at the time the |

2 steering committee was formed, there were two pieces,

3 two sets of documents that could be described asO
4 emergency plans, and the first was an on-site plan

5 prepared by the Long Island Lighting Company which was

6 the first thing that we reviewed, and the second was an

7 emergency plan that had been drawn up by the Suffolk

8 County Department of Health, I believe. It was the

9 conclusion of the steering committee tha t f urther

10 research was required in order for a third plan to be

11 drawn, which the county also commissioned.
.

12 0 Did you ever review a plan, an off-site plan

13 prepared by the Long Island Lighting Company?

14 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I don't think I did.

15 NR. CZAJA: I have no further questions.
.

16 JUDGE GLEASONa Mr. Brandenburg.

17 CROSS EIAHINATION

18 BY MR. BRANDENBURG4
'

19 0 Dr. Erikson, you have had no formal training

20 in psychiatry, have you?

21 A No, I haven't.

22 0 You have similarly had no formal training in

23 eme rgency planning or emergency response, have you?

() 24 A (WITNESS ERIKS3N) That is correct.'

25 Q Now, you responded to a question asked by Mr.

O
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l
1 Czaja, and I believe you amended your direct testimony )[}
2 to reflect that you had testified in the Diablo Canyon

3 licensing proceeding. Is that correct?

4 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

5 0 On whose behalf did you testify in that

6 proceeding?

7 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I can't remember the name

8 of the group. It was citizens who lived in San Luis

9 Obispo county, represented by a law firm located in Los

10 Angeles, and I can neither remember those names, the

11 citizen group nor the name of the law firm.

12 0 Now, did the party on whose behalf you

13 . testified have a point of view as to whether or not

) 14 effective emergency planning :ould occur at the site of

15 that plant?
,

16 A (WITNESS ERIXSON) I am not sure that I am

17 aware that the group had a point of view on the

18 emergency plan at all.

19 0 Well, was the thrust of your testimony in that

20 proceeding similar to the thrust of your testimony here?

21 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, it was.

22 0 Now, in the Diablo Canyon case, were there

23 other experts on behavioral sciences and emergency

() 24 planning th a t we re testifying against the positions
l
'

25 which you P.cok in that proceeding? Or contrary to the

,
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1 positions which rou took?{} , , _

2 A (WITNESS ERIKS3NL I am only aware of the
*

a, -

3 testimony that was given 93 the hours that I was in.the

O courtroom myself,. But there were a sociologist named

's v
'

4

c-,

5 Dennis Hilleti testifying in a way that I thought was

6 dif ferent than mine. [
~

7 Q Are you aware of whether or not the licensing

8 board in the Diablo Canyon case has issued a decision or

9 opinion on the emergency planning issues which you
.,e

10 addressed in'yEur testimony there?'

11 A (MITNESS ERIKSON) No, I am no't svare of what
.

12 has happened subsequently.
,

13 Q Now, you also indicated your testimony in the
7 .-'

14 Three Hile Island proceeding and also befor9 the Suffolk,

i
15 County legisisture in connection with the Shoreham

16 proceeding, I believe. Are there other nuclear power

17 plant proceedings in which you have given testimony

18 other than those and this ,on,e,,of course?"
,

19 'A (BITNESS ERIKSON) No.

20 ,Q I th. ink you indicated.~ the posit. ions you took
!

'

in the Diablo Canyon case ver,a similac to the ones that21

22 you have taken here. .Would the same be true for the

23 positions you took in your testimony in the Three Mile

()' 24 Island proceeding and before the Suffolk County
,

25 Legislature? Would the general contours of your

()i

#
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1 position taken in those hearings be tha same as you have

2 taken in your testimony here?

3 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, I think I would need4

O 4 to put it this way. The position I as taking here and
j
i

5 the position I took for the Diablo Canyon plant and the

6 position I took in Suffolk County were very similar

7 because the emergency plans that I was reviewing in

8 those three cases were very similar. My testimony at

9 Three Mile Island was of a somewhat different sort,

10 because I was not describing I was not responding to--

11 a particular emargency plan.

12 0 I think you said that the emergency plans that

13 you reviewed for Diablo Canyon were very similar to

) 14 those that you reviewed for Indian Point. Did you

| 15 similarly review plans for the Three Mile Island

16 proceeding? These, of course, would be plans that would

17 be contemplated for the restart of the Three Elle Island

18 1 reactor. Have'you had any occasion to review those

| 19 plans?
t

20 A (WITN ESS ERIKSON ) No, I haven't.

21 0 But you have reviewed the Diablo Canyon plans

22 and Indian Point plans. Is that correct?

23 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

() 24 0 Have you reviewed any other nuclear power

25 p'lant emergency preparedness plans other than Indian

O
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(} 1 Point and Diablo Canyon?

2 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Suffolk County.

3 0 And is it your view that all of those plansO 4 are essentially similar with regard to the assumptions

5 they make about human response, to the extent that you

6 addressed them?

7 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) At the time that I saw
'

8 them, they were similar in two major respects, that they

9 did not take sufficiently into account the number of

10 people who might evacuate who were not called upon to do

11 so, and they failed to take into account the possibility

12 that large numbers of emergency personnel might feel

13 unable to report to duty because they felt a higher duty

14 to their families.

15 Q And do you believe that the f ailure to

16 adequately anticipate these two phenomena that you have

17 just referred to is a common fault with respect to the

18 Suffolk, Diablo Canyon, and Indian Point plants which

19 you have reviewed?

20 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) With the same

21 qualification, at the time I reviewed them, yes.

22 Q Now, Dr. Erikson, are you f amiliar with the

23 Nuclear Regulatory Commission's emergency planning

() 24 regulations which were issued subsequent to the Three

25 Mile Island accident? I believe they became effective in

O
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1 August of 1980 or thereabouts. Are you familiar with

2 those? In truth, if it helps you, Doctor, they have not

3 bean amended since than.

4 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) In truth, I don't

5 remember.

6 0 Are you familiar with the document?

7 JUDGE GLEASON: Excuse me. Did you ask him,

8 Mr. Brandenburg, if he was familiar with tha

9 Commission's regulations on emergency planning?

10 MR. BRANDENBURG4 I asked him if he had ever

11 reviewed them, Mr. Chairman.

12 JUDGE GLEASON: And he indicated he had not?

13 HR. BRANDENBURG That is correct.

) 14 JUDGE GLEASON: Thank you.

15 BY MR. BRANDENBURG (Resuming)

16 0 Dr. Erikson, are you familiar with the

17 document entitled NUREG-0654, the title of which is

18 Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological

19 Emergency Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of )
20 Nuclear Power Plants, which was published in November of

21 1980?

22 I have a copy here, if you would like to look

23 at it.

() 24 (Whereupon, counsel handai the witness the
;

25 document.)

|
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1 (Pause.)

2 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The best answer I can give

3 is that I don't ever recall looking at this document in

4 4 its entirety. Some of the early pages of it look

5 fasiliar enough for me to suspect that I have seen

6 mimeographed portions, but I can't say that for sure.

7 0 Dr. Erikson, have you ever made*a systematic

8 comparison or even a casual one, actually, of how the

9 Diablo Canyon, the Indian Point, or the Shoreham

10 radiological emergency plans stand up against any of the

11 planning standards set forth in that document or in

12 other documents which set forth the requirements for

13 radiological emergency response plans?
O() 14 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) No, I haven't.s

15 0 Now, regarding the Suffolk County study which

16 is next in your supplemental testimony, I believe'you

17 state in your supplemental testimony at Page 3, and I

18 think you even unierscored it, that given the current

19 state of research and study in this area, that the

20 Suffolk study forms -- I believe these are your words;

[ 21 you underscored them -- the "best single indicator
1
'

22 available anywhere" of how people around the Indian

23 Point site would respond to an accident. Do you see

() 24 that passage, sir?

25 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, I do.

OO

l
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{) 1 Q Now, would the Suffolk study similarly be the

2 best indicator or the single best indicator, to use your

3 phraseology, of how people around the Connecticut Yankee

4 plant, which is not too far from New Haven, would act in

5 the event of a radiological emergency, in your opinion?

6 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, it is important that

7 the whole ph rase that is underli'ned -- it is not the

8 best single indicator. It is the best single indicator

9 available, which is a different matter. And I would say

10 that this is the only data of ~its kind that is

11 available, and therefore, for that reason alone, it is

12 the best available data for the people who live around

13 any nuclear power plant.

() 14 Q Now, later on on that page, Dr. Erikson, you

15 state that -- this is the other underscored passage on

16 that page -- that the post-Three Mile Island evidence

17 coupled with the Suffolk County study in your opinion

18 comprise the only relevant sources of information to be

19 found anywhere on response to a radiological emergency.

20 Do you see that passage?

21 A (WIINESS ERIKSON) Yes, I do.

22 Q Now, laying aside just for the moment the

23 post-Three Mile Island studies, and concentrating

(} 24 exclusively on the Suffolk County study, do you in

25 effect assume in saking the statement that you make here

O
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(]) 1 towards the bottom of Page 3 of your testimony that what

2 the people who responded to the Suffolk County poll

3 stated thtt they would do in energency situations such

4 as was postulated in the poll is just what they would

5 really do if such an emergency actually arose?,

6 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I wouldn't put it as

7 strongly as that. I wo'uld say it is the best available

8 indicator of what they are likely to do in the event of

9 an emergency.

10 Q As an expert in this area, Dr. Erikson, do you

11 believe that there is a leap of faith of some magnitude

12 involved in inferring from what people say they will do

13 in an energency to what they would actually do if the

14 postulated emergency were to actually arise?

15 A ; WITNESS ERIKSON) I think if the only data

16 available is the way people respond to a question, that

17 it requires a fairly substantial leap of faith, but a

18 smaller leap of faith than any other conclusion that one

19 could come to, but I would add to this, I know that you

20 have asked me to leave out Three Mile Island --

| 21 Q We will get back to that in a minute.
l

22 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) -- but it would be a part

23 of the answer to this question that the f act that the

() 24 response to an actual event at Three Mile Island was so

25 similar to the projected event in Suffolk County would

O
|
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1 add substantially to lengthening -- to just making

2 shorter the amount of faith that is required to judge

3 from it.

4 Q Mow, Dr. Erikson, are you aware of any studies

5 in the literature in the area of disaster emergency

6 response, and I se including now hurricanes, forest

7 fires, any type of emergency response situation, where

8 the study sought to contrast what people say they will

9 do in emergencies on the one hand compared to what ther

10 actually do in the actual emergency on the other? Are

11 you aware of such studies?

12 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I don't know of such a

13 study offhand.

| 14 Q Now, I believe that you have indi:sted and

15 testified you had been a consultant in connection with

16 the preparation of the questionnaire, if you will, in

17 the Suffolk study. Did you consider in connection with

18 that poll whether or not to ask the people who would be

19 responding whether or not they had ever previously been

20 in an emergency situation and how they responded in that

21 situation?

22 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I can't recall whether that

23 came up or not.

Q 24 Q Why did the survey, if it was only on

25 attitudes and not on behavior in this sces, if you know?

O
'
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1 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, if we were at this

2 moment now considering placing such a question as that

3 in the questionnaire instrument that we did administer,

4 I would argue against it on the ground that the biggest

5 leap of faith of all would be to ask people wha t they

6 intended to do some months before an event which has

7 happe'ned in the past.

8 I think experience of surveys of this kind is

9 that people reconstructing what they felt before an

10 intervening event is very difficult to have reliance

11 on.

12 0 Well, I guess what I as asking is whether in

13 your judgment the results of the Suffolk study might '

14 have been more reliable if they had inquired whether or

15 not the people who were responding to that survey had

16 ever previously been in a situation that they would
'

17 characterize as an emergency situation and not how ther

18 felt then, but rather how they responded. Do you think

19 that such questioning or such a line of questioning as a

20 part of the Suffolk survey would have made the results

21 of that survey more reliable in your opinion?

! 22 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The only question that

23 would have made me feel more comfortable about the
i

24 results would have been a question that asked about

25 their response to a radiological emergency of a

O

I
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(]} 1 magnitude at least something like the one we were

2 talking about in that questionnaire.

3 So, if there had been people on Long Island

4 who happened to live in Middletown at the time of the

I
5 acciden t at Three Mile Island, I would be very '

6 interested to know what their response was, but

'7 otherwise, I don't think that the addition of that

8 question would have added appreciably to the amount of

9 confidence I had in the results.

10 0 Let me aske sure I understand your answer,

11 Doctor. Is your testimony that information that might

12 have been supplied by some of the several thousand, I

13 think it was, people responding to the Suffolk study

) 14 that had inquired as to whether or not -- as to what

15 their response had been on a prior occasion, if any, in

16 a non-nuclear emergency would not have been valuable

17 information to you in connection with that survey?

18 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) It would not have been

19 valuable enough to justify the expense of putting it on

20 the questionnaire, the reason being that how people

21 would respond in a radiological emergency could not be

22 predicted in my judgment from how they would respond in

23 a non-radiological emergency.

() 24 0 Based upon that premise that you make, Doctor,

25 is not the Buffalo Creek experience and the Grassy Knoll

O
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/~N 1 experience and viaer experiences in non-nuclearO
2 situations similarly of no value in trying to infer what

3 the response would be to a nuclear incident, based upon

4 the distinction you have just made?

5 A ( WITNESS ERIKSON) I do not think that what

6 happened in Buffalo Creek has very much predictive power

* 7 as to how people will respond to an evacuation f rom a

8 radiological emergency.

9 Q Doctor, I would like to turn to, keeping with

10 this line of distinguishing or exploring your

11 distinction, rather, between non-nuclear and nuclear

12 situations, if I understand your testimony correctly,

13 one of the main reasons that you give for presuming a

14 different response to a nuclear emergency rather than a

15 non-nuclear emergency' is the f act that radiation cannot

16 be perceived by the senses. That is the first point, if

17 I understand your testimony, you make, and the other is

18 that the other types of disasters have clear ending , and

19 so forth. The milestones are clearly demarcated. Is

20 that correct? Are those the two principal differences,

| 21 the rationale, rather, for the differences you draw
i
'

22 between nu: lear and non-nuclear emergencies?
|

23 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) That is true, but I would

({} 24 describe them as two halves of the same whole.

25 0 Now, are you aware of any studies in the

O
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1 literature of human response to other large-scale

2 threats which csanot be perceived by the human senses,

3 such as chemicals, poisonous gas spills, things of that

4 sort?

5 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The only disaster -

6 situations that come to my mind now involve a toxic

7 cloud that settled over a town called Sevaso in Italy,

8 the deposits of toxic waste that seeped up from

9 underground at the Love Canal, which has been heavily

to studied. Incidents of methyl mercury poisoning in

11 Minamata, Japan, and in northwest Ontario, Canada.

12 0 Well, except for the first of these events,

13 the Italian situation, these were not situations where

14 there was an exigency in the sense of urgency about it

15 In the Love Canal and the other longer-ters situations,

16 are they not? In the Love Canal and in the other

17 environmental ~ toxic poisoning cases there wasn't the

18 re7uirement to respond quickly and evacuate and things
.

19 of that sort, was there?

20 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) It depends how you mean

21 it. The people in Love Canal, once they came to feel --

22 once they had come to realize that they had been exposed

23 to dioxin, f elt the urgency of evacuating very strongly,

24 and did so. But the event itself didn't have the short

25 beginning that most disasters do.

O
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1 Q Now, let's take the Italian poisonous gas

2 event. That was one where there was a cloud, and the

3 need to get out quickly, and that sort of thing, was it

4 not?

5 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

6 0 Now, in your experience or in your judgment,

7 Doctor, based upon your review of the literature

8 surrounding that event, have there been conclusions

9 reached tha t there was substantial difference in the war

10 people responded to that event in terms of the rapidity

11 with which they were able to remove themselves from the

12 area that the studies concluded were attributable to the

13 ability to -- for sensory perception of the peril

14 there?

15 Maybe my question is not as clear as it might

16 be. As I understand it, one of the principal reasons

17 tha t' you attempt to distinguish human response to

18 non-nuclear on the one hand versus nuclear is the f act

19 that the latter cannot be perceived by the senses, and I

' 20 think you identified this Italian event as one similarly

21 where the paril was not -- could not be perceived by the

22 senses.

23 And I an asking you whether studies that you'

24 are aware of conducted of that event attribute a

25 difference in human response to that event, Number One,

O
1
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1 and to the extent that they find any, did those studies

2 conclude that that was due to the fact that the peril I

3 there could not be perceived by the senses?

4 A (WIINESS ERIKSON) I would have to circle back

5 to add the following, that the reason why I think the

6 invisibility of a hazard in this case contributes to the
c

7 problem is that people --

8 JUDGE GLEASON: In which case?

9 WITNESS ERIKSONs In the case of invisible

to contamination and radiation in particular.

11 JUDGE GLEASONs In the Italian case?
.

12 EITNESS ERIKSONa In the Italian case. Is

13 that people don't know when the event is over, and don't

14 know when the agent that is creating the hara has

15 disappeared. That continued to be the case in Sevaso.

16 I have no information as to whether or not anybody has

17 done a study as to how important a matter that was in

18 that situation.

19 BY HR. BRANDENBURGa (Resuming)

20 0 sow, with respect to the second basis upon

21 which you seek to distinguish between nuclear and

22 non-nuclear situations, Dr. Erikson, which is the lack

23 of a clear ending, if I can put it that way, what can

24 you tell us about human response to other crises of a

25 non-nuclear nature while the threat is still impending?

O
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(} 1 And I am not talking about the aftermath, if you will,

2 such as you addressed in Buffalo Creek, but rather, when

3 the peril is still threatening, if you will. Po you

4 draw in that early phase, if you will, of the emergency

5 response, 10 you posit a distinction between human .

6 response to a nuclear and a non-nuclear situation when .

7 the peril is still present, if you will?

8 A (WITNE53 ERIKSON) The problem in answering

' 9 the question is that most of the natural disasters or

10 human accidents of which we have sufficient record,
,

11 floods and fires and explosions and earthquakes and

12 tornadoes and so on, have the character that the

13 damaging agent comes and goes with such rapidity that

) 14 there are very few occasians for people to engage in

15 rescue work of the kind we are talkin1 about here during

16 the event itself.

17 And I don't think that there is a very large

18 literature on what happens in the middle of a hurricane,

19 what happens in the middle of a tornado, what happens in

20 the middle of a fire that would suggest that the

21 response is that different from the one we have been

22 describing.

23 0 Dr. Erikson, would you expect to find a

() 24 different behavior in the face of an advancing forest
,

i 25 fire, let's say, than you would expect to see prior to

|

|
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{} the possible release of radiation from a nuclear power1

2 plant accident? And I an excluding now the confined

3 space situation where I think we can all agree that |

T
' 4 there is a different situation, but assuming that exit

5 pathways are present and things of that sort, would you

6 expect to see a different behavior in those tv.o

7 situations?

8 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I would expect on the first

0 hand that people would evacuate if their senses tell

10 them that they are in the path of an oncoming fire. I

11 would expect in the second that they would conduct the

12 evacuation with a good deal less fear, because ther

13 would know themselves when they are in the throe of the

() 14 fire and when they are not, which would not be the case

15 necessarily in a radiological emergency.

16 Q Now, Dr. Erikson, turning to the phenomena of

17' emergency workers seeking confirmation of the safety of

18 their families before attending to emergency response

19 duties, has that phenomena been observed in connection

20 with non-nuclear disasters?

21 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Most of the work that I am

22 aware of about emergency personnel in disasters

23 describes the behavior of people who engage in rescue

() 24 work after they are sure that their families are safe

25 and after the dangerous agent itself has disappeared. I

O
'

.
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1 an aware of very few studies describing the behavior of

2 emergency workers during an ongoing emergency.

3 There are studies of some professional

4 emergency workers like police officers, professional

5 firemen, and so on, but there are very few studies that

G I an aware of that are concerned with.whether - the

7 degree to which people of a more volunteer sort report.'

8 Q Dr. Erikson, are you aware of any studies of

9 emergency response which have concluded that the
;

to phanonena of emergency workers seeing to the safety of

11 their families has seriously hampered the initial

12 emergency response tied into evacuations and things of

13 that sort, traffic control? I am not talking about the

14 recovery phase now. I an excluding that. But just the,

15 initial response.
1

16 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) That is hard for me to say,

17 because I have testified that for most people the

18 initial response only occurs after the dangerous agent

i 19 has disappeared. The response of emergency workers

'

20 after a hurricane or after a storm or after a fire is

21 subsequent to the danger itself.
,

22 Q Now, are you familiar, Dr. Erikson, with a
,

23 period in an emergency response that is called an
i

24 inventory period when a community is sort of taking

25 stock of what is going on, and talking to neighbors and

i
'

O
I
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1 family, and listening to radios, and things of that

2 sort? Are you f amiliar with the term " inventory

3 period?

4 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I have heard the term, yes.

5 Q Now, are you aware of any studies that have

6 concluded that emergency reqponse workers do not perform

7 their functions during this inventory period, if you are *

8 comfortable with tha t?

9 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I am not familiar with any

10 studies that deal directly with that, no.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: Mr. Brandenburg, just so we

12 keep our time straight here, I might say that Mr. Lewis

13 is our tiaakeeper, so any complaints will be directed at

14 him personally. You have now used up your half-hour.

15 ER. CZAJA: Yes, I should have said that I

16 vill give Mr. Brandenburg my remaining time.

17 NR. BRANDENBURGs With that remaining time, I

18 think I have 12 or 13 minutes left, and I would hope to

19 finish in that time.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: Please proceed.

21 BY MR. BRANDENBURGt (Resuming)

22 0 Now, I think you, a couple of answers ago, Dr.

23 Erikson, sought to distinguish between the response you

24 might expect to see between a fireman or a policeman,

25 someone who confronts personal peril in their
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1 professional lives every day, and other emergency)
2 response workers. I would like to ask you a question

3 about the Three Nile Island experienca. You have some
.

N~ 4 conversancy, I believe, with studies that have been made

5 of perf ormanca of various people in that situation. Is

6 that correct? .

7 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

8 Q At Three Mile Island, Dr. Erikson, in fact, at

9 the early stages of that accident, ~did not teachers stay

10 in the schools with their students, and not abandon

11 their posts?

12 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) In general, that is

13 correct. The nature of that avacuation was very

) 14 different, though, than the one that is contemplated in

15 an emergency plan of the sort we are talking about

16 here.*

17 0 Now, Dr. Erikson, are you aware of any

18 disaster studies which found a shortage of people

19 responding to the need for rescue help?

20 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

21 0 Do you recall being asked in the course of

22 your cross examination in the Three Nile Island case

23 whether you were aware of any disaster strdies which

() 24 found a shortage of people responding to the need for

25 rescue help?

O

"
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1 A (MITNESS ERIKSON) Are you asking if I recall

2 that sentence?

3 0 Yes.
I

! 4 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) No, I don't.

5 0 Do you recall responding on that occasion that

6 you were not aware of any disaster studies which found a

7 shortage?

8 ES. POTTERFIELDs Judge, I request that Mr.

9 Brandenburg show the witness the statement and a copy of

10 the transcript if he has it. The witness has said he

11 doesn 't resember being asked the question, so it is

12 unlikely that he will remember the response.

13 HR. BRANDENBURG4 I an about to do that, Mr.

14 Chairman.

15 JUDGE GLEASON: Let's refresh his memory,

16 because he has already responded that he doesn't recall

17 the statement.

18 (Pause.)

19 (Whereupon, counsel handed the witness a

20 document.)

21 (Pause.)

22 BY NR. BRANDENBURGs (R esu ming)

23 0 Dr. Erikson, I believe you have now had a

24 hance to peruse your testimony in the Three Hile Island

25 case at Page 21,764. Could you explain to us the

O,
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{}
1 question and ansvar from that procanding as you now

l2 understand it?
I

3 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The conversation that is

4 reported in the transcript immediately before that

5 answer suggests that I was reading from a list, and it

6 msks, which of tha items on that list have the character

7 that you were just describing, and I said that none of

8 them did, but in the same paragraph above I made an

9 allusion to the Buffalo Creek study, which I would now

10 say -- which I would now add is a study in which there

11 was a shortage of emergency personnel during the crisis

12 itself. It apparently was not on the list at that

13 time.

14 0 Dr. Erikson, I think you testified at Page 3

15 of your supplemental testimony that you have reviewed

16 some of the testimony already presented in the Indian

17 Point hearings. Ihat is the first line in the last

18 paragraph on Page 3 of your supplemental testimony.

19 Have you read the tastimony of Dr. Russell Dynes or Dr.

20 Sidney Lecker?

21 A (MITNESS EBIKSON) Yes, I have.

22 O Do you consider then persons who are

23 experienced in the study of human response to emergency

24 situa tions?

25 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, I know as a matter of

O
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[} general information that that is true of Dr. Dynes. Dr.1

2 Le:ker I was unavsre of until I saw his testimony.

3 Q Now, you state here on the bottom of Page 3 of
,

'

4 your supplemental testimony that, " Testimony already

5 presented at the Indian Point hearings shows clearly

6 that local officials are quite doubtful that emergency,

7 personnel will repor t to duty immediately.. ." Are the

8 two witnesses that we just referred to, Dr. Lecker and

9 Dr. Dynes, doubtful that emergency personnel would

10 report to duty?

11 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The sentence you just made

12 ref erence to talks about local officials, and neither

13 Dr. Lecker nor Dr. Dynes would fit that character.

() 14 Neither of them, so far as I remember their testimony,

15 are doubtful that they would report, no.

16 HR. BRANDENBURG Mr. Chairman, I have no

17 further questions of this witness, and I an delighted to
|

18 note that I was able to complete my examination within

19 the time period allotted.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: So are we, Mr. Brandenburg.

21 Nr. Hassell?
1

22 5H. HASSELL: The staff has no questions.

23 JUDGE GLEASON: Any adversarial type questions

() 24 from the state representatives?

25 HS. VETERE,4 I have none, Your Honor.

(
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1 JUDGE OLEASON: Any redirect, please?

2 NS. POTTERFIELD4 Yes, I have a few questions.

3 I understand that Mr. Kaplan made a special request that

'd 4 he be permitted to do his cross examination when he

5 arrives after his class this morning, which was to be

6 about 11400 o' clock.,

7 JUDGE GLEASON: I don't have a request, Ms.

8 P ot te rfield.

9 MS. POTIERFIELD: I thought he told me that he

10 submitted it with his cross examination plans.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: I haven't seen his cross

12 examination plans.

13 (Pause.)

14 JUDGE GLEASON: We don't have it. Let's

15 proceed with your redirect.

16 REDIRECT EXAMINATION

17 BY HS. POTTERFIELD:

18 Q Dr. Erikson, you were questioned on cross

19 examination about your awareness of any studies that

20 have been done about emergency response to a

! 21 radiological incident. I think the question was a

22 nuclear incident. What studies do exist about an

23 emergency response to a nuclear incident?

24 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The only studies I am aware

25 of, if we exclude Three Mile Island, that could be

O
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1 called radiological emergencies are a fire in a nuclear{)
2 waste dump in San Antonio, of the derailment of either a

3 truck or a railroad car containing nuclear waste, and I

N-} 4 don 't know much about it, but I do know there was an

5 emergency contained within a plant using nuclear

6 materials that at least endangered some of the workers

7 there.

8 Those are the ones I an aware of.

9 Q You testified that you are familiar with the

to testimony submitted in this proceeding by Dr. Russell

11 Dynes, did you not?

12 A (VITNESS ERIXSON) I did, yes.

13 Q Do you have a copy of that testimony in front

O
( ,/ 14 of you?

15 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, I do.

16 0 On Page 10 of Dr. Dynes' testimony is the

17 statement near the bottom of the page, JEmpirical

18 evidence suggests that responses to radiological agents

19 follow similar patterns to those involving other

20 non-radiological agents." Do you see that on the page?

21 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, I do.

22 0 Is it your testimony then that the empirical

23 evidence -- that you know of no empirical evidence apart

(} 24 from the incidents that you just described to us?

'

25 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I don't recall whether I

O
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1 mentioned Three Nile Island in my answer to your last{)
2 question. If I didn't, then it should be added as

3 empirical evidence of the sort that is being described

4 here.
l

5 0 And apart from Three Hile Island and the other

~

6 incidents that you described for us in response to my
,

!

7 last quastion, are you aware of any other empirical ;
1

8 evidence? |

|9 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I am not, no.

10 Q Now, you were asked on cross examination, Dr.

11 Erikson, about your understanding or your familiarity

12 with the requirements set forth by the Nuclear !

13 Regulatory Commission for emergency planning.

14 A (MITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

15 0 Do you have any understanding of those

16 requirements apart from your familiarity with the

17 regulations?

18 A (MITNESS ERIKSON) The only ansvar I can give

19 you, I think, that is acceptable is, I think so, because

20 I really as not sure how much of that particular

21 document I am aware of.

22 0 Hy question, though, goes, apart from your

23 familiarity with the documents themselves, whether or

() 24 not you have an understanding of requirements for
,

25 emergency planning set forth by the Nuclear Regulatory

O
|
|
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1 Consission.

2 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) At best, a very general

3 understanding.

4 Q Will you tell us what it is?

5 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I have seen -- I have

6 either seen or heard about requirements set by the

7 Nuclear Regulatory Commission about the size of the EPZ,=

; 8 and other ma tters having to do with the character, with

9 the size of the territories that would be regarded as in

10 danger in the event of a nuclear emergency at a power

11 plant.

12 Outside of that, my memory would have to be

13 refreshed before I could add.

14 0 You testified that you have reviewed the

15 energency response plans for several areas apart from

16 Indian Point, and that your testimony related to the

17 insufficiency of those plans as well as the Indian Point

18 plans to protect the population. What do you look for,

19 what have you looked for in your review of those

20 energency plans to enable you to reach that conclusion?.

21 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, the main things I

22 would look for when I review an emergency plan would be

23 whether or not the expectation is that school children

O 24 will be evacuated by bus in the event that they are in
V

25 school at the time the emergency occurs, whether

O
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} emergency personnel are counted on in the plan in any1

2 large numbers, whether what is known as the evacuation

3 shadow effect is taken into account, that being the

4 finding at Three Mile Island and strongly hinted at in

5 the material available from Suffolk County that many

6 more people will evacuate in the event of an emergency

7 than are advised to do so.

8 I would also look to see whether and how
.

9 emergency personnel are identified, are notified, are

10 trained, and are consulted.

11 0 With regard to your review of the emergency

12 plans around Indian Point, can you tell us what it is

13 about thosa plans that led you to your conclusion with

Ogj 14 regard to the factors that you were looking for that you

15 have just testified to?

16 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) At the time I saw the

17 plans, they all counted on evacuation from schools being'

18 conducted by regular school bus drivers, the children

19 being taken to relocation centers where the expectation

20 was that their parents would pick them up. My

21 reserystions about that are, first of all, whether, as I

22 testified, whether or not failure to abide by that plan

23 would increase the traffic on the roads themselves, and

() 24 second, whether or not school bus drivers, large numbers

25 of whom are themselves parents, could be counted on to

O
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1 perform thair duty as bus drivers before they were

2 assured of the safety of their own children.

3 Q Was there anything unique about the Indian
i

4 Point plans which you studied which distinguish them

5 from the other plans that you have studied?

6 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) The only thing that I can

7 think of offhand is that I don't think I have seen

8 another emergency evacuation plan that calls for school

9 bus drivers to return into the EPZ after having

10 discharged their first load of passengers to pick up

11 additional people.

12 Outside of that, both the provisions -- either

13 the provisions in those plans for the transportation of

() 14 the children and for emergency personnel are very

15 similar in general to the other plans I have seen.

16 0 What significance would that unique factor

17 have in your conclusion about the plans?

18 A (UITNESS ERIKSON) I would think it would

19 complicate an already complicated situation, because in

20 addition, then, to the fact that school bus drivers are

21 being asked to resolve a serious conflict on their part

22 in favor of reporting f or d uty, it also is going to ask

23 them to -- it is going to ask them once they have left a

24 zone that has been officially described as dangerous,
}

25 asking then to return to it voluntarily.

O
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/~ 1 Q You were questioned on cross exaaination about
|

2 other dirasters involving a danger that one.'s senses

3 could not perceive. Are you familiar with the/T
4 Mississagua evacuation?

5- A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes, I am.

6 0 Is that such a disaster?

7 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) No, it is not. At issue

8 there was a chemical spill of a chemical.that is very

9 acrid and can be snelled for great distances.

10 Q You testified, b . Erikson, that you were not?

11 aware of any studies of the< degree to which , volunteer
~, ,

12 emergency workerst have respond'ed. Is that also true of

13 rour testimony about the Three Mile ~ Island incident?

14 A (WITNESS ERIKSON)-'The Three. Mile Island *

15 accj dent is relevant to th'ese purposes -- is not

16 r el'e ran t to'these purposes'in the sense that there was

17 net at that time an emergency evacuation plan to which
.

18 people were responding. There is one relevant finding

19 from Three Mile Island, which is that a,relatively large
i

20 number of hospital personnel on the Friday and Saturday
~

21 after the advisory to evacuate did^not. report for their
I

22 shifts. -

23 "

,

24 <
,

,

25 '
' -

< ,

r < #

s,

.

(
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1 Q Are hospitsi personnel the kind of volunteer

2 emergency workers that you testified about when you

3 testified about the difference between police workers,

- 4 police officers, and volunteer emergency workers?

5 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) On the whole, I would be

6 less concerned about the behavior of health

7 professionals than I would of other people who were

8 called upon to play roles in tho emergency plans that I

9 have seen. Koreover, the people who failed to report on

10 Three Nile Island were people reporting for their

11 regular work shift rather than people reporting to an

12 emergency duty. It was just that the rate of people

13 calling in sick was very high on those two days.

() 14 0 Will you tell us, then, give us some examples

15 of volunteer emergency workers whom you contrasted with

16 professional emergency workers like police officers?

17 A (WITNESS ERIK5ON) Well, the evacuation plans
|

18 I have seen for the four counties in one form or another

19 call upon a large number of people who would not be

20 professional in the sense that they are trained to

21 respond to emergencies of one kind or another. vy

22 would be people to staff the communications centers, to
.

23 provide radiation monitoring, to man traffic control~

(~T 24 check points, to run the reception centers, to supply
V

25 crowd control at the bus pickup points, to distribute

I

,

r
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dosimetars and other kinds of equipment that would be1

2 required in the esse of an emergency, to evacuate, to

3 drive the buses, to maintain and repair the roa d s , to

ss) 4 keep vital public works operating, and so on.

5 It is not clear in those plans that I have

6 seen who those people are, how they are going to be

7 called upon, but I would take it that they must be

8 people on the payroll of the Public Health Department

9 and on the Public Health -- Works Department and other

to volunteers like volunteer firemen, and those are the

11 people about whom I have the greatest concern, in part

12 because we don't know how they are going to respond. I

13 take it that they haven't been asked in any great

14 numbers. And people, some of whom, at lesst, would be

15 unusually subject to role conflict because of having

16 children'at home or other dependents whose protection

17 they would take very seriously.

18 0 Now, you have been asked on cross examination

19 about the basis f or the distinction that you draw

20 between a radiological emergency and other kinds of

21 energencies. Will you tell us the literature upon which

22 your distinction is based, if any?

23 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, using the word

(} 24 " literature" in its broad sense, I would say that there

25 are three general kinds of information which suggest

O
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{} 1 very strongly that radiological emergencies are

2 different than other kinds of emergencies, because

l3 people in general respond to radiation with much greater '

4 degrees of f ear than they do other kinds of hazardous

5 situations and other kinds of hazardous materisis.

6 There are a number of relatively small-scale

7 empirical studies and discussions that deal with that

8 now, the most important of which is a set of studies

D done by Paul Slovik and his associates, I think, in the

10 stste of Washington, which indicate very strongly that

11 generally speaking people's fear of radiation is so

12 great that it ought to be considered a class apart from

13 other kinds of general hazard. It ranks third in the

() 14 human list of perils behind nuclear var and terrorism.
,

15 There are also clinical observations made by

16 people who are experienced in these matters, and I would

17 mention here Dr. Robert J. Lifton, who has done a lot of

18 work with people who either have been exposed or have a

19 fear of being exposed to various kinds of radiation, and

20 I would also cite Dr. Robert DuPont, who appeared here
.

21 as an expert in phobic fears and testified that public

22 fears of nuclear power are, and I am quoting,

23 " widespread, crippling, unique, and resistant to

() 24 rational arguments."
,

25 And then, I would say, thi rd , if you can count

O
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1 reports of surveys as literature, whi=h I think is

2 legitimate, that one can see the fear that people have

3 about nuclair povar reflected in the way they behaved in
&
ss 4 a past radiological emergency or in the way they expect

5 to behave in a projected radiological emergency, and

6 thare tre it least half a dozen studies done of Three

7 Bile Island indicating that many more people evacuated,

8 on a ratio of something like 50 to one, than were

9 advised to do so, which I would take as an index of a

10 pretty high fear.

11 And that the Suffolk County surveys of which I

12 have spoken themselves indicate a pretty high level of

13 fear, and there has been also a survey which I have seen

() 14 only recently by Roger Seasonvine and his associates in

15 this neighborhood -- I am not sure I can be more

16 particular than that -- who interviewed a sample of 500

17 people by phone and asked the people who lived outside

18 the ten-mile EPZ what they would do if people inside the

19 ten-mile EPZ were askad to evacuate. And of those, 44

20 percent of those asked said they would remain where they

21 were, which is what they would be advised to do, and 53

' ndicated that they would move further away,i22 percent

23 which is to say that they would join the stream of

(} 24 evacueas already on its way out of the ten-mile EPZ, and

25 I would tale that, too, to be an indication of pretty

O
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{} 1 widespread fear. ;

2 0 Hall, then, do I understand your testimony i

l

3 that fear is a third element apart from the two that Mr.s

\~ 4 Brandenburg asked you about, the inability to perceive a

5 radiological emergency with your senses and the lack of

6 a definite end to the emergency? Is fear a third reason

7 why you would distinguish radiological emergencies f rom

8 other emergencies, or have I sisunderstood?

9 A (UITNESS ERIKSON) No, I think I would respond

10 this way. I responded to him that those first two are

11 the two halves of a whole, and maybe now I would amend

12 tha t to say the three thirds of a whole, because I would

13 testify that the fear issue is at least in part -- the

) 14 fea r occurs at least in part as a result of the

15 invisibility of the hazard, and both of those together

18 then contribute to, add to, and it is for both of those

17 reasons that the event appears to those who experience

18 it as being without an obvious end, a distinct end.

19 0 You testified, did you not, that you were

20 familiar with the testimony submitted in this proceeding

21 by Dr. Sidney Lecker?
|

22 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

23 0 Do you recall that Dr. Lecker's conclusion is

() 24 an exact contradiction of yours, his conclusion being on

25 Page 3 of his testimony, that human response to an

j
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1 emergency does not depend upon the typa of emergency
/}

2 involved? Can you account for this contradiction

3 between you and Dr. lacker?

4 A (WIINE53 ERIKSON) Well, I disagree with him

5 sharply, and I would say that if I recall his testimony

6 correctly, that ha began by stating two general
,

i
7 principles, the first of which is that adults would

8 respond obediently to leaders, and that children would

9 respond equally obediantly to adults, and one of, and

10 perhaps the only emergency situation that he referred to

11 was Three Nile Island, which ';iolates that first

12 principle by a margin so great that I find it difficult'

13 to understand, because there 2,500 people were advised

() 14 by authorities to evacuate, and 144,000 people in fact

15 did, which is not a high measure of obedience to

16 authority.

17 Q Now, you are aware that Dr. Dynes in his

18 testimony before this proceeding also reaches the same

19 conclusion that radiological emergencies are like other

20 emergencies in terms of the response, are you not?

21 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) He reached that conclusion,

22 yes.

23 0 And you testified on cross examination that

() 24 Dr. Dynes was -- I have forgotten the characterization,

25 but somehow very familiar with Three Mile Island?

O
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1 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) He was a member of the
)

2 President's Commission looking at the accident at Three

3 Mile Island, yes.

('lss/ 4 Q So my question to you is, then, how do you

5 account for that $1fference between yourself and Dr.

6 Dynes, since you base your distinction on Ihree Mile

7 Island and you have testified that Dr. Dynes has done a

8 considerable amount of study about Three Mile Island?

9 A (VITNESS ERIKSON) I think when he concludes

10 as he does that he takes the very minor radiological

11 emergencies that we talked about earlier as an

12 indication of how people would respond in a major

13 radiological emergency, and asybe ha thinks that Three

() 14 Mile Island is the exception -- I'm not sure -- but in

15 any event, the bahavior at Three Mile Island would not,

16 in my opinion, fit his conclusion.

17 0 You testified that your study of Three Mile

18 Island, that you thought that that was somewhat

19 different than your study in areas that have emergency

20 pisns. Will you tell us in what way it was different or

21 is different? Did I understand your testimony?

22 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I don't know if I testified

23 thst behavior was different. Then I should correct

() 24 myself, because I have no real way of knowing whether

25 behavior is dif ferent.

O
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( 1 0 My question wasn't clear. My notes indicate

2 that on cross examination you testified that the studies

3 of THI are different than studies of the present plans,

' 4 because it is a different situation there, and I

5 wondered if you would tell us how it was different.

6 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I see. At Three Mile

7 Island, at the time of the accident, there were not in

8 place videly publicized evacuation plans, so that the

9 evacuation was more free-lance. It was a more

10 improvised, and people left along routes that suited

11 them rather than routes that had been provided for them

12 by some kind of a plan, and clearly, they left in

13 numbers that hadn't been provided for by any plan.

14 Q And so that is the respect in which you meant

15 that it was dif ferent?

16 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I just meant that as a

17 historical matter, that there was not a plan in effect

18 at the tiae.

19 Q Now, still with regard to Three Mile Island,

20 do you have any opinion whether the response of workers

21 about whom you have testified, the teachers and the

22 police officers, et cetera, would have been different

23 there if the public had been given different information

24 about the savarity of the accident at Three Mile

! 25 Island?
|
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[}
1 A (WITNESS EBIKSON) I just don 't know.

2 0 But do you have an opinion about the role of

1.
3 public information in alleviating the fear that you have

4 indicated is one-third of the whole of the difference

5 between radiological and non-radiological emergencies?

6 A (WITNESS EHIKSON) Well, there is evidence

7 available that public education reduces fear, and there

8 is contrary evidence available that it increases fear.

9 There is more evidence of the former kind than of the;

10 latter kind, but I guess I would tes tif y that it
:|

j 11 wouldn't surprise me greatly if the amount of fear were

12 reduced by an educational campaign on condition that the

'

13 people who conducted the campaign were themselves

14 trusted by the people who were being educated by them,
,

15 and on condition that it really is true that more

16 informaton about nuclear power reduces one's fear about

17 i t.

18 Q In your opinion, what would make the

19 difference, if you have an opinion, about whether or not

20 public information about radiological emergencies would

21 increase or reduce fenr?

22 A (VITNESS ERIKSON) I am sorry, could you

23 repea t that?

(]) 24 Q Yes. Do you have an opinion as to what

25 f actors migh t result in the increase of fear about a

O
.
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(}
1 radiological ener7ency as opposed to the raduction of

2 fear?

3 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) My opinion would be that

O 4 nothing increases fear quite so greatly as accidents,

5 and nothing would reduce it more greatly than their

6 absence.

7 Q Hy question was really directed to the nature

8 of the public information that might be available, and I

9 wondered if you had any opinion on the way in which

10 public information sight act to increase fear as opposed

11 to reduce it, speaking strictly, now, public information

12 and -- public information given about the possibility of

13 an accident, and the response to that accident.

14 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Those studies which
'

15 indicate that the amount of fear has gone up after an

16 educational campaign has been mounted suggest that the

17 ressons are that they bring into awareness the object of

18 people's fears more than they were before. Outside of

19 that, I am not familiar enough with those studies to

20 have a further opinion.

21 HS. POTTERFIELD I don't have any further

22 redirect.

23 MR. CZAJA: Judge, I have a couple of

() 24 questions on recross.

25 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. You had better

O
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)

1 aske it very limited.

'

2 RECROSS EXAMINATION

3 BY HR. CZAJA:
O 4 Q Dr. Erikson, you testified in response to Ms.

5 Potterfield's questions, one of her questions, as to

6 some understanding of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

7 regulations regarding emergency planning. Based upon

8 your understanding of those regulations, are those

9 regulations reasonable in their assumptions with regard

10 to human response to emergency, in your opinion?

11 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I am not familiar enough

12 with them to say.

13 Q So you have no opinion as to whether those

14 regulations are reasonable or unreasonable?

15 JUDGE GLEASON: I think he has already

16 testified that his knowledge of the regulations is very

17 limited.

18 MR. CZAJAa Well, let me try the one aspect

19 which I think he did say he had some knowledge about.

20 BY MR. CZAJA (Resuming)

21 Q Your understanding is that the regulations

22 provide for an emergency planning zone of approximately

23 ten miles? Is that correct?

* (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes24

25 v In your opinion, is that requirement in the

O
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1 regulations a reasonable regulation in view of your/}
2 knowledge as to human response to emergencies?

3 A (WIINESS ERIKSON) I would have to qualify it
{\Nl 4 in this way, that the drawing of a circle in a ten-mile

5 radius from a nuclear power plant strikes me as sensible

6 enough, but if the assumption is made that people who'

7 live within the EPZ vill regularly act dif f erent than

8 the people who live outside it, then I think that is an

9 assumption that is ill-founded on the basis of the

to information that is available.

11 0 Well, is it your understanding that the

12 federal regulations make that assumption?

13 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes.

() 14 Q Now, you testified in response to another of

15 Ms. Potterfield's questions that a counter-example to

16 what you saa ss Dr. Lacker's view that adults will

17 respond to authority in the event of an emergency was

18 the over-evacuation at Three Nile Island. Is that

19 correct?

20 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Yes

21 Q Is it your understanding that there was a

22 large group of people at Three Mile Island who

23 evacuated, notwith standing a specific instruction not to

() 24 evacuate, or was it the case that a number of people who

25 were given no instruction one way or the other in fact

%)
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1 evacuated?

2 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I would have to say that my

3 opinion on that matter is not informed only by what

(
4 happened at Three Mile Island.

5 Q I am just limiting the question to that

6 example, Dr. Erikson, if you would just respond to that

7 question.

8 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Could you repeat the first

9 half of your question?

10 Q The question is, is it your anderstanding that

11 what happened at Three Mile Island was that a large

12 number of people who were given no instruction one way

13 or the other on evacuation in fact evacuated, or was it

) 14 the situation that a number of people who were told

15 specifically not to evacuate disobeyed that instruction

16 and in fact evacuated?,

17 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) No, in fact, the great

18 majority of the people who evacuated without being

19 advised to had not been advised to stay put.

20 0 Ihey had re:eived no instruction one way or

! 21 the other?
|

22 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) They had received no

23 instruction.

() 24 MR. CZAJA: I have no further questions.

I 25 MR. BRANDENBURG: I have two questions on

}
i
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1 recross, Your Ronor.

2 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. You know, you are

3 adding to your own time on this, but go ahead.

4 MR. BRANDENBURG4 Well, they are in response
,

,

5 to Ms. Potterfield's redirect.

6 JUDGE GLEASON I know, but you could have

7 asked -- the questions just asked could have been asked

8 on the original cross.

9 MR. BRANDENBURGa The two I will ask will not

10 have been able to, I trust.

11 RECROSS EXAMINATION

12 BY MR. BRANDENBURGs

13 0 Dr. Erikson, you were asked in redirect
s

14 examination about the Mississagua event, and I believe

15 in your response you stated that the peril there was

16 perceptible by the senses, whereas the peril from a

17 nuclear power plant accident could not. In fact in the

18 Mississagau event, did not the evacuation occur and were

19 not emergency workers called upon to respond prior to

20 any actual release of peril, that is to say, only when

21 the peril was merely threatened, but had not yet

22 occurred?

23 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, I can't answer that,
i
| (} 24 because there were emergency personnel called upon to

25 put out the -- to correct the damage that had been done

()
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() 1 by the derailment, and there were emergency personnel

'

2 called upon to evacuata in slow stsges the people who

3 livad in Mississagua. The people in that second

4 category were asked to innoculate people before the

5 chemical agent reached them, yes.

6 Q Eow, in the Mississagua event, was there any

7 f ailure to perfora emergency response functions observed

8 among either volunteers or professionals?

9 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) I can only answer that by

to saying that so far ss I know, there were none, but that

11 the circumstances under which the evacuation took place

12 in Mississagua were so ideal as to not provide a useful

13 parallel to other kinds of situations. The accident

14 took place late at night, or the evacuation took place

15 during a time when almost all of the citizens were a t

16 home, so that they could evacuate as families, and the

17 evacuation took place over a 24-hour period in a phased

18 way, which is not a luxury that we can count on in the

19 event of damage to a nuclear power plant.

20 Q But in any event, there was no distinction

21 that could be drawn between the response of professional
.

22 emergency response workers on the one hand and

23 volunteers, such as volunteer firemen and the like, on

() 24 the other at Mississagua, were there?

25 A (WITF:SS ERIKSON) I don't think that

O
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1 Hississagua is served by volunteer firemen. So I think

2 there is a professional fire department there. But in

3 any event, I am not aware of that distinction, no.

N) 4 0 Now, with respect to the third spoke on the

5 wheel, if you will, of your theory of why a nuclear

6 hazard should be addressed differently than non-nuclear
:

7 hazards, that is, the anxiety and the fear about

8 radiation that you referred to, in answer to questions

9 on redirect, Dr. Erikson, are you familiar with studies

10 in the literature that have attempted to find fears and

11 anxieties associated with dental ex-rsys and CAT scans

12 and the like? Other situations in which individuals are

13 given radiation exposures?

14 A (WITNESS ERIK5ON) Let me say first that my

15 response earlier was not a theory, but an opinion based

16 upon espirical information, and then let me say, second,

17 that the studies that I described that were done by Paul

18 Slovik included as one of the things, as one of the

19 items they studied a list of potential perils which were

20 given to respondents who ranked them, and whether or not

21 dental ex-rays and the other things you mentioned were

22 on that list, I don't know. Otherwise, I'm not aware of

23 research of that sort.

24 Q hre you familiar with something called the

25 Slovik study?
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1 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) That is what I am referring
}

2 to.

_ 3 Q Do you recall that that study concluded after

k- 4 doing empirical research tha t there was no perceptible

5 enxiety or fear associated by respondees to surveys

6 conducted in preparation for the Slovik study to dental

7 ex-rays or to CAT scans? Do you recall that as one of

8 the essential findings of the Slovik study? And also to

9 the railum insertion for treatment?

10 A (WIINE55 ERIKSON) If you mean by that that

11 those potential hazards ranked lower or ranked low on

12 the list of hazards in the research, I can only say that

13 I don't recall all of the items on that list.

14 MR. BRANDENBURGa Nothing else. Thank you.

15 55. POTTERFIELDs I have no further redirect.

16 JUDGE GLEASON: Judge Paris has some questions.

17 BOARD EXANINATION

18 BY JUDGE PARISs

19 Q Dr. Erikson, I failed to follow the questions

20 and answers under recross -- or redirect, excuse me,

21 about how the behavior at TMI f ailed to follow Dr.

22 Dynes' conclusions, so could you clarify that for me by

23 telling me what was Dr. Dynes' conclusion and how did

() 24 events at THI fail to fit?

2S A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Dr. Dynes testified that

O
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1 radiological emergencies -- that the evidence shows that
[}

2 radiological emergencies are like any other kind of

3 emergency. The size of the evacuation at Ihree Mile

4 Island was greater than anybody could possibly have-

5 expected, and was quite unlike the behavior for any

6 other kind of recorded disaster. So that that event is

7 a radiological emergency and runs counter to what one

8 would expect if one looked only at the usual disaster

9 studies.

10 Q I see. Do you have any more factual

11 information about the circumstances surrounding the

12 evacuation that took place at Three Nile Island? Do you

13 know whether it was orderly or whether it was panicky,

() 14 for example?

15 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) So far as I know, it was

16 entirely orderly.

17 0 Do you know whether the people that evacuated

i 18 at Three Mile Island were responding to a fear of events
|

| 19 that had already occurred at the plant or whether they

20 were responding to the fear that something worse was

21 going to happen at the plant?

22 If you don't know, just say.

23 A (WITNESS ERIKSON) Well, I do know. I know

() 24 part of the answer, which is, I do know that they

25 evacuated out of fear of what had already happened.

i

!
|
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1 Whether they also evacuated out of a fear of what might

2 happen, I don 't know.

3 JUDGE PARISs Thank you very much.

4 JUDGE GLEASON: All right, Doctor. You are

5 excused.

6 (Witness excused.)

7 JUDGE GLEASON: I might say to all the counsel

8 that are here that if you intend to exercise the rights

9 that you have to cross examine the witnesses, you are

10 going to have to be in attendance at the time that

11 opportunity is and in the order that it would be

12 presented. We cannot adjust schedules to defer time

13 even if you have requested it. So I just want to make

14 that clear. Otherwise, we will never get through this

15 proceeding.

16 Let's take a ten-minute break.

17 (Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.)

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
;
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[}
1 JUDGE GLEASON Let's proceed, please.

2 Judge Paris has an announcement that he should

3 have made this morning.
| .

'

4 JUDGE PARISt By order of the New York State
,

5 Office of Fire Prevention and Control, the following

6 aust be read to all public gatherings in this room.

7 This room is designated as a ceremonial courtroom.

8 Fire exits are locsted in the raar and up front to your

a left. They lead to corridors which in turn lead

! 10 outdoors. The building has many pull stations and

11 detectors in strategic locations which, when activated,

12 will sound gongs located on each floor, and will

13 activate a city box which will automatically alert the

() 14 White Pisins Fire Department.

15 If it becomes necessary to evscuate, you will be

! 16 notified. In this avant, please move in a calm and
;

17 orderly fashion to the nearest exit.r

I

18 Thank you.

19 JUDGE GLEASON: I also want to include in the

20 record a letter that I receivad from Senator Moynihan

21 dated March the 10th regarding this hearing. I won't

22 read it, but if anybody wants to read it, the Reporter

23 will have it. It in assance asks us to make sure that

() 24 we conduct a fair hearing.

25 (The letter from Senator Moynihan follows.)

O
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'2Cnifeb Sfales Senale
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20510

March 10, 1983

es

(_) Dear Judge Gleason:

I have long been concerned about the safety issues involved in
the continued operation of the Indian Point nuclear facilities in
Buchanan, New York. As a consequence of this concern, I was an
early proponent of the creation of this special Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board (ASLB), and joined with Congressmen Ottinger, Fish,
Bingham and Gilman in writing to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) last July urging it to in no way prematurely terminate or
unduly restrict the scope of the Board's inquiry.

| Because I believe that the controversy surrounding the safety
| of the Indian Point nuclear units can only be resolved by a full

and extensive investigation, I was deeply disturbed by the NRC's
ruling on July 27, 1982 which restricted the scope of this Board's
investigation into the safety of nuclear plants located in the most
populated area of the United States.

,

While the NRC's clarifying order on September 20, 1982 modified
to some extent the restrictions placed on the hearing process, the

(]) NRC has increased the burden on the intervenors. This action has
served to undermine public confidence in the fairness and integrity
of the hearings.

The questions raised during the ASLB hearings must be addressed
completely and openly. Anything less would fall short of what was
expected when the Board was originally created and leave lingering
doubts about the fairness of the investigation. It is therefore
paramount that the Board make every effort to restore public con-
fidence in the proceedings by conducting a thorough and reasoned
inquiry into the issues of safety surrounding the Indian Point
nuclear power reactors.

I would ask that this letter be made part of the ASLB hearing
record.

Sincerely,
4

<& .u
f- Daniel Patric oynihan
/

LJ

Judge James P. Gleason
Chairman, The Atomic Safety

and Liscening Board
513 Gilmoure Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20901

- -
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1 NS. POTTERFIELD: Judge Gleason, by permission

2 of the Board, I want to have marked copies of the

3 Suffolk County Radiological Emergency Response Plan,

4 Volume 3. I had understood tha t this was annexed to Dr.

5 Erikson's supplemental testimony, but in the event that

6 it wasn't considered to be so annexed, I would like to

7 have that marked as an e'xhibit. Dr. Erikson is still

8 avsilable to identify the document if necessary.

9 JUDGE GLEASON: What shall it be marked as?

10 3S. POTTERFIELD: The Court Reporter couldn't

11 figure out what it would be marked as an exhibit, but I

12 suggest it be marked as USC-NYPIRG whatever the next

13 number is.
,

14 JUDGE GLEASON We are going in order, but I

15 think in this presentation you could just make it --

16 (Whereupon, a discussion was held off the

17 record.)

18 JUDGE GLEASON: We vill mark it as UCS-NYPIRG,

19 et al., just to give it some distinguishing number, 10.

20 (The document referred to

21 was marked for

22 identification as

23 UCS-NYPIRG Exhibit Number
'

24 10.)

25 MS. POTTERFIELD: Is there any party or person

O
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.

({} 1 who has objection?

2 JUDGE GLEASON: I -don 't know? All we have

3 done at this point is mark it. What did you want to say?

4 NS. POTIERFIELDs What I wanted to ask first

5 was whether there was any party present who does not

6 have a copy of it, because I do have other copies.

7 However, it was' served with Dr. Erikson's testimony. So

8 I assume from the questioning that everybody has a

9 copy.

10 !UDGE GLEASON: I would like a copy.

11 MS. POTTERFIELDs I would ask whether we could

12 stipulate as to its authentication by Dr. Erikson, or

13 whether I should ask Dr. Erikson to take the stand

14 again.

15 HR. CZAJA: I will stipulate that it is an

16 suthentic document.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: It has been agreed to that it

18 is an authenticated copy.
,

19 MS. POTTERFIELD: Then I would move for its

20 admission into evidence as an axhibit to his

21 supplemental testimony.

22 JUDGE GLEASONa Is there objection?

23 HR. CZAJA: The Board has ruled on the issue

() 24 on my view, so I have no objection at this point. The

25 Board having denied our motion to strike th e

O
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1 supplemental testimony, I have no objection.
{}

2 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, the Board has not ruled

3 on this. The Board ruled with respect to his

4 testimony.

5 HR. CZAJA: Well, I would oppose its admission

6 into evidence for the same reasons set forth in the

7 action to strike the supplemental testimony.

8 JUDGE GLEASONs Why don't you repeat that?

9 HR. CZAJA: That would be, first of all, that

10 as something which is site-specific to Shoreham.has no

11 bearing on the issues before the Board, and secondly, it

12 is hearsay. We have not had an opportunity to cross

13 examine the people who prepared the survey.

( JUDGE GLEASON Ms. Potterfield?14

'

15 NR. BRANDENBURGs Con Edison would just say

to the licansae's positions can both be stated as follows,
t

17 that the Shoreham study should not be entered into the

18 record, Mr. Chairman, for the reasons set forth in our

19 action to strike the supplemental testimony of Dr. Kai

20 Erikson dated March 9.

21 In particular, it appears f rom Dr. Erikson 's

22 materials that he was merely a consultant in connection

23 with the preparation of the questionnaire that was used

'( ) 24 in connection with the Suffolk study, and was not

25 himself actually a participant in the development of the

O
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1 survey responses or in their evaluation.

2 So I do not believe that the study results

3 themselves can be sufficiently verified by this witness

O 4 to entitle them to be admitted into evidence in this

5 proceeding.

6 JUDGE GLEASON: Ms. Potterfield?

'7 MS. POTIERFIELD: As we noted in our

8 opposition to the actions to strike, Judge Gleason, and

9 I believe that the Board upheld our opposition in ruling

to that the supplemental testimony should come in, this

11 exhibit is the basis for the supplemental testimony. It

12 was the basis for some cross examination of Dr. Erikson

13 while he was on the stand, and simply provides the Board

14 and all parties with the basis, the data base for his

15 testimony, since the Board has ruled that his testimony

16 about the survey and its results should be admitted and

17 it has been.

18 JUDGE GLEASON: The Board has not ruled, Ms.

19 Potterfield, with respect to the admission of this

i 20 document. The Board has ruled with respect to the

21 admission of his testimony, supplemental testimony,

22 which does refer to the document, but it has not ruled

23 with respect to the admissibility of this document.

O 24 HS. POTIEarrEtD. Judge G1eason, the

25 supplemental testimony not only refers to the document,

O
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1 it is based on this document.

2 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, that may be so, but it

3 has not ruled with respect to the admissibility of this

4 document, and since you have just moved it, that must be

5 some evidence that it hasn't been so ruled.

6 MS. POTTERFIELD: I understand the Board had

7 ruled as to the hearsay objection and the relevance

8 objection. If there is another ground upon which the

9 Board may deny my request that it be admitted into

10 evidence, if I could learn that other ground and address

11 myself to it.

12 JUDGE GLEASONa Well, at this point I am

13 offering you a chance to talk to the admissibility of
A
V 14 this document into evidence.

15 MS. POTTERFIELD: And I believe I have

16 addressed the objections that have been raised. If the

17 Board has another objection, then I will be glad to

18 address that.

19 (Whereupon, the Board conferred.)

20 JUDGE GLEASON: Ms. Potterfield, the Board is
.

21 going to rule, and we will give you a chance to respond

22 if you would like, that the exhibit is not admissible

23 for the truth of the information contained in the

C 24 exhibit, because the authors of that axhibit are not

25 before the Board and not before the parties, and they

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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_

1 may not be cross-examined. We can accept the statements{}
2 of Dr. Erikson because he is an expert in the field, and

3 he has participated in some way, in some degree, and had
O
\m 4 some calationship to tha study, and we can give whatever

5 weight we want to with respect to the conclusions he

6 reaches based upon that study.

7 As far as the study itself is concerned, it is

8 not admissible.

9 NS. POTTERFIELDs Judge Gleason, I see that I

10 should have made myself more clear. I am not offering

11 it for the truth of what is in the study, but simply to

12 provide the basis for Dr. Erikson's statements.

13 JUDGE GLEASONa You used the words "into

() 14 evidence," and that is what a grabbed ahold of.

15 MS. POTTERFIELD4 I still do so. I still do

16 use those words. I still wish to have it admitted into

17 evidence for the purpose of showing the basis for which

18 Dr. Erikson has mile his statements that have been not

19 only testified to but upon which he has been cross

20 examined.

21 JUDGE GLEASONt Well, it can be admitted for

22 that limited purpose, but it cannot be admitted so far

23 as the truth of the matters asserted.

() 24 MS. POTTERFIELD: Thank you, Judge.

25 (The :3cument referred
,

,

+

'
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'

to,'previously marked for1 --

,

2 identification as,

'

3 f'[USC-NYPIRGExhibit NumberO
.

!

4 10, was received in

5 evidence.)
'

6 JUDGE GLEASON: Let's proc, Sed.with the next
7 witnesses. '

,- ?

8 NS. POTTERFIELDs Joan Harding King and
'

~
.

9 Jannelise Galdone. ,

JUDGE GLLISg;NsExcuse me. You are going to10'-

- a, . . -

11 have to main tair) an; Order on witnesses, Ms. Potterfield,
" ' "12 and your negt witness is Ms. Betty Ramey.

13 ES. POTTERFIELDs Your Honor,'that witness is

14 , scheduled to come>at 12:00 o' clock, and I request
'*

,- <
,

15 permission that ve allow Ms. Galdone and Ms. King to
~

16 testify before that witness.
, , ,

17 JUDGE GLEASONa ,Ip-there objection?
+ /

I- 18 1RgCZAJAa Judge, in this case, I have no
'

|
| .19 objectica, although I think- generally we should proceed
| r

20 in ,ordrir. Itsis auch easier. I had no notice of this.
.

21 JUDGE GLEASON: We are going to permit it this
,

22 time and this time e.ione, because we cannot get out of

2 our order of witnesses. We have some very complicated--. m. . . ,,3.

,

24 procedures everybody has to follow, and the Board has to'

' 25' be aware of testimocy,- and we have to be aware of
. Q. .: ,

0:C1 :
: ,,

(
"

.,

|
-

,

a -
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1 objections made, and we have to be aware of objections

2 to certain parts of testimony, and just cannot humanly

3 follow that if we are going to take witnesses out of

8 4 order.

5 MS. POTTERFIELDs May I say, I object. I

6 think that giving the Board as close a schedule as we

7 have been able to arrive at with our witnesses'

8 individual schedules, that the Board is being harsher on

9 us than it has been in the past with witnesses of other

10 parties, that we are committed to present the witnesses

11 on the day that we have put them on the schedule, but

12 that we intend to present them in as orderly and

13 efficient a way as possible.

14 JUDGE PARIS: Ms. Potterfield, you have

15 approximately 100 witnesses. You provided us with the

16 witness list on Friday. Before I left Bethesda on

17 Monday, I got all of those witnesses in the sequence in

18 which your witness list indicated they will appear, thus

19 taking them out of the numerical sequence in which they

20 were originally presented to "s. At the eleventh hour,

21 before leaving Bethesda, we got your reorganization.

22 Now, I have got all of your witnesses out of

23 numerical sequence according to your original witness

24 list, and I have got to go back through all of that and

25 get them into the new sequence. So, would you please

O
V
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A 1 think about the inconvenience and trouble that you put
U

2 people through whan you change these lists at the last

3 minute?

4 MS. POTTERFIELD: I do apologize for that,

5 Judge Paris. I would like to say that Friday was the

6 day upon which we were ordered to give the witness
,

7 list.

8 JUDGE GLEASON: Excuse me, Ms. Potterfield.

9 HS. POTTERFIELD4 I understand Friday was the

10 day on which we were ordered to give the witness list.

11 That is why we gave it on Friday.

12 JUDGE GLEASON: That is right. But I also

13 might say, Ms. Potterfield, that the Board attempted to

(O
(_/ 14 reach you three times last week and was unable to, to

15 find out where you were with respect to witnesses, and

16 so we both have a reciprocal obligation here in order to

17 handle a great number of witnesses which are

18 consolidated intervenors' witnesses. You have the

19 burden of presenting them and presenting them in order,

20 and as I indicated before, we will let it go this time,

21 but we are not going to change it in the future.

22 Please call your witnesses.

; 23 MS. POTT ER FIELD: Joan Harding King and
1
'

O 24 Jannelise Galdone.
LJ

25 Whereupon,
l

O
|
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1 JOAN HARDING KING andO ,

|

2 JANNELISE GALDONE

3 were called as witnesses, and having been first duly

O 4 sworn, took the stand, and were examined and testified

5 as follows:

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION
,

7 BY HS. POTTERFIELD:

8 0 Would you state your names and addresses,

9 please, for the record?

10 A (WITNESS KING) Joan Harding King, 80 Saw Mill

11 Road, New City, New York.

12 0 You will have to speak up, I an afraid.

13 A (WITNESS KING) Joan Harding King, 80 Saw Mill

) 14 Road, New City, New York.

15 A (WITNESS GALDONE) Jannelise Galdone, 234

16 Phillips Hill Road, New City, New York.

17 0 Ns. Galdone, do you have before you a copy of

18 the testimony that you wish to present to the Atomic

19 Safety and Licensing Board?

20 A (WITNESS GALDONE) I do.

21 0 Do you have any additions or corrections to

22 tha t testimony?

23 A (WITNESS GALDONE) I don't think so, no.

() 24 0 Is it true and correct to the best of your

25 information and belief?

O
l
|
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1 A (WITNESS GALDONE) It is.
[}

2 MS. POTTERFIELD: I move that the testimony of

3 Jannelise Galdone be simitted ini.o evidence.

4 JUDGE GLEASON: Is there objection?

5 HR. CZAJA: Judge, with respect to Ms.

6 Galdone's testimony, we object to Lines 13 through 18 on

7 Page 1 of the testimony, starting with the language,

8 "They said they were working overtime," and continuing

9 through the rest of that pa ragraph.

10 JUDGE GLEASON: Excuse me. Where does it

11 start?

12 HR. CZAJAs "They said they were working

13 overtime." And af ter that sentence, there is a sentence

14 dealing with Ms. Galdone's impression. The first

15 sentence we say is hearsay. The second sentence we say

16 is speculative.

17 On Page 2, the fourth full paragraph, starting

18 with "The man from Stone and Webster," we would move to

19 strike that on the grounds that it is unreliable

.
20 hearsay.

l

21 HR. FARRELLY: Your Honor, we move to strike

22 the testimony of Ms. King for the reasons stated at 8

23 and 9.

() 24 JUDGE GLEASON: We are on Ms. Galdone.

25 NR. FARRELLY We have no objection to Ms.

O
|
t
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|

() 1 Galdone.

2 MS. POTTERFIELDs I would like to respond

3 particularly to the objection regarding the sentence

4 4 that is objected to as speculative. I suggest that the

5 motion to strike is premature, and that the witness
1

6 should be cross examined as t.o the basis for her i

7 impression before it can be ruled out as speculative.
|

!

8 JUDGE GLEASON: I don't really understand that

9 comment, Ms. Potterfield.

10 MS. POTTERFIELD: Well, Judge, they have asked

11 that you strike the testimony in the first instance as

12 speculative. However, without some voir dire or cross

13 examination as to the basis of Ms. Galdone's impression,
, /~/N! \- 14 it cannot be ruled out as speculative. Her impression

15 may be based upon facts and her own personal knowledge

16 and things that she observed.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Do you have any other

18 comments?

19 MS. POTTERFIELDa No, sir.

20 (Whereupon, the Board conferred.)

21 JUDGE GLEASONs Let me just, to save time, ask

22 You, Ms. Galdone, what your statement about, it is your

23 impression that "their prepared advance notice gave us

() 24 no way of knowing how long it might take to set up in

25 the event of an emergency" was based on.

O
!
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1 WITNESS GALDONE: Well, everything was set up

2 bef ore the alarm went off. They said they started at

3 8:00 o'clo:k, and it was 9: 45, and everything was all

4 set up when I came there.

5 JUDGE GLEASONa Well, the Board rules that

6 those statements - ,or the motions are granted, and

7 those statements will be deleted on the grounds stated.

8 They are hearsay. They also are speculativ e.

9 MS. POTTERFIELD Our objection as to the

10 speculative statement is noted.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: And if there is no other

12 objection, the testimony is admitted with those
.

13 deletions as noted.

14 (The testimony of Ms. Galdone follows.)

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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JANNELISE GALDONE

1
'My name is Jannelise Galdone, I reside at 234

Phillips Hill Road, New City, N.Y. and have lived in New

(_s) City for 60 years. I am married and the mother of two
-

children now grown. I am a housewif e and phdographer.

On March 3, 1982, I, as a member of West Branch

Conservation Association, observed a drill exercise con-

ducted by the County of Rockland for its Radiological

Emergency Response Plan at Rockland Psychiatric Hospital,

a New York State owned facility at Orangeburg, New York.

I arrived at the Safety Station at 9:45 AM and

found on duty personnel setting up a tank, hoses, screens

and other parsphernalia well in advance of what might in

reality have taken place as an emergency. #They said they,_
,

(''
were working overtime and that they had been setting up

the decontamination materiel since 8 AM. It is my impres-

sion that their prepared advance notice gave us no way of

knowing how long it might take to set up in the event of

an emergency.]

The equipment consisted of one brown canvas pool

approximately 12 feet square and 3 feet high with no

water in it, and an outlet to the outside of the buil-

ding from inside the safety station. The persons parti-

cipating in the practise were lined up outside the buil-

~N
'

~(G dinc waitina to enter were let in one at a time at first.
They were inspected with a geiger count.u.. After about

-1-
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.

A

six people were processed a second tester arrived and

then two people were allowed in at a time. Next they

went to a Red Cross table to identify themselves and then

() left. No one was washed because they all tested " clean"

therefore there was no washing practise.

No privacy was provided or segregation as to sex.

There were screens along one side of the pool for un-

dressing and a pile of paper clothes available but not

enough to provide for any large number of people. The

Red Cross mobile units which were a part of the practise |

were a block away, or too far to walk to in paper clothing.

The mobile unit was supposed to have clothing but I did

not visit it.

The processers took two minutes per person to go
O

over them with the counters.

Buses arriving were tested outside the building

for radioactivity.

[The man from Stone and Webster, Ken Mattera, I am

not sure of his last name, said when the exercise was over

that it had been speeded up and the two hours he was there

would have taken four hours]
My impression was that it was incomplete even for

a practise and proved very little excepting that it took

: too long to process people and had there been a real e-

() mergency the people outside would have been standing therei

possible needing to be nashed and failing to have timely

treatment.

"A" 99, 1902
-2-
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1 JUDGE GLELSONa Proceed, please.

2 BY NS. POTTERFIELD: (Resuming) !

3 Q Ns. King, do you have the testimony you wish

4 to submit before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board?

5 A (WITNESS KING) I do.

S Q Does that testimony consist of two typewritten

7 pages plus an Exhibit 17

8 A (WITNESS KING) Yes.'

9 Q Do you have any additions or corrections to

10 that testimony?

11 A (WITNESS KING) No, not at this time.

12 Q Is it tCue and correct to the best of your

13 information and belief?

14 A (MITNESS KING) Yes.

15 MS. POTTERFIELD: I move the admission of the

16 testimony of Joan Harding King into evidence as if

17 resd.

| 18 JUDGE GLEASON: Is there objection?

19 NH. CZAJA Judge, with respact to Ms. King,

20 ve believe that the testimony commencing on Page 1, Line

21 16, with the words "Ms. Schwartz said," from there to

22 the conclusion of the testimony, including the document

23 on the letterhead of Good Samaritan Hospital, addressed

24 to Mrs. Fleisher's atterition, should be stricken as

25 unreliable hearsay.
1

O
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1 NR. FARRELLYs Your Honor, we object to Ms.

2 King's testimony for the reasons stated in our motion.

3 (Whaceupon, the Board conferred.)

O|
'

4 JUDGE GLEASON: Ms. Potterfield?

5 MS. POTTERFIELDa Just a moment.

6 (Whereupon, counsel for the intervenors

7 conferred.)

8 NS. POTTERFIELDs I have no argument.

9 (Whereupon, the Board conferred.)

10 JUDGE GLEASONs The Board grants the motions,

11 both actions with respect to Mrs. King.

12 MS. POTTERFIELD: I undetstand the motion goes

13 from Line 16 to the end. That is the hearsay

|
14 exception.

15 JUDGE GLEASOMs Except that the Consolidated

16 Edison goes to the entire testimony.

17 55. POTTERFIELD: I am sorry. I didn 't

18 realize. Do you mean because it is irrelevant?

19 JUDGE GLEASON: It is hearsay.

j 20 MS. POTTERFIELDs The hearsay objection, I

21 think, on both counts begins on Line 16.

22 NS. POTTERFIELDa If you took out the hearsay,

23 there wouldn't be much left of that statement.

() 24 MS. POTTERFIELDs That is not necessarily-

25 true, Judge Gleason, but if it is true, then that goes

O
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1 to the weight of her testimony and not to any hearsay

2 rule.

3 NR. FABBELLI: Your Honor, we think we have an

4 objection to the entire testimony. The hearsay

5 objection goes to the entire testimony. But we also

6 have a relevancy objection and an objection based upon

7 Hs. King's former testimony at a limited appearance

8 statem3nt. We believe the regulations are very clear

9 that having made a statement, she cannot participate

10 further in the proceeding.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, I am not going to rule

12 upon that, because I don't have to.

13 HS. POTTERFIELD: I do have an argument about

14 that, Judge Gleason.
,

l

15 JUDGE GLEASON: I really don't want to hear an
i

16 argument about that. I want to hear an argument about

17 the hearsay and the relevancy, if you want to make one,

18 but I had understood you to say that you didn't have an

19 argument you wanted to make.

20 MS. POTTERFIELD: Up until Line 16, I see no

21 hearsay objection. It will have to be explained to me.

22 Iha relevance is important, because she talks about the

23 drill of 1982 and what she saw with her own eyes when

() 24 she visited Good Samaritan Hospital, which was a

25 participant in that exercise. It goes to Contention

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 3.1. It is relevant for what it says, and I don 't see

2 the possibility of any hearsay objection to those first

3 lines of the testimony.

4 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, you are talking about

5 the first two lines of 41?

6 MS. POTTERFIELDs Up until Line 16, Judge

7 Gleason, where I understood the hearsay objection

8 begins.

9 (Whereupon, the Board conferred.)

10 JUDGE GLEASONa Ms. Potterfield, do you intend

11 to demonstrate somewhece with some witness or by this

12 witness what -- the problem that I an having is to say

13 that somebody went through an emergency room of a

() 14 hospital and found that they were not aware of the drill

15 or any part of it for the hospital tells me nothing

16 sbout whether there has been a compliance with the

17 emergency plan of the licensee.

18 How are you going' to get over that problem,

19 the problem that I am taising?

20 RS. POTTERFIELD: Judge Gleason, insofar as

21 FEMA witnesses have testified and have included in their

22 post-exercise drill assessment that these hospitals

23 responded appropriately and well, and that therefore the

(} 24 planning standard was met as far as the exercise.

25 JUDGE GLEASON: That this hospital responded?

O
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1 FEMA's testimony was that this hospital responded well?
)

2 NS. POTTERFIELD: Mrs. Fleisher is telling me

3 something.

\m/ '4 She tells me that Mr. Davidoff's testimony

5 states that Good Samaritan Hospital is prepared to

6 respond. I was thinking more directly of the

7 post-exercise assessment and the fact that the

! 8 preparatioa of the hospitals was not indicated as a

9 serious deficiency, and we think we are entitled to

10 present evidence about deficiencies that our observers

11 noted during that drill.

12 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, if there are

13 deficiencies, the licensees can be heti a :ountable --

() 14 yes, you are -- and I an asking you if that is the case

15 here, and if so, how do you intend to prove that?

16 55. POTTERFIELD: We can only prove it with

17 what we have seen with our own eyes, Judge, and part of

18 our proof consists of Ms. King's statement of what she

19 saw that day. I didn't understand what you meant about,

20 if there are' deficiencies for which the licensees can be

21 held accountable in the emergency plan.

22 JUDGE GLEASON4 The off-site emergency plans

23 are deficient with respect to the allegations that are

() 24 indicated in the statement. And my question is, how do

25 you intend to prove that?

O
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1 MS. POTIERFIELDs Judge Gleason, you

2 understand, part of our problem is rebutting the

'

3 evidence of the FEMA vitnesses to the extent that apart

4 from the infiziencies, that they have noted tha t th e

5 plan is otherwise acceptable. That is part of our

6 problem and part of our proof on our emergency planning

7 case. In order to do that, we can only present the

8 testimony of individuals who observed what happened on

9 the days of the drill, so that the Board will have it

10 before it, and not only the summary conclusions of FEM A ,

11 but also whatever evidence we have been able to glean

12 about what actually happened that day.

13 JUDGE GLEASON: Did you have an opportunity to

14 depose the FEMA witnesses?

15 ES. POTTERFIELDs Well, Judge Gleason, they

16 have alread y testified.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: I understand that.

18 MS. POTTERFIELDa I don't understand your

19 question then.

20 JUDGE GLEASON4 To get on with this, we will

21 grant the objection with respect to Mrs. King's

22 statement from Line 16 to the balance of the testimony,

23 starting with the words, "M s. Schwartz," and will permit

24 the rest of the testimony going in. It will be subject

25 to a later motion to strike if in fact there has not

O
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1 been a linking up of this statement with an emergency

2 requirement or a requirement under the emergency plans.

3 (The testimony of Ms. King follows.)

4

5

6
l
l

7

8

9

10

11

| 12

13

14

.

15

16

17 *

18

! 19

|

20

21

22

23

24

25.

O
i
'
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TESTIMONY OF.

~

JOAN HARDING KING

1. My name is Joan Harding King, I reside at 80 Saw

[) 2. Mill Road, New City, N.Y., 10956. I have lived in4

s-

3. 'Rockland County for 30 years, I have a BA, R.N. degree

4. and am the mother of five children.

5. On March 3, as part of the drill exercise of the

6. Rockland County Radiological Emergency Response Plan

7. (RERP) and acting as an officer of West Branch Con-

8. servation' Association I visited Good Samaritan Hospi-

9. tal arriving there at 10:05 A.M.

10. I found that no personnel in the Emergency Room

11. were aware of the drill or any part in it for the hos-

12. pital. I met Security Director Patrick Woods and the

13. Assistant Director of Nursing, Theresa Schwartz who

14. showed me the decontamination unit of the Emergency

15. Dept. and explained some procedures on receivin'g and

16. handling patients exposed to radiation. kis. Schwartz
17. said that the Emergency Council had informed them that

'
18. Good Samaritan Hospital would be having no part in the

19. drill. They had received no official notification that

20. the drill would take place. They knew about it only

21. from newspaper and radio accounts.

22. Mr. Woods said that the hospital's radiation decontami-
.

23. nation area and plans were set up because of the proxi-

24. mity of Route 17 and the danger of spills of radioactive

25. materials being trucked over it. Also because of the

-1- *

,

|
. - _ . _-. _ . _ . .--. --~ --
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.

l '. presence of
the Union Carbide Company's nuclear reac-

2. tor in Sterling Forest, N.Y.,

() not because of any warning
3. from Indian Point. He had only received the Four County
4.

Nuclear Safety Comm'ittee emergency planning booklet two
5.

days before this drill and said he received the orange
6

book (State of New York Emergency Worker Training Course)
7 the day before the drill.
8. Ms.

Schwartz and Mr. Woods described an emergency
9

drill held on a Memorial Day weekend within the last
,

10 two years.
After a simulated explosion in a New City

11. office building ambulances were unable to get to the
12.

( Good Samaritan Hospital on any major highway because
,

13.
) traffic was backed up for miles and they had to use

,

the.

14 County's back roads.
15. On May 26, 1982, at 9:30 A.M. I spoke to James Dawson,
16 President of Nyack Hospital, Nyack, New York. (We have
17

two hospitals in Rockland County.) When I asked if the
18. hospital had been notified officially of the March 3
19. dril,1 he said, "Not officially, we only knew about it
20. through the media.''

When asked if they were equipped to
21.

handle radioactive contamination he said they had some
22. provision as part of the hospital's regular disaster
23.

plan which includes a bath tub large enough for only one() 24.
person at a time and their other preparations were simi-

25. lar to those at Good Sam. A separate entrance area, it
2G.

can be expanded to about 40 beds maximum. He has no cpoy
27 of the RERP. It has never been sent to them. They have

I 28.
" received no official communication from anyone."-...a 3 ,e -
-o

*
,

-2-
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I J.H. King Exhibit l'-

GOOD SAMARITAN HOS PIT A L

SU F F E R N. N E W YO R K 10901

9I4-357-3300

March 16, 1982

West Branch Conservation Association
443 Buena Vista Road
New City, New York 10956

Att: Ms. Zipporah Fleisher '

Dear Ms. Fleisher:

On March 3,1982 I met with Mrs. Joan King from
your organization and together with Mrs. Theresa
Schwarz, Assistant Director of Nursing and Mrs.
Joan Fenton, Emergency Department Nursing Care

('g Coordinator reviewed Good Samaritan Hospital's,
'

Internal Radiation Emergency Plan. As Mrs. King
has advised you, other than your organization there
was no attempt to incorporate Good Samaritan Hospital
into the overall plan and we felt that written
confirmation of that fact might be useful in preparing
your critique.

Sincerely, .

. UA
Patrick F. Woods
Director of Safety & Security

cc/ J. Fitzpatrick
K. Yusko

i T. Schwarz

| pfw/dc

|

I
_ _
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1 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. Who wants to{}
2 proceed?

3 NR. FARRELLYs I will, Your Honor.

O,

4 CROSS EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. FARRELLY:

6 0 Hs. Galdone, in preparing your testimony, have
.

7 you reviewed the NRC emergency planning regulations?

8 A (UITNESS GALDONE) I have looked at them,

9 res.

10 0 Which portions have you looked at?

11 A (WITNESS GALDONE) I couldn't tell you right

12 off.

13 JUDGE PARIS: Speak right into the microphone,

14 Es. Galdone.
,

!
15 WITNESS GALDONE: I have read the parts in the

16 siidle, but I don't know what they are.

[

17 BY NR. FARRELLY (Resuming)'

18 0 Are you familiar with the documen t entitled

19 NUREG-0654?

| 20 A (MITNESS GALDONE) I have seen it, yes.

!

21 Q Have you read it?

22 A (WITNESS GALDONE) Not the whole thing, no.

23 0 Are you finished?

() 24 A (WITNESS G ALDONE) Yes.

|
25 0 Are you aware that your testimony is being

()
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.

1 offered today under Contention 3.1?

2 55. POTTERFIELD: Objection, Your Honor. It

3 is not clest whether or not she knows what Contention

4 3.1 is. She is not a party to the proceeding.

5 HR. FARRELLY4 Your Honor, I am j ust asking.

6 If she doesn 't know, she can say she doesn't know. .

7 JUDGE GLEASON: Let her respond.

a BY MR. FARRELLY: (Resuming)

9 Q Are you aware that your testimony is being

10 offered under Contention 3.17

11 A (VITNESS GALDONE) No, I just know what I

12 saw. That's all.

13 Q Have you read -- Are you familiar with

14 Contention 3.17

15 A (WITNESS GALDONE) No. Not by that name.

16 0 Is it your testimony that your observations

17 confirs your observations on March 3rd, 1982,--

18 indicated a failure of the licensees to comply with NRC

19 or FEMA guidelines?

20 A (WITNESS GALDONE) Well, I though t there

21 wasn't enough being done to handle a lot of people.

22 Q But you haven't analyzed what you observed in

23 Larms of compliance or non-compliance with the

24 regulations. Is that correct?
'

25 A (WITNESS GALDONE) I just thought they just

O
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1 couldn't handle more than about_two people per minute --

2 I mean, two minutes per person, and then there were two

3 people at the most working geiger counters, so it

4 wouldn't be more than maybe a few busloads of people

5 that could be handled in an hour.

6 Q Do you have any formal medical training?

7 A (WITNESS GALDONE) No.

8 0 Any radiation hea3.th physics training?

9 A (WITNESS GALDONE) No. I have read manuals

10 about radiation.

11 NR. FARRELLYs Your Honor, I am going to ask

12 that the last part of the answer be stricken as

13 non-responsive.

| Dd 14 JUDGE GLEASON: Why isn't it responsive? You1

| 15 asked her the question about her training.

16 NR. FARRELLYs I. asked formal training, Your
;

17 Honor.

,
18 JUDGE GLEASON: I will deny the objection.

I
| 19 BY MR. FARRELLI: (Resuming)

I
I 20 Q Do you know at what time of the day the March

21 3rd, 1982, exercise began?

22 A (WITNESS GALDONE) I thought it was around

| 23 ten-ish.

24 0 Are you aware that the post-exercise

25 assessment of the Federal Emergency Management Agency

O
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,

1 states that the drill began at 6:00 a.m.?

2 A (WITNESS GALDONE) I wasn't. I know they were

3 all prepared, so something must have been --

O 4 Q Are you aware that the same post-exercise

5 assessment concluded that the Rockland County

6 Psychiatric Center provided excellent f acilities,

7 supplies, and equipment?

8 A (MITNESS GALDONE) I didn' t know that.

9 NS. POTTERFIELD4 Your Honor, I object

| 10 belatedly to the question. I beg your pardon. That is

11 my problem.

12 BY NR. FARRELLYs (Resuming)

13 0 Ns. Galdone, referring to Page 2 of your

) 14 testimony, the first paragraph on that page, you state

15 that no privacy was provided. By that statement, do you

16 mean no privacy beyond what might have been provided by

17 the screens?

18 A (MITNESS GALDONE) Yes, but there were little

19 screens, you know. If somebody wanted to be rinsed off

20 there, they would have been in full view.

21 NR. FARRELLY Your Honor, I have no further

22 questions.

23 JUDGE GLEASON4 The Power Authority.

() 24 CROSS EXAMINATION

25 BY NR. CZAJA4

O
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1 Q Hs. King, were you in any location other than

2 the Good Samaritan Hospital on March 3 observing the

3 exercise?

) 4 A (WITNESS KING) No.

5 NR. CZAJAa I have no further questions for

6 these witnesses. ,

7 JUDGE GLEASONa Any from the state

8 representatives?

9 HS. VETERE No, Your Honor.

10 JUDGE GLEASON: Any redirect?

11 NS. POTIERFIELDs No redirect.

12 JUDGE GLEASON: Thank you, ladies, for your

13 testimony. You are excused.

) 14 Oh, I as sorry. Excuse me just a minute. I

15 should ask the staff.

16 HR. HASSELL: Mr. Glass would have one

17 question.

18 CROSS EXAMINATION

19 BY HR. GLASS:

20 0 ses. aldone, did you visit the Rockland

21 Psychiatric Hospital during the March 9th, 1983,

22 exercise?

23 A (WITNESS GALDONE) Yes. I came there about

(}
24 the same, 9430 or 40, something like that, and no plans

' 25 had been made to receive people right away. They

O
1
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1 started -- the garage was all still full of fire trucks,
[}

' 2 and the tank'was not set.up. There were no signs

3 leading to the place. I guess there were two, I think

O 4 they were Red Cross ladies, were the re .

5 HR. FARRELLY Your Honor, can I just ask a

6 clarifying point? I as not sure if Ms. Galdone

7 understood the question as referring to the 1982 or the

8 1983 exercise. If it referred to the '83 exercise, I

9 want to raise an objection to the relevancy of the

10 question as beyond the scope of the witness's direct

11 testimony, which was limited to her observa tions of the

12 1982 drill.

13 JUDGE GLEASONa Excuse me, Mr. Glass, what was

14 your question?

15 HR. GLASS I was asking whether she had

16 observed the exercise at Rockland Psychiatric Hospital

17 during . the drill of March 9th, 1983.

18 . JUDGE GLEASON: 19837

19 HR. GLASS: Yes, sir.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: This goes beyond her

21 testimony. All righ t. Thank you. Now you are excused.

22 (Witnesses excused.)

! 23 NR. CZAJA: Judge, I don't know if I have to

() 24 say this every time, but I would like to a:cumuiste the'

25 time I did not use on this witness towards my two-hour

O
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1 accum ula tion.

2 NS. FLEISHEHs Your Honor, if I may, we had

3 not realized that the witnesses would not have any

4 opportunity to make a preliminary summary, and therefore

5 ve didn?t introduce any supplementary testimony. Mrs.

6 Galdone did indeed visit again, so did Mrs. King, to

7 both the hospital and the psychiatric center, and they

8 had important additional information to give, and

9 because we are not allowed to cross examine, I think it

to should go in the record that we had expected that ther

11 would be able to say a few words in a preliminary

12 statement.

. 13 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, Mrs. Fleisher, the only
!

14 purpose for a summary st:ttement is to advise the
1

15 audience if there is a large audience as to what the

16 nature of the testimony is. It is not to be adding
|

17 testimony to testimony already before the Board.

18 HS. FLEISHER: Your Honor, I do understand

19 that. Again, we didn't want to clutter the world with

20 supplementary testimony, even if it was only one page
i
| 21 each, but we have been watching hov Question 1 was

22 treated, and we went by that, and I think the rules of

( 23 Questions 3 and 4 are not the same as we have had with

24 Question 1. That may be due to the fact that we have so

25 many more witnesses, but it does require us to change

O
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|
1 our outlook.{}i

2 NR. KAPLAN: Judge Gleason, if I may 'ue heard,

3 as a general proposition, it seems to me that this Board
. O|

! \m 4 almost has an obligation to consider the testimony of

5 individuals who are being profferred by the intervenors

,6 or the counties or anyone else at this point on

7 observations dealing with the drill.
,

8 The reason I say that is that based upon Mr.

9 Glass's taquest we did that, sni Bosri is slacut

10 mandated by the Commission to consider the implicati,ons ,

/'

11 of the drill. Now, I would just suggest that expd'dience

12 and a commitment to truth-searching would r,equire the

i 13 Board to at least begin to hear some of'that now.

14 I understand the possible objections from the

! 15 licensees. We can't cross examine it. That would allow

16 the Board to weigh it possibly differently when you

17 consider its value, because it would not be in somey

18 sense totally cross examined, but it seems that if in

19 f act the drill was significant, and the Commission's

20 determination says that it is significant, how could the

21 Board then not take testimony now and then throw it to

22 the intervanors to come back after the FEMA witnesses
23 possibly in May or some time subsequent in this ,

() 24 proceeding and say, now you have to consider it, you are

25 considering FEMA's report on the drill, whan the

() '

-
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{} 1 intervenors, be they interested states or citizen

2 int er veno rs, had the opportunity to put in other

- 3 evidence about what transpired last week unless they do

'

4 it now.

5 MS. POTTERFIELD: It is in light of that,

6 Judge Gleason, that vejhave asked the Board to,

.

7 reconsider its ruling that we vill not be permitted to

8 do a direct case on the 1983 drill. It is for that very

9 reason, because we anticipated that the licensees would

10 object to testimony given by our witnesses. The
I

t .imony of our witnesses had to be filed last June,

12 Juna, 1982. They couldn't possibly have included

|
13 testimony about the March 9th drill. The date for

14 supplementary testimony occurred before the March 9th

15 drill, and I want to support what Mr. Kaplan said, and
'

te also to remind the Board that we have before it a motion

17 that would allow us to put on a direct case about the

.

18 1983 drill in light of these problems.

| 19 JUDGE GLE ASON: I as not familiar with that

20 motion, Mrs. Potterfield, unless it is something that is

21 tie'd up with some other motion that I haven 't seen. I

22 am not familiar with it.
'

I

| 23 HS. POTTERFIELD: It was in the form of a

() 24 request that , the Board consider additional contentions
,

i

25 and or a Board question, a request by Parents and by USC

!

O
t

i ; i
,
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,Q, .|i . , ,
,.

.

e i f,

O'

1 and NYPIRG.| -
'

'

, 2 JUDGE GLEASON: Wellr the,Bo!.ed has ruled in
!
2, , ,

,
3 2enying those additional contentions, as you know.*

'

.,4 MS. POTTERFIELD: Yes, sni we' asked in the

5 alternative that the/ Board certify the issue to the
Y:<

, ,

'
*

'

6 Commission. ,

1< ,

'7 .s JUDGE GLEASON: And the Board, if it has not,e

8 it is denying certification of those :zuestions to the,f

f 9 Aommission.
,

" - 10 MS. POTTERFIELDa We had received no notice of
-

. 11 that. -

2
12 JUDGE GLEASONa I understand that, so you are

i 13 receiving it now.
!

14 HS. POTTERFIELD: Does that mean that we are

15 then precluded from presenting any evidence at all on

| 16 the March, 1983, drill?
<

17 JUDGE GLEASON.s You are precluded as of this

18 point, yes, because the supplemental testimony would

19 have been before that, but it is the Board's intention

20 to have the FEMA witnesses come back and testify with

|
| 21 respect to that drill, and as we have indicated, we

22 intend to propound an additional schedule it that time.
,

l

| 23 We have'not crossed any bridges with respect to it.
1

24 NS. POTIERFIELDs So that the Board has not

25 made a ruling that we will not be able to present

O
|

|
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1 rebuttal testimony of the FEEA witnesses?{}
2 JUDGE GLEASONs The Board has not ande any

3 ruling to that effect.
\

4 MS. POTIERFIELD Thank you.

5 MS. FLEISHER: Your Honor, I have a question

6 to ask Your Honor. Will we have any opportunity for

7 discovery of those FEMA witnesses, or will we just have

8 to wait and try to get it through cross?

9 JUDGE GLEASON: I really do not know, Ms.

10 Fleisher. We haven't crossed that bridge a t all.

11 HR. THDRSENs Your Honor, Rockland County --

12 JUDGE GLEASON: I might remind you people tha t

13 you can take as such of this time as you want, but this
i '

D)(_ 14 time, the allocation of this witness time for the

15 intervenors is not going to be changed. It is going to

16 be a certain number of days. So go ahead.

17 MR. THORSENs I will be as brief as possible,

18 Your Honor.

19 Your Honor, Rockland County is in a different

20 position, I believe. I understand that FEMA does not

21 intend to make any report to the Nuclear Regulatory

22 Commission with regard to the March 9th, 1983, drill,

1

| 23 insof ar as it affected Rockland County. It is my

() 24 intention to provide this Board and this proceeding with

|
25 supplementary testimony from Rockland County's vitnesses

()
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1 with regard to the March 9th drill and their

2 observations.

3 I would requast that the Board grant seg

4 permission to supply the Board with supplementary

5 testimony prior to Rockland County's :sse next week.
.
~

6 I also wish to renew my request which we sent

7 to the Board in the form of a mailgram that Rockland-

8 County be granted additional time, and that the hearings

9 be held during that time in Rockland County.

10 JUDGE GLEASON: Yes, I think the record should

11 reflect that you were offered additional time yesterday,

12 and that you did not take advantage of that additional

13 time.

14 HR. THORSENs Your Honor, would you clarify

15 that? I am not sure I know what you are talking about.

16 JUD;E GLEASON: Yes. You were of fered time

17 yesterday to put on your witnesses for all of Honday,

18 and you advised the Board that you were not able to do

19 so because you were tied up in some other case.

20 NR. THORSENs Your Honor, I think what you are

21 talking about is a phone call I received last week

22 offering me Honday, the 14th, for the presentation of

23 certain Rockland County witnesses. Is that correct?

24 JUDGE GLEASON: That's exactly what I just

|
25 said, in iLffarant words.

! O
l

!
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('JT
1 NR. THORSEN: Thank you, Your Honor. Yes, you

w

2 ara quite :orrect, Your Honor. We respondad tha t we did

3 not feel we had sufficient time to prepare our case and

4 present witnesses on the 14 th. At that time it was my

5 understanding that we were offered the 21st, and that we

6 had accepted the 21st for presentation of our case,

7 Judge.

8 JUDGE GLE AS3N : Well, as f ar as the Board has

9 determined, you have been allotted the time in the

to schedule that was sent to you, and that you were offered

11 yesterday, and you indicated that you could not be

12 prepared.

| 13 I really do not want to carry this on any

14 further, please.

15 NR. IHORSEN: Nor do I, Judge, but I want my

16 objection noted on the record.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Your objections are always

18 noted, even without noting them. i

|
19 Mr. Brandenburg, do you insist on saying

I 20 sosething at this point?

21 MR. BRANDENBURGa Well, it relates to a prior

22 remark of Your Honor. I will be very brief. I know you

23 vant to move on here, but I understood you to say that

() 24 the Board had not yet ruled with respect to, in effect,

25 post-1983 exercise testimony, and I just wanted to state

)

|

|
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() 1 sy understanding that the intervenor's request for an

2 additional three days to consider such matters was j

3 before Judge Laurenson, was, in my understanding,

S 4 disposad of in his ruling, which has now been accepted

5 by the Board.

6 So, I as a little perplexed by Your Honor's

7 most recent statesent.

8 JUDGE GLEASON: I have not indicated anything

9 with respect to the motion which I have heard for the

10 first time from Rockland County with respect to putting

11 testimony on concerned with post-exercise events. As I

12 understand it, he is making such a action now. I would

; 13 suggest to you, sir, that you ought to put that motion

- 14 in writing and get it to the Board.

l
| 15 NR. BRANDENBURG I we.s actually addressing

16 the prior colloquy, prior to Mr. Thorsan's statements,

17 by Ms. Potterfield about post-March, 1983, exercise

t 18 testimony, and it is my understanding that that has been
!

19 ruled upon By Judge Laurenson, and it has been adopted.

20 JUDGE GLEASON4 That is not my understanding.

I
21 If you could point it out in his ruling.

|

22 MR. BRANDENBURG4 I will.l

23 JUDGE GLEASON: Call your next witness,

() 24 plasse.

25 MS. KESSLERs Your Honor, when the list of

GO
|
|
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1 witnesses was preparei last Friday, or when it was sent
)

2 in, we were unaware -- we made a footnote. A footnote I

I
3 was at the bottom of the page. Mrs. Ramey was

S 4 hospitalized and did not know at that time, an Friday,

5 whether or not she would be able to appear. She asked

6 her news director who prepared the testimony with her if

7 he would be willing to substitute if the need arose. I

8 did not know until he walked through the door if Mrs.

9 Ramer or Mt. LeMoulle: would be the ona who is here. I

10 don't know how we handle something like this.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: Who do you intend to call?

12 MS. KESSLER: It is Robert LeMoullec for

13 WRKL.
3

14 JUDGE GLEASON: Mr. LeMoullec, are you here?

15 3R. LE NOULLEC: I an.

16 JUDGE GLEASON: Would 'you please come up?

17 Whereupon,

18 ROBERT LE HOULLEC;

1
l 19 was called as a witness, and having been first duly

20 sworn, took the stand, was examined, and testified as

21 follows:

22 DIRECT EXAMINATION

23 BY HS. KESSLER:

(~) ' 24 0 Mr. LeMoullec, you have before you a document
'G1

| 25 which is entitled Testimony of Betty Ramey, WRKL Radio.

()

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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{} 1 Is that not correct?

2 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Yes, that is correct.

3 0 Is this the testimony that you wish to submit

4 to the Atomic Safaty and Licensing Board?

5 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) With the exception of

6 the initial introduction, yes, it is.
!

7 Q Do you have siditions or corrections to be

8 made in this?

9 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) Yes, I do.

10 0 And if so, what are they?

11 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Well, my name is Robert

12 LeNoullec, and I am the news director of WRKL in Pomona,

13 New York, for the past 13 months. I have been in the

14 news department for four and a half years. I am a

15 member of the Radio and relevision News Directors

16 Association. I also host much of the WRKL hotline,

17 which I saa as a town hall of Rockland County. Issues

18 of vital concern to Rockland are aired six days a week,

19 and political, social, and economic problems of the

20 community are discussed by the people involved.

21 Q I believe that that concurs. It is the same

22 testimony from whace you say, "I also host much of the

23 WRKL hotline," snd from then on it is exactly the same,

() 24 is it not?

25 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) That is correct.

O
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1 Q With these additions and corrections, is this
)

2 testimony correct and accurate to the best of your

3 knowledge?

4 A (WITNESS LE NOULLEC) Yes, it is.

5 MS. KESSLER: Your Honor, I move to suboit

6 this testimony to the record as presented and read.

7 JUDGE GLEASONa Is there objection?

8 HR. FARBELLY: Your Honor, Con Edison objects

9 for the reasons stated in its March 9th I am sorry,--

to March 14th memo at Page 8.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: Do you want to respond to the

12 objections?

13 (Whereupon, counsel for intervenors

|
14 conferrad.)

15 NS. KESSLER: This testimony relates directly

16 to our contentions, Your Honor, dealing with

17 communications capabilities, communications and

18 information notifiention to the public, and 3.4, in

19 which we are lead intervenor, on the reliability of

20 licensees' notification to the public regarding any

21 incidents at the plants.

22 (Whereupon, the Board conf erred.)

23 MS. KESSLERa After I received this last

() 24 night, and got up early and read it this morning, I

| 25 ascertained through the testimony there was nothing that

i

!
|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 I could see which challenged in any way the testimony as
{}

2 presented here today.

3 JUDGE GLEASON: I think the problem that we

4 are having is being able to evaluate the materiality of

5 this testimony. For example, it states on Page 2 that

6 the records show the station's role as a provider of

7 news may be compromised regarding notification of leaks

8 at Indian Point Units 2 and 3, and that they maintain

9 record by date of every newscast. "According to a file

10 check by our news director, the following delays are

11 noted," and then it has a leak date and the news

12 report. It doesn't show when they received the news.

I 13 HS. KESSLER: Your Honor, I think this will
C
\ )\ 14 come out through cross examination. It relates, as I

i 15 see it, directly to the contentions of which we are lead
|
| 16 and contributing intervenor as to whether the plants

17 comply with 10 CFR 50.47(b)t6) and ( 7) . Provision is

18 sade in (b)(6) that provisions exist for prompt

| 19 communications among principal response organizations to

20 emergency personnel and to the public, and (b)(7),

21 information made available to the public on a periodic

| 22 basis on how they will be notified what their additional

23 action should be. Procedures for coordinating and

() 24 disseminating information to the public are

25 established. It deals with public notification and

O

| _ese_o-e ce_.
| 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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V(~%
1 promptness, and the 3 and 4.

2 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, I have to say that it

3 deals with them in a very general way. We are goina to

4 allow this testimony in and deny the objection, but it

5 teally does need some tightening up. It should have

I 6 been a lot tighter than it is. I say we are going to

| 7 allow it in, but it really skirts the line of

8 immateriality, because there are so many gaps in it.

9 You say, for example -- first of all, you

10 don 't connect it up -- that when you receive the

11 information, and therefore that there was in fact a

12 delay, and secondly, you indicate you are only on the

13 ait in the daytime, and maybe these things came at

| p)(_ 14 night, but those are things that you should put in your

15 testimony. Those are not things that the Board should

16 be putting in.
|

| 17 MS. KESSLER: Well, unfortunately, I am not a

18 professional testimonier.

19 (General laughter.)

| 20 JUDGE GLEASONs Well, fortunately, we are

21 where we are, and indeed, we do allow a little

. 22 lib erality with respect to pro se intervenors, but I
|

23 thought that you had the advice of your experienced

() 24 counsel there on this testimony.

25 55. KESSLER: No, I did not, not on this one.

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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1 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, in any event, the

2 objection is denied.

3 (The testimony of Mr. LeMoullec follows.)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

|| BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the matter of

r'~s CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK ) Docket nos.
(. ) (Indian Point Unit 2) )

) 50-247 SP
POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK ) 50-286 SP
(Indian Point Unit 3) )

) June 7, 1982

TESTIMONY OF: Betty Ramey, WRKL Radio
ON BEHALF 0F: RCSE
RELATING TO CONTENTIONS: 3.4, 3.1

My name is Betty Ramey and I have been the sole owner of

WRKL radio, Pom6na, N.Y. for the past 14 years, prior to which

I was the co-owner for 4 years. I am a member of the Governing

Board of the New York State Associated Press Broadcasters and

; was 1981 President of that organization.
!

gg|| For the past 14 years I have been responsible for and

conducted much of the WRKL " Hotline" which I see as a" Town

Hall" of Rockland County. Issues of vital concern to Rockland-

ers are aired six days per week and political, social and econ-

omic problems of the community are discussed by the people in-

volved.

WRKL functions as a provider of emergency information and

public information regarding, for example, problems due to

| power outages, road and adverse weather conditions, etc.

Rockland County schools use us for school-closing announcements,

snow-related or otherwise. We are interested in performing
,,

(#) whatever public service is appropriate in connection with'

1

keeping the community informed of any and all emergencies.

|() We presume that our listeners are English-speaking and
we broadcast only in English.

|

|
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RCSE witness Betty Ramey -2-

O Regarding the Emergency Broadcast, System (EBS), we feel

that the Federal Warning program should be examined so that

local notification and activation can be similarly pre-planned

regarding provision of authentication by return phone call or (|)
pre-arranged code (see attachment 4, paragraph 3 reference to

suggested improvement, top right corner of attachment 1.) A

system with the safeguards and immediacy of current EBS should

be deve.oped for all emergencies, including nuclear ones. Info r-

mation regarding a local emergency should come from the source of

the emergency through a local dispatch center such as the Fire

Training Center and be directed to the radio station by a source

we know to be authoil. zed.

| Our records show that our role as provider of prompt local

news may be somewhat compromised regarding notification of

leaks at Indian Point Units 2 and 3. WRKL maintains records,

by date, of every newscast. According to a file-check by our

News Director, Robert LeMoullec, the following delays are noted:

leak date news report

Unit 2 fan cooler 6 a.m.
leaks plant manager 10-22-80

|

told 10-17-80

Unit 3 malfunction 6 a.m.
and leak: 2-2-81
1-31-81

5: 00Unit 2 malfunction 10-6 p.m.81and leak:I

1 10-5-81

Unit 2 malfunction 9:00 a.m. (|)and leak, small re- 3-25-82
lease of radiation:
3-24-82, evening

It should be noted that our license permits broadcasting during ggg

daylight hours only, though we can operate after sunset in a

.
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RCSE witness Betty Ramny -3- j

declared state of emergency for information dissemination only.

Our newsroom is covered approximately 21 hours of most days

with the morning hours of 2:00 to 5: 00 receiving least or no

coverage. Although we do not maintain records of when news

items are received, it is not our practice to delay broadcast

of newsworthy items once we have the necessary information.

, ,.

b

l

|O
|
|

. - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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] 1 JUDGE GLEASON: Who vill proceed with cross

2 examination?

3 MR. CZAJA4 I will proceed, Judge.

8 4 CROSS EXAMINATION

5 BY MR. CZAJA:

6 Q Mr. LeMoullec, I would like to proceed with

7 this question of when you received notification of the

a sit ua tion s. There is one reference to Unit 3, the Unit

9 3 malfunction and leak. You give the leak date as

10 January 31, 1981, and your news report comes on at 6400

11 a.a. on February 2, 1981.

12 Do you have any recollection as to when you

13 first received information regarding that situation?

14 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) Well, we would have to

l
! 15 have received that information some time past signoff on

16 February 2nd, 1981, and before we went on the air on

17 February 2nd, 1981.

18 0 3o your best recollection is that you received

19 notification of that situation on February 2, 1981. Is

20 that correct?

21 A ( WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Yes. My best

22 recollection is some time, let's say, after 5:00 o' clock

23 p.m., February 1st, 1981.

24 Q I am sorry, after 5:00 p.m., February 1st?

25 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) February 1st, 1981.

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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() 1 Q Do you recall the source of that information?

2 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) No, I don't.

3 Q Does your station subscribe to the Associated

S 4 Press Wire Service?

5 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Yes, we do.

6 Q Do you recall whether that situation was

7 ' reported in the Associated Press Wire Se'rvice on January

8 31, 19817

9 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) I am certain it wasn't.

10 Q You are certain that it wasn't?

11 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Right.

12 MR. CZAJA: I am going to ask Mr. Pikus to

13 distribute a document that I will ask to be marked as
|

| (h
| (_) t4 Exhibit PA-39.
|

! 15 JUDGE GLEASON: The exhibit will be so marked,

16 PA-39.

17 (The document referred to

18 was marked for
|

| 19 identification as Exhibit
1

20 Number PA-39.)

21 BY MR. "ZAJAs (Resuming)

| 22 Q Mr. LeMoullec, have you previously seen a copy
1

23 of the document marked as Exhibit PA-39?

| () 24 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) I am not certain.

25 Q Well, can you identify the format of that

|

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY. INC.

! 400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON. D.C. 20024 (202) 554-2345
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_

(^T 1 document? Is this typical of the format of documents
V

2 that come over the Associated Press wire?

3 A (WITNESS LE NOULLEC) This looks like a news

4 -- this is done for the newspaper, not for the broadcast

5 wire.

6 Q So it is your testimony that this came over

7 the Associated Press news wire 'possibly for newspaper,

8 but you have no racollection of lestning about it on

9 January 31?

10 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) No, because there are

11 two differant AP wires, the newspapar wire and the

12 broadcast wire.

13 Q Let's turn to February 1. Did you read any
| r~s
f 14 newspapers that day?

15 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) I don't know offhand.

16 Generally I do.

17 Q Have you ever heard of a newspaper called the

18 Rockland Journal News?

19 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Yes.

20 Q Do you recall reading an article in that

21 newspaper on February 1 about this situation?

22 A (WITNES3 LE HOULLEC) Offhand, no.

23 Q Well, let me ask Mr. Pikus to show you a

'(} 24 document, and I would ask that it be marked as Exhibit

25 PA-40.

|

!

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,'
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1 JUDGE GLEASONa The document will be marked

2 PA-40.

3 (The document referred to

S 4 was marked for

5 identification as Exhibit

6 Number PA-40.)
*

7 BY HR. CZAJf4 (Resuming)

8 Q Have you ever seen the document that has been

9 marked as Exhibit PA-40, Nr. LeMoullee?

10 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) This is.the copy of the

11 Journal News?

12 0 Yes, it is a copy of the article from the

| 13 Rockland Journal News.

14 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Offhand, I don't know.

15 MR. CZAJA: I have no further questions of
,

1

16 this witness.

17 JUDGE GLEASON Does Consolidated Edison have
!
l
'

18 any questions?

19 NR. FARRELLYa Yes, Your Honor.
|

| 20 CROSS EXAMINATION

21 BT HR. FARRELLYa

| 22 0 Nr. LeMoullec, have you reviewed the NRC

i 23 emergency planning regulations in preparing your

24 testimony se reviewin7 Mrs. Ramey's testimony?

25 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) No.

O
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{^}
1 Q Have you reviewed a locument entitled

2 NUREG-0654, Criteria for Preparation and Evaluation of

3 Radiological Emergency Response Plans in Preparedness

8 4 for Nuclear Power Plants?

5 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) No, I haven't.

6 0 Ha ve you reviawed the various contentions in

7 this proceedibg?

8 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) Yes, I have.

9- 0 Have you reviewed Contention 3.1?

10 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) Is this Contention 3.1

11 from the Rockland Citizens for Safe En e rgy ?

12 0 I as referring to one of the contentions

| 13 admitted by the Board.

14 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) I am not sure which

15 contention you are talking about.
|

| 16 Q Is it your contention, referring to Page 2 of
r

17 your testimony, is it your contention that the procedure

18 referred to at the top of that page, that the absence of
|

19 that procedure constitutes non-compliance with the NRC

20 or FEHA guidelines?

21 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) It is my contention that

22 the absence.of this would make it very difficult for us

| 23 to give information to the public.

f'T 24 HR. FARRELLY Your Honor, that is not
G

25 responsive. My question asked him specifically on the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC.
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'.,

{} 1 NRC-FCHA guidelines.

2 JUDGE GLEAS3Na Rephrase the question.

3 BY MR. FARRELLY: (Resuming)
,

4 0 Does the sbsence of the procedure referenced

5 in your testimony at the top of Page 2 constitute

6 non-compliance with NRC-FEMA guidelines?

7 MS. KESSLER: Your Honor, he has already

8 stated he is not familiar with those guidelines.

9 JUDGE GLEASON: Good point.

I
i 10 BY MR. FARRELLY4 (Resuming)

11 0 Referring to the incidents at Page 2, you have

12 listed at Page 2 of your testimony, is it your testimony

13 t 'a n t any of the incidents regstding Indian Point 2

| 14 required either the activation of the Emergency

1
15 Broadesst System or the activation of emergency response

16 organizations off-site?

17 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) I am not in a position

| 10 to make that sort of judgment.

| gg Q Again refarring to the three incidents listed
1 ,

20 for Indian Point 2, as I understand your testimony, the

21 list of the news reports is the times at which you

22 broadcast -- reported the incident. Do you have any

| 23 evidence as to when each of those incidents were

() 24 reported on the AP news line?

25 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) Well, we don't use the
,

l

|

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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1 AP as our primary sout e of information. We actually{}
2 generate stories ourselves, and we submit stories to the

t 3 Associated Press.
|

| 4 Q I understool in response to a question by Mr.

5 Czaja that you do subscribe to the AP service.

| 6 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Yes, we do.

7 Q Do you know if the AP service reported these-

8 incidents and when they reported them?

9 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Offhand, no, I don't.
|

10 0 With regard to the three incidents, as I

l 11 understand your testimony in answer to one of my

12 questions, your primary source of news is self-generated

13 news. That is, you maks your own news. You didn't get

14 it from the AP wire. Is that correct?

15 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) I wouldn't say we make

1

16 it. We report it.

17 0 FaV9 you, in preparing your testimony or in

1 18 reviewing Mrs. Ramer's testimony, did you review the

19 NRC's regulations on notification by licensees to the

20 NRC7

21 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) No, I didn't.

22 0 Do you have any idea as to when the operators

23 of Indian Point 2 -- strike that.

() 24 Do you have any understanding as to when the

25 3peratocs of In11sn Point 2 notified the NRC of the

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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{} 1 three incidents listed as opposed to when they were

2 reported to news organizations?

3 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Can you repast that? I

4 am sorry.

5 0 I am sorry. With respect to the three events

6 listed for Indian Point 2, do you have any idea when

7 those events were reported, or if they were reported to*

8 the NRC?

9 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) No, I don't.

10 MR. FARRELLYa Your Honor, we are done.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: Is there any cross?

12 MR. GLAS54 I have about five questions.

13 JUDGE GLEASONa Go ahead.

p)'

14 CROSS EXAMINATION(,

15 BY MR. OLASSs

16 0 Is your station part of the Emergency

17 Broadcast Systes?

18 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) Yes, it is.

19 0 Are you aware of what the primary EBS station

20 in this region is?

21 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Yes, we are.

| 22 Q Are you familiar with the procedures used to

|
23 activate stations such as yours in the Emergency|

()/ 24 Broadcast System?
'

s-

25 A (WIINESS LE MOULLEC) Yes.

O'
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1 0 How are you notified to activate your EBS

2 signal?

3 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Well, a red light

4 flashes in the control room, and we know that the EBS is.

5 to go on.

6 0 And what action do you take at that time?

7 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Well, we punch in, and

8 we can transmit the EBS. Once we punch into a certain

9 button, the EBS station then can be transmitted over the

10 radio over our own airwaves.

11 0 So in other words you do not have to take any

|
12 particular action with the message from the primary

1

I 13 stations repeated over your station?

bt 14 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) I don't understand the

15 question.

16 0 Once you punch in the buttons, what is

17 broadcast over your station concerning the EBS message?

18 I don 't know if I understood your last answer.

19 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) We transmit the EBS.
1
'

20 0 So your station just repeats the message

21 coming from the primary EBS station?

22 A (WITNESS LE HOULLEC) It is running

23 concurrently.

24 MR. GLASSs I have no further questions.

25 JUDGE GLEASON: Is there any redirect?

O
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1 REDIRECT EXAMINATION(}
2 BY MS. KESSLER:

3 Q Regarding information that you receive, we had

4 some exhibits presented to us here. Do you have any

5 other information or access to logs or any other

6 information through the emergency operation facility in

7 Rockland Csunty or anything else upon which you depend,

8 aside from the wires from the utility? Do you have

9 access to information directly from the utility?

10 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) No, I don't.

11 Q Who is the liaison of the utilities to you or

12 to the press?

13 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) They have several public

14 relations people who speak with us. I'm not sure which

| 15 is which. Bowen Lindgren is one name that comes to

1
16 mind, and Jack Brumfell is another. I am not really

17 sure which, not that it's relevant, which one they are

18 from, con Ed or PASNY.

19 Q And is this how you usually get your

20 information directly from the utilities?

21 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Yes, it is.

22 Q Are you dependent in any way for messages such

23 as this and others on the public telephone? Is it the

() 24 public telephone system that you rely on for this?

25 A (WITNESS LE MOULLEC) Our own lines, if that

O
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1 is public.

2 MS. KESSLER: I have nothing further.

3 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. Thank you. You

8 4 are excused.

5 (Witness excused.)

6 JUDGE GLEASONa Okay. We will come back at
,

7 1:30, please.

8 (Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the Board was

9 recessed, to reconvene at 1 30 p.m. of the same day.)

to
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-

({'; AEIEEEQQN SESSION1

2 (1:35 p.m.)

3 JUDGE GLEASON: Are you rasiy, Miss

8 4 Potterfield?

5 MS. POTTERFIELDs Yes. I would call Jane

6 Courtney, Karen Ford, and Agata Craig.
,

7 JUDGE GLEASONs Excuse se a minute. Aren't we

8 at Blattstain?

9 NS. POTTERFIELD4 Judge, I expect Miss

10 Blatt' stein will be here later in the af ternoon. I had

11 not realized, of course, that the Court was going to

12 order that I follow the exact sequence. I re2uest once

13 again that Mrs. Blattstein be permitted to be heard

14 later on this aftarnoon.

15 I apologize for the inconvenience. I hadn't

16 realized what an inconvenience it was.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Who are you calling?

18 HS. POTTERFIELDa I am calling a panel of Jane

19 Courtney, Agata Craig and Karen Ford.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. Would you ladies

|

21 please raise your right hands?

22 Whereupon,

|
23 JANE COURTNEY,

|

() 24 AGATA CRAIG,

25 AND

| ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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.

('N) 1 KAREN FORD
%-

2 were callad as witnesses on behalf of NYPIRG and, having

3 been duly sworn by the Chairman, were examined and

8 4 testified as follovsa
,

5 DIRECT EXAMINATION

6 BY MS. POTTERFIELD4 .
,

7 0 Hiss Courtney, would you please state your

8 name and address for the record, please?

9 A (WITNES3 COURTNEY) My asse is Jane Courtney.

10 I live at 16 Adams Drive, Stoney Point, New York.

11 0 Miss Ford, would you stata your amme and

'

12 sddress for the racord, please? '

13 A (WITNESS FORD) Hy name is Karen Fort. I live

q_) 14 at 90 Napla Straat, Croton-on-Hudson, New York.
,

|
|

15 0 And, Miss Craig?
.

16 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Agata Craig, 25 Mountain

17 Trail, Croton-on-Rudson.
,

|
'

18 0 51ss Craig, do you have before you the

19 testimony you wish to submit before the Atomic Safety

20 and Licensing Board?

21 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Yes, I do.

22 0 Do you have any additions or corrections to

23 that testimony?

I~ A (WITNESS CRAI' ) Yes. I have since acquired aV) 24 J

25 car.

N

ALDERSON REF0RTING COMPANY,INC,,
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(} 1 0 Would you indicate to us which paragraph of

thatestimonhyouarechanging or adding to?2

3 A (WITNESS CRAIG) I na adding the second

4 paragraph that I have a 1966 Chevy Impala.

5 0 Since you prepared this' testimony in June of

6 1982, then, you have acquired a 1966, Chevy Impala, is

7 that correct?

8 A (WITNESS CRAIG) That is cerrect.

9 0 Is that the extent of your addition?

10 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Yes.

11 0 Thank you. With that addition, is your

12 testimony tree and correct to the best of your

13 information and belief?

14 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Yes, it is.

15 HS. POTTERFIELD: I aove the admission of the

16 testimony of Agata Craig into the record as if. read.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Is there objection?

18 HR. PIKUSa The Power Authority has no

19 objection to Miss Craig, .Your Honor.

20 ER. FARRELLYa Your Honor, Con Edison does

21 object to the mialssion of the testimony for the reasons

22 stated at page ten of eur motion.

23 MS. POTTERFIELD: Are you ready for argument,

() 24 Judge Gleason?

25 JUDGE GLEASON: Not yet. We are ready now.

()
l

l
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(} 1 5S. POTIERFIELD: Judge Gleason, Consolidated

2 Edison has repeatedly in the pages of its motion to

3 strike, has moved to strike testimony on the ground that

8 4 the testimony does not allege non-compliance with NBC

5 FEMA guidelines.

6 The guidelines reguire that the emergency

7 plans protect the health and safety of the residents

8 around the nuclaar power plants. Our witnesses are

9 offered and their testimony addresses their own

10 particular problems with the emergency plans in terms of

11 protecting the health and safety of themselves and the

12 people for whom they are responsible.

13 NR. FARRELLYs Your Honor, may I be heard

14 briefly on that?

! 15 JUDGE GLEASON4 Very briefly.

16 HR. FARRELLY Commission Question 3 asked

17 this Board to consider the compliance or non-compliance

18 with NRC regulations and it is Con Edison's position

!
! 19 that it is essential that the testimony address that and

20 that we be on notice as to how violations are alleged.
1

21 JUDGE GLEASON: Are you alleging that failure

22 to have sirens in an emergency plan is not a deficiency

23 of the emergency planning standard?

) 24 NR. FARRELLYs No, I am not alleging that
|

.

25 failure of notification systems. I am not alleging

!

()
|

|

l
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1 that, Your Honor.

2 JUDGE GLEASON: We deny the objection. The

3 testimony will be received into evidence.

8 4 (The prepared testimony of Agata Craig

5 follows4)

6 .

7

8

9

10

11

12

!
'

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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.

My name is Agata Craig. I reside at .'35 Mountain
i

Traili in Croton-on-Hudson. I am the mother of two small-,

b
children ages 4 and 22 months.

Often, I am without a car as my husband must

commute by car to is job. I have had to rely on other

mothers for getting my four year old son to and from his

nursery school.

In the event that I could not use the telephone

C-)
I would have a difficult time seeking out transportation,n

from the evacuation zone. My family's home is situated in

a rather secluded area, which is a long walk to the nearest
.

bus stop. Most of my neighbors are not at home during the

day. Those who are do not have' cars.

I never heard the sirens during the March 3rd

evacuation drill. I barely glanced at the namphlet I

!

f ^) received in the mail. My home has no basement nor do mostt/

of the homes in my neighborhood if we had to retreat to i

| shelter quickly. I don't know what we would do.

I
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,

1 BY MS. POTTERFIELD4 (Resuming)
(}

2 0 Nrs. Ford, do you have before you a copy of

3 the testimony you wish to present to the Atomic Safety

8 4 and Licensing Board in this proceeding?

5 A (WITNESS FORD) Yes, I do.

6 Q Do you have any additions or corrections to

7 your testimony?

8 A (WITNESS FORD) I have a change subsequent to

9 ay having written it in June, and the change is number 2

in on page 3 of 5, and it has to do with where my children

11 are after school, who is watching them. At this point

12 in time, my children do not usually have babysitters

13 after school, which actually makes the situation a lot

h 14 worse.

15 0 So that you testified in June of 1982 that as

16 a working nother I have babysitters at home with my

17 children before I return from work.

18 A (WITNESS FORD) Yes.

19 0 Ihe change is that -- are you still a working

20 mother?
!

| 21 A (WITNESS FORD) I am still a working mother,
|

( 22 but I no longer usually have babysitters at home with my
|

23 children before I return from work, which means that

(
'

24 they would be unsupervised, which is okay if an

25 emergency is not occurring, but it will make an

O
l
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(]} 1 evacuation of my children all the more difficult.

2 0 With thst addition, Mrs. Ford, is your

3 testimony true and correct to the best of your

4 information and belief?

5 A (WITNESS FORD) Yes, it is.

6 MS. POTTERFIELDs I move the admission of

7 Karen Ford's testimony into the record as if read.

8 JUDGE GLEASON: Is there objection?

9 NR. PIKUSa Your Honor, the Power Authority

10 has objected to six portions of Ms. Ford's testimony on

11 the grounds either that it is hearsay or that it

12 contains speculative information.

13 JUDGE GLEASON4 What page are you on?

14 HR. PIKUS: I'm sorry, Your Honor -- page six

15 of our motion papars, at the very bottom. The first

16 starts at page one, lines eight through fourteen. The

17 Power Authority submits tha t that is simply hearsay.

18 JUDGE GLEASONs What is -- these lines are not

19 indicated by numbers. What are the words it starts with?

20 MR. PIKUS: I'm sorry. The first portion is

21 where it begins with " Officer told me." It is in the

22 third full paragraph.

23 JUDGE GLEASON: How far does it go?

24 NR. PIKUS: Then it goes on to the end, where

25 it says " plan."

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY, INC,
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|

1 JUDGE PARIS: Where it says "I balieve this is

2 a serious defect in the plan."

3 ER. PIKUS: Yes. Do you want me to go through

4 them all now?

5 JUDGE GLEASON Yes, I do.

8 ER. PIKUSa The second portion begins on page

7 two, the first full paragraph that begins with "Unless"

8 and contining right up on to the third page, the fourth

9 line, whers it says "into smaller groups."

10 It is one positicn that this is all

11 hypothetical, speculative conclusion as to what she

12 would do. It contains no present facts or statements

13 that would have any probative value for the record. It

14 is all speculation.

15 JUDGE GLEASON: Go ahead.

16 MR. PIKUS: The next portion begins on page

17 three, line nine, beginning with the line "I am

i
18 concerned that babysitters may not be informed of the

19 evaluation plan" tad continuing to the end of that

20 paragraph.

21 Then, the next portion is on pnge four,

1 22 beginning with the word " accident statistics", the last )

l
23 sentence in that continued paragraph and continuing to ;

,

24 tha end of that paragraph, just that sentence.

| 25 JUDGE PARISs Mr. Pikus, I as not with you. |
|

()

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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r- 1 HR. PIKUSa In the first sort of(>g
2 half-paragraph, the indented mctorial at the top of the

3 page, the very last sentence, referring to accident

4 statistics, which would be hearsay.

5 JUDGE PARISa Just that sentence?

6 NR. PIKUS: Just that senten e, Your Honor.

7 And then picking up again two lines down,

8 beginning with "even under the best of consitions" and

9 continuing to the words " accomplish this."

10 MS. POTTERFIELD I sm sorry. I do not

11 follow. -

12 HR. PIKUS: I*a sorry. It is the second and

13 third sentence in that full paragraph that begins "even

14 under" and then ending with " accomplish this." And then

15 picking up again with "I am sure I as typical" and

16 continuing down to the end of that page.

17 Again, our concern is that this is all

18 speculation and does not contain any facts that would

19 provide an evidentiary basis and I believe, Your Honors,

20 that that is the tastimony we would like to have

21 stricken.
1

22 JUDGE GLEASON: Miss Potterfield?

23 53. POTIERFIELDs With regard to the first

24 objection, Your Honor, relating to page one, the

25 information given to Miss Ford from a police officer at

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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1 the time of the exercise, we submit that this is
[}

2 important. It sdfresses the question of the information

3 of local police at the time of the exercise and what

4 information they were able to give to the public.

5 It adirasses the criteria for emergency

6 planning established by NUREG-0654 in that it indicates

7 that in addition to the deficiencies that FEMA

a identified in the exercise of March 1962 that there is

9 at least this additional deficiency in terns of the

10 ability to get tha public notified of the situation.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: Is it hearsay, Miss

12 Potterfield?

13 MS. POTTERFIELD: It is hearsay, Your Honor,

14 but it goes not for the truth of tha matter but for the,

15 lack of information available at the time of the

16 exercise by the police officers and so it is not offered

17 for the truth of the matter asserted but as simply a

18 lack of inforaation.

19 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, how does that negate its
|

20 character as hearsay?

21 MS. POTTERFIELD: I am desperately searching

22 for the legal definition.

23 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, let's go on.

24 MS. POTTERFIELD: With regard to the objection

l 25 on page two, that the testimony is hypothetical, I have

O

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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|(~} 1 to remind the Board, or probably I don't, that all of

2 the testimony offered by the licensees' experts in terms

3 of human response in a radiological emergency is also

4 hypothetical. We have heard over and over again that

5 there are no instances that are directly applicable to

6 the event of a radiological emergency at Indian Point.

7 The witness' testimony about her expected

8 anticipated response in the event of an emergency is

9 simply just as proba tive as the testimony of Dr. Dynes

10 and Dr. Le:ker about what they would expect this witness

11 to do or witnesses or people in her situation.

12 The objection relating to page three is

|
13 directed to the paragraph which Miss Ford has --

14 JUDGE GLEASON: She has already changed that.'
.

15 She doesn't have babysitters any more, if I recall.

16 MS. POTTERFIELDi The first objection on page

17 four relating to sceident statistics is premature, since

18 we don't know the source of the statistics referred to

19 by Miss Ford, and if it relates to numbers of accidents

20 of which she has personal knowledge, it certainly would

21 not be hearsay.

22 Moving down to the objection that other

23 testimony on that page is speculative, I submit, Judge

) 24 Gleason, that if a resident in the sres isn't able to(

25 indicate when there would be a traffic jam based upon

O
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1 her previous experience, then we certainly shouldn't be

2 hearing from sny experts on emergency planning who are

3 all speculating on when there would not be a traffic

8 4 jam.

5 I don't think that there should be a different

8 standard of proof for an individual witness who lives

7 here and knows the road systems than there is for the

8 witnesses who are operating on the basis of hypothetical

9 information.

10 JUDGE ;LEASON Is that it, Ms. Po tte rfield ? -

11 MS. POTTERFIELD: Yes, except returning to my

12 rather cluasy defense of the testimony on page one, let

13 ae try again , particularly because Ms. Ford draws the

14 conclusion that the failure to give -- to have

15 information available to her at the time that the sirens

16 are sounded, she' concludes that this is a serious defect

17 in the plan, so I submit that she ought to be able to

18 describe for the Board and for the other parties the

19 basis for hat :onclusion.

20 I understand that the objection goes to the

21 content of the statement made to her by the police

22 officer and would request that the testimony be

,
23 permitted to be amended simply to say "I identified

1

24 myself to the officer and stated my reason for calling.

25 He was unable to give me any infornation."

O
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(a~) 1 HR.PIKUS: Your Honor, may I be heard just

2 very briefly? |

3 JUDGE GLEASON: You are changing the

4 testimony? In effect, you are asking to change the

5 testimony?

6 MS. POTTERFIELDs Well, if I understand the

7 objection and it goes to the content of the conversation

8 with the officer, as opposed to the import of that

9 conversation, which is that he didn't have any

10 information to give her, then I would request that we be

11 permitted to amend it.

12 ER. PIKUS: Judge, if I may, I don't think

13 Hiss Potterfieli completely understands my objection.

14 My objection includes the conclusion because it is,j

15 obvious that the conclusion is derived entirely from the

16 hearsay' testimony. So my objection is to both the

17 hearsay testimony and to the conclusion that is derived

18 therefrom. I think it is taking the egg before the

19 chicken to do it the other way.

20 And, with respect to the point on speculation,

21 I don't make up the rules. It is a well-established

22 principle of evidence that an expert is allowed to

23 speculate and a fact witness is not.

24 (Board conferring.)

'

25 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. The first

()
i

|
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1 objection is sustained. That is clearly hearsay and{)
2 should not be admitted.

3 The second objection is sustained with common

4 sense to what she would do in an emergency is all

5 speculation and will not be admitted. I think the

6 statements on page three under paragraph two have

7 already come out so that really we don't get involved in

8 that.

9 And then on page four, the list line where it

10 refers to accident statistics in the top paragraph, that

11 is clearly -- there is clea rly no foundation for that

12 and it will not be admitted. We will leave in the last

13 paragraph respecting the highway network or her view of

14 the highway network conditions.

15 ES. POTTERFIELD: Judge Gleason, I need
:

16~ clarification of your ruling regarding the paragraph on

17 page two. We have a contention relating to the response

18 of parents and other people in the event of an

19 emergency. Do I unterstand that in no cases will our

20 witnesses be permitted to testify?

21 JUDGE GLEASON: Which are you referring to?

22 5S. POTTERFIELD: On page two, Judge Gleason.

23 JUDGE GLEASON: Which contention are you
|
| 24 referring to?

25 MS. POTTERFIELDs 3.2.

O
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1 (Board conferring.)
;

2 JUDGE GLEASON: The Board's judgment is that

3 the first paragraph of that objection can stay in. The

4 second paragraph is not admissible.

5 HR. PIKUS: Judge, could I ask for a

6 cla rifica tion?

7 JUDGE OLEASON: Please don't until I finish.

8 And then the field trips part is out too. So

9 in answer to your question, Ms. Potterfield, what she

10 indicates she would do is going to be admissibic. What

11 other people are going to do is not.

12 MS. POTTERFIELD: Thank you, Judge.

13 JUDGE GLEASONs All right. Did you want

14 further clarification?

15 HR. PIKUS: I think I have the clarification.

16 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. With those

17 deletions, the testimony of the witness is admitted into

18 evidence. -

19 (The prepared testimony of Es. Ford follows:)

20

21

22

23

24,

25

A
U

,
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O xaren x. Ford
90 Maple Street,
Croton-on-Hudson, New York 10520

1

4

At a parent of two children in Crcton schools, I am especially

concerned about the evacuation plan.

On the day of the siren test, I made a call to the Croton Police

Department to get some idea of what information regarding

evacuation would be forthcoming in the event of a real

emergency.

I identified rayself to the officer and stated say reason for

{) calling. I asked him if, were this a real emergency, he would
j
1

| be able to tell me whether buses from CET and PVC had left. The

officer told me that he would have no idea, that no procedure

had been set up to gather and transmit this information to

parents.

I believe that this is a serious defect in the plan.

|

I have children at two different schools in the Village. The

younger one is at CET, which does have buses at its disposal to

a take the children to White Plains. But my older one is at PVC
b

which would be alledgedly covered under the Chappaqua bus with

all of its rayriad problems. I work in North Tarrytown.
r'%
ts_) Assu.ning I learned of an emergency at work and the children at

school, I would have these options:

| W1 gg
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i a

f
,

($ $

a\ Head south to White Plains, to one of the schools my,

children would be bused to. $
.

1

b. Return to Croton to personally get my children.

I nless I had infonnation indicating that yes, both children wereU

in transit to White Plains, I would probably be more inclined to

return to Croton to see to their safety.

In the event of a real emergency, I believe that there would be
y
thousands of parents, like myself, who would attempt to drive

| back into the Plume Zone in order to get their children. This

! would, of course, be a futile action. Roadways would all be

jammed. At best, children would be evacuated to safety while

their parents would be trapped trying to reach them. At worst,

all would be trapped.

Further, consider these snags regarding the evacuation of

children from Croton.

1. Field Trips. I am concerned that it would be especially

difficult to evacuate children from what often are extremely

remote locations. I am concerned that buses may not be

available to them because bus drivers will not have waited

for the children to return, or that children might be off in h
|

separate groups, or even worse, may become isolated in a

panic situation. I believe that these are realistic e
g/mor~#dp .ws
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O coaceras sivea that under ao -ai circumstaaces buses are

not always waiting in parking lots for the duration of the

outing, and that these outings frequently involve breaking

the larger group up into smaller groups,4

2. After school hours. As a working mother, I have

babysitters at home with g children before I return from

work. This is rather a typical situation. 'I am concerned

that these babysitters may not be informed of the evacuation

plan, and that even with adequate information they might

join their own families or friends and g children would be

left to fend for themselves. If this were to occur and I

was unable to communicate with g children, their choice

would be to wait home for me or to seek transportation out

of the area. This would be extremely confusing to them,

adding to their fright during a nuclear emergency and thus
cd

increasing the liklihood of panic,4non-constructive

behaviora

3. Inclement weather. Snow, heavy rains, icy roads, would

exacerbate an already unwieldy evacuation plan. As

evidenced by the area's historic tie ups during storms which

are due, to a large extent, to State and local government

h highway departments' slow response time in clearing roadways

of ice and snow, the road system is hazardous and inadequate

during poor weather conditions. Moreover, there are a
O number of specific stretches along the area's highways that

&tL+s

aw
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seem especially vulnerable to this problem. The steep hill

along Route 9A just South of Croton is one example. Route

129 between Croton and Yorktown is another. Both of these

routes are major, and both are affected by rather unique g~

climactic factors which cause resistant icing up. Another

glaring example of a major egress route which becomes a

virtual accident trap even in the most normal of inclement

weather situations is the Taconic Parkway. Not only does it

ice up easily, but it is extremely hilly and curvy in the

Plume Zone and its immediate vicinity. ccident statistics

clearly document these major roadways' vulnerability of

inclement weather.,

I am convinced that the evacuation plan is completely

unworkable, rEven under the best of conditions the road system

in and out of the Plume Zone would be jammed. It would take

only a few breakdowns, empty gas tanks, and accidents to

accomplish this.3 I, for one, usually have less than a half a

tank of gas for several days each week. Often the gauge

registers nearly empty. I am sure I am typical of the average

driver in this regard. Compounding this, under a real nuclear

emergency there is no doubt that there would be massive panic

behavior. And this would not be limited to inhabitants of the

Plume Zone. Were I visiting relatives in Port Chester or

IHarrison daring a nuclear emergency at Indian Point, I would

surely head as far away from the area as possible.,s

O

5 W'sp V9
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O Because of these and a multitude of other concerns I have

regarding the safety of g children and vself in the event of a

, .O aucie r erseacy t radi a ea'at. ad because i bei4 eve ta t
.

the Evacuation Plan does not begin to address these concerns, I

feel it my responsibility as a parent and as a citizen to bring

g misgivings before you in hope that the safety and health of

g children, y neighbors and gself can be secured.

Thank you.
; ./

/{{c Litu
Y |$VI'

-

-

Karen K. Ford

.

!

i

,

O
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1 BY MS. POTTERFIELDa (Resuming)

2 0 Mrs. Courtney, do you have the testimony you

3 wish to submit before the Atomic Safety and Licensing

8 4 Board?

5 A (HITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

6 0 Do you have any additions or corrections to

7 that testimony?

a A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Just one thing has changed

9 since last year. I am now not a full-time homemaker but

10 also a part-time teacher, so I am not home. That was in

11 the first paragraph, the second line.

12 Q So that sentence should read "I am a wife,

13 mother of three girls, a homemaker and a part-time

14 teacher."

15 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes. Also, on the bottom

16 of page two there is just one word that has been
a

17 omitted. It should be "will be rampant." It is just

18 "be" that has been lef t out, but just to make sure it is

19 clear.

20 Q That should reads "I am sure robbery and

21 vandalism will be rampant."?

22 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

23 0 With those additions and corrections, in this

24 testimony true and correct to the best of your

25 information and belief?

O
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(^} 1 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes, as it applies to last
V

2 year's emergency evacuation drill.

3 HS. POTTERFIELD: I move the admission of the

4 testimony of Jane Courtney into the record as if read.

5 JUDGE GLEASON: Is there objection?

6 3R. PIKUSs Yes, Judge. Again on page six of

7 our motion we have objections to four portions of the
i

a testimony.

9 The first one commences on page one, the third

10 paragraph, continuing to the second page, the word

11 " planned." on the second line. The basis for that

12 objection is it is information which from the testimony

13 itself is clearly not within the witness' own personal

14 knowledge but it deals with information known to others,

15 what other people will do, and has, in addition to lack

16 of personal knowledge, some hearsay aspects to it.

17 WITNESS COURTNEY: That is not so.

18 JUDGE GLEASON: Please refrain from

19 responding. He is making his objections to the Board.

20 Go ahead.

21 NR. PIKUS: The second portion, Judge Gleason,

22 begins on page two, the seconi full paragraph. We would
|

23 move to strike that entire paragraph on the grounds that
1
4

24 it is speculative.

25 JUDGE GLEASON: What is the lead of the

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,

400 VIRGINIA AVE., S.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20024 (202) 554 2345
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{} 1 paragraph?

2 3R. PIKUSa "The sirens are simply going".

3 JUDGE GLEASON: All right.

4 3R. PIKUS: The next objection begins at the

5 next paragraph as to the bus routes and continues to the

6 end of that page. Again, it is speculative and it is

7 information which is either hearsay or not otherwise

8 properly within the witness' personal knowledge as the

4 foundation has Dean providad or not been provided in

10 testimony.

11 And the final portion is everything on the

12 third page, except for the last sentence. The ground is

1.a. relevance. I don't believe an insurance or compensation

14 for demage or the deteriorating conditions of plants are

15 subjects within Commission Questions 3 and 4, so it

16 would be a relevance objection.

17 MR. F ARBELLY : Your Honor, con Edison, I won't

18 restate our ground. We explain our objection on page

19 seven of our motion.

20 (Board conferring.)

21 JUDGE GLEASON: Hiss Potterfield?

22 NS. POTTERFIELD: Is it my go?

23 JUDGE GLEASON: Yes.

( 24 MS. POTTERFIELD: With regard to -- I will

25 address, I guess, Mr. Pikus' objections. First, the

O
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1 last paragraph on page one is objected to as hearsay. I

2 submit that it is a blankat objection to many different

3 aspects of knowledge stated to be in the knowledge of

4 the witness, and it is speculation on Tr. Pikus' part

5 that it is hearsay. It is true enough that the witness

6 says.what she will do and what many of her friends will

7 1o. If his objection is to strike "and many of my

8 friends", then we have no problem with the objection.

9 Otherwise, she says that "what our experts and

10 other paople say is that you do not know what bus

11 drivers and teachers vill do" without making any

12 conclusion about that.

13 Ihere is no indication that she does not know

14 of her own personal knowledge that police, fire and

15 ambulance personnal don't have the proper communications

16 equipment. Mr. Pikus is assuming it is hearsay when it

17 is not presented as hearsay in any respect.

18 Regarding the seconi paragraph on psge two,

19 beginning "the sirens are simply going to contribute to

20 the general panic," it is within this witness'

21 competence to testify to what she believes will happen

22 when the sirens go off, certainly as far as she herself

23 is concernad.

24 With regard to the third paragraph, it again

25 is objected to as speculation. I submit that the

O
%j
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~T 1 witness can tell this Board that, she is here to do(G
2 that, what here response would be in an emergency. We

3 heard testimony this morning from Dr. Erikson. He was

4 cross examined about his opinion on the response of

5 people to an emergency plan i.f they were first assured
.

6 that their own fssilies were safe.

7 It is an issue in this hearing whether or not

8 people's response will depend upon first knowing that

9 their own families are safe. This witness and other

10 witnesses are testifying about that to their own

11 personal knowledge, their own situations in the

12 community, their own ability to respond or not to

13 respond in the way that the plan anticipates in the

14 avant of an emergency.

15 JUDGE GLEASON: Miss Potterfield, Dr. Erikson

16 prasanted -- was Dr. Erikson presented this morning as

17 an expert witness?

18 55. POTTERFIELD4 He is an expert witness on

19 general attitudes. We have here Mrs. Courtney, who is

20 an expert witness on her own attitude, her own response

21 to the plan. She is one of the people who will have to

22 respond. She has many different roles in this plan and

23 she is going to have to be the one who implements those

24 procedures and we have submitted her testimony to show

25 the Board what her response is likely to be to the best

O
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|
1 of her knowleiga and baliaf.

[}
2 JUDGE GLEASON: Are you finished? '

3 MS. PDTTERFIELD Yes, thank you.

4 JUDGE GLEASON: We are going to take a

5 few-minute recess here.

6 (A brief recess was taken.)
*

7 JUDGE GLEASON I thought it was important

8 because of the continuing situation we are getting into,

9 Miss Pottarfield, to make it clear to you as to what the

10 Board's view of testimony is with respect to human

11 factors, which is item 3.2, as to questions as to what

12 people will or will not do.

13 It is our opinion and our judgment that the

14 evidence that is of value to the Board in responding to

15 the Commission's questions and getting answers to the

16 contentions has to be testitony that really has

17 probative value and is basically of material worth. It

18 may be important -- and certainly it is important in the

19 eyes of the individual witnesses here -- as to what they

20 would do individually, but what they would do

21 individually is not, does not meet the test of

22 materiality that the Board is seeking.

23 And so the Board is going to be consistently

(~) 24 ruling against individual comments as to what they would
(._ /

25 10 or would not do and has to try to encourage you to

O
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|
|

1 relate that testisony to what we would have with respect

2 to Dr. Erikson this morning, which, in our view, was

* 3 expert testimony which has substantial or does have

4 probative value.

5 So I wanted to make that clear now because

6 otherwise we are going to continue to get into this

7 situation and it is going to get a lot of people upset

8 about the things.

9 55. POTTERFIELD: Yes, it certainly will,

10 Judge Glesson. We've heard an awful lot about how there

11 is no reliable evidence on how people would respond te a

12 radiological emergency around Indian Point. There were

13 objections to Dr. Erikson's testimony because it had te
,

14 do with a survey that was done on Long Island.

15 The only way we can present testimony to this

16 Board, and I submit that the Board should find it

17 material, is to present the testimony of the people who

18 have to live with thase plants and with the emergency

19 plan.
,

20 We will hear testimony from experts who talk

21 in hypothetical terms, Dr. Russell and Dr. Dynes and Dr.

22 Lecher. Both submit, they state categorically and

23 deduce the testimony of the licensees, that these very

24 people who are sitting in front of you will respond as

25 told to respond during the plan. The only way we can

|
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1 :onvin:a you, the only way we can rebut those conclusory
[}

2 statemencs, based upon hypothetical evidence of

3 hurricanes that took place in 1955, is to show you the

4 people who are involved.

5 These people sitting in front of you are the

6 people that Dr. Dynes says will follow authority. They

7 tre the people who Dr. Lecher says will follow the

8 authority of the leaders and that their children will do

9 what they tre told.

to They are here to tell you they will not and if

11 you don't find that material, then I submit that you ars

- 12 not interested in hearing our case rebutting the

13 evidence that is presented at every NRC hearing by the

14 lizenseas, which is that of Dr. Dynes, who says

15 categorically, every time, people will follow authority

16 in the event of an emergency.

17 We know of no other way to show you that ther

18 vill not, around the Indian Point plants.

19 JUDGE GLEASONs Miss Potterfield, you are

20 making some what I consider rather extreme statements

21 and in characterizing the Board's attitude --

22 55. POTTERFIELDs It goes to the heart of our

23 sse on emergency planning, Judge Gleason.

24 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, I'm sorry if it goes to

25 the heart of your case. That may say more about your

O
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/'s 1 case than my ruling.O
2 HS. POTTERFIELD: I'm afraid it says more

3 about your attitude toward our case.

4 JUDGE GLEASON: What I'm saying, Miss

5 Potterfield, is that you have to follow the rules that

6 the Board lays down and it has just laid down a ruling

7 to give you guidance. If you would rather not have

8 that, we can go through a rather agonizing process of

9 doing it as witnesses come up. We would rather avoid

10 that if possibla.

11 Now you have referred several times to some

12 testimony by someone called Dynes and someone else. Nov

13 that is not testimony that is before the Board currently.

14 NS. POTTEHFIELDa Judge Gleason, just because
_

15 ve go first doesn't maan we --

16 JUDGE GLEASON: Let me finish, please. I let

17 you finish your statement. Let me finish.

18 You have the right, the same right that the

19 licensees have when th a t testimony is presented, if it

20 is not based on expert testimony, if it is not based on

21 the kind of probative materiality criteria that we are

22 laying out, to make the same motions to strike that the

23 licensees are making to your witnesses and I would

24 suggest that you follow tha t course.

25 In the meantime the Board rules that the

)
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(~ 1 testimony of Ms. Courtney, from "I and many of my

2 friends" on psga one to the top of the next page and
1

3 then the second paragraph and the third paragraph and |
4 the lines on page three down to the last sentence are

5 deleted. The motion of the licensees is granted to that |

6 extent.

7 (The prepared testimony of Ms. Courtney ,

8 followst)
|

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
.

21

22

23

24

25
i
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)

CONSOLIDATED EDISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK ) Docket Nos. 50-247SP,
/ 7 (Indian Point Unit 2) ) 50-286SP

)

POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK )

(Indian Point Unit 3) )

TESTIMONY OF Jane Courtney
.

ON BEHALF OF RCSE/WBCA/ PARENTS

-

RELATING TO CONTENTIONS 3.1,3.2,3.3,3.7,3.9,4.2,4.3

JUNE 1982

My name is Jane Courtney. I live in Stony Point, three miles from Indian

Point, and I am a wife, mother of three girls, and a homemaker. I don't have

any particular specialized knowledge or background regarding Indian Point,

- other than what I have read in the last few months since I received the evacuation, '^ ),

-- ,

plan booklet in the mail.

I ignored the booklet for a long time, and I know many people who have

done the same thing. And when I finally read it carefully, I really had no

confidence in it whatsoever. I was turned off by the format, tone and vocabulary

which all seemed designed to minimize any danger, to not arouse any anxiety,

and to distract the people's attention from the cause of the problem in the

first place - Indian Point

'

I and many of my friends have no faith in this paper plan, and will not

coc, erate in a plan that separates families between different points in New

Jersey and Pearl River. We will not allow our children to be bused to New
,:

Jersey. The school reception centers there have had no preparation for such

an event. We do not know if school bus drivers and teachers will fulfill

''

/ ) their roles, since they have their own families to take care of. Police, Fire,

and Ambulance Personnel do not have the proper communications equipment,



\ # . = -,

~

protective clothing, and monitoring equipment to fulfill the requirements of the

O. plan. And even if they did, the population density, panic, congested rond

systems, and hilly, winding terrain all make implementation of an evacuation

plan totally unworkable. It has been estimated in the newspaper that Rockland

County alone would need 5 million dollars just for proper equipment of all sorts,

not including the additional costs of road wider.ing, realignments and leveling,

etc. The plan is totally unacceptable to the populace, the emergency personnel

and to the Legislature. The consequences of an accident at Indian Point are too

devastating to life, health, safety, air, water and food supplies, home and property

to justify Indian Point's continued operation.

Ilhe sirens are simply going to contribute to the general panic, if we can

hear them. You assume that people will quietly listen t'o their radios, and
,

calmly follow directions. This is totally unrealistic. There will be utter

hysteria; the roads will be clogged with people trying to get from one school

to the other to get their children. There will be accidents, and once the roads
'

get clogged (as they frequently do now at rush hours), there will be people

perhaps killing other people in order to get ahead of them and drive out of
.

the area. I hope everyone has a full tank of gas, because otherwise there

will be murder and mayhem at the gas pumps.;

ras to the bus routes for evacuating the general populace, the Red and Tan

Lines are talking of only supplying the buses that normally service Rockland

County (which are too few to meet the needs of an evacuation), and they are

not guaranteeing that there will be bus drivers. Anyone who foolishly waits

at a' bus stop carrying three days' worth of clothing, food,' water, medicine,

important papers, money and credit cards, will just be irradiated while waiting

for this imaginary bus. Multiple trips are supposed to be made. We'll be

lucky if there is one. And if there is one, people will trample one another

b
to get on it. I'm sure robbery and vandalism will rampant.

.

-2-
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rThere will be no reimbursement for the loss of home, property and liveli-

hood. The Price-Anderson Act will ohly pay a few pennies for each dollar,'s
ep- .

[ '! worth of damage. I notice that Con Ed and PASNY are not offering to pick up
\s

the tab for this damage, but they have the nerve to ask us all to " cooperate"
,

(^~7 in a plan that will cause almost as much death and destruction as the radiation
'\ _,!

will.
*

It is simply unworkable. If the plants are so old and deteriorating and

dangerous as to need an eva,cuation plan; and if the plan is unworkable (which

it is); tt.en the only logical conclusion is that the plants are too dangerous -

and should be shut down and decommissioned.,

I really don't know what we will do, but my family and I will do it

together.

,

'\_, /'
a

e

M

$

(}v

/ \

| \ )x,,
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(} 1 ES. POTTERFIELD: So you're granting PASNY's

2 motion in full?

3 JUDGE GLEASON: Tes. We are granting PASNY's

| 4 action in full.

5 55. POTTERFILED: And you're granting the

6 motion regarding the bottom paragraph of page one on

7 grounds of hearsay, Judge Gleason? Just so the recor8

8 is clear?

9 JUDGE GLEASON: No. I'm basing that on the

10 basis of it is just not material. It is immaterial.

*
11 55. POTTERFIELD: Lat me understand the basis

12 for your ruling on the second paragraph on page two. Is

13 that also not material?
,

14 JUDGE GLEASON: That's right.

15 55. POTTERFIELD: Then what about your ruling
,

16 about page three? Is that also not material or is there

17 some other ground of evidence? Is there some other rule
,

18 of evidence upon which you're basing your objection?

19 JUDGE GLEASON: No. It is based totally on

20 materiality.

21 55. POTTERFIELD4 And just so that I'm clear

22 about it, Judge Gleason, about your guideline. Do you

' 23 considar it immaterial that what parents living within
l

24 the EPZ want to tell you they would do in the event of a

25 radiological emergency?
..

O
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1 JUDGE GLEASONa I'm not making any statementp) )
N. '

2 other than the statement I made, Hrs. Potterfield, and I

3 think you ought to go back to turning yo.ur witnesses

4 over to cross exainination, if you intend to do that.

I

5

6

7 |
|

8

i
9

10

11

12,

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

O
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(]) 1 MS. POTIERFIELDs The witnesses are available

2 for cross-examination.

3 JUDGE GLEASON: PASNY?

| 4 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF
-

5 0F LICENSEE PASNY

6 BY MR. PIKUSs

7 Q Ladies, I'm going to ask as many questions as

8 I can that simply require a yes or no answer, and

9 everything will go a lot more quickly that way, and I

10 would ask that you cooperate to the best you can.

11 Have any of you received any instructions

12 concerning the testimony that you prepared and are

13 delivering here today? -

14 A, (WITNESS FORD) Yes.

15 0 Could you tell us?

16 A (WITNESS FORD) We were told to be

17 non-speculative and to be material and probative.

18 0 Could I ask who gave you these instructions?

19 A (WIThESS FORD) Well, this was say-back when

20 ve were preparing it. We were told not to raise
!

21 questions, not to present in the form of a rhetorical

22 question, but to present it as parents as we thought out

23 the ramift:stions of a real nuclear emergency, not to

( 24 try to pretend to be experts, which we are not. We are

25 parents.

O
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) 1 There was a drill going on. It was a

2 hypothetical situation. We were asked to think out what

3 could happan and we were asked to think about it, spend

4 time with it, and to draw conclusions based on as much

5 fact as was available. Fortunately, we did not have a

6 real emergency to deal with.

7 Q Could you tell us who asked you to prepare

8 this testimony?

9 A (WIINESS FORD) I don't recall.

10 0 Was it your understanding from what this

11 person toli you that the Indian Point plants were

12 unsafe?

13 A (WITNESS FORD) I don't believe that came up.

14 I think it had to do with the drill.

Have 'nT of you ever attempted to enlist the15 0 a

16 support of other people to come here and give testimony

17 in this proceeding?

18 5S. POTTERFIELD: I object, Your Honor.

19 That's irrelevant.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: Objection sustained.

21 BY MR. PIKUS: (Resuming)

22 Q Are any of you aware of an y recent changes

23 that have been made in the Westchester County portion of

24 the emergency plan concerning the manner in which school

25 children will be transported in the event of an

O
|
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1

(]) 1 emergency? ,

2 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) I have heard something, I

j
3 but again it is only hearsay. My sources are the radio '

4 and the newspaper, which have been struck out as

5 hearsay. So am I permitted to speak about what I know?
1

6 0 I'm asking what your understanding is.

7 A (HITNESS COURTNEY) What my understanding is,

8 is that just as valid as my testimony?

9 0 Would you please answer?

10 MR. PIKUS: Excuse me. Could I ask that the

11 Board direct the witness to respond to my Inestion?

12 JUDGE GLEASON: Please just respond to the

13 question.

14 MS. POTTERFIELD: May I say, Judge Gleason,

15 you understand the witness' confusion. She's asking for

16 What the understanding is.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: I understand what she has said

18 and I'm asking her to just respond to the question. If
:

19 she cannot respond to it, she can say she cannot respond

20 to it.

21 WITNESS COURTNEY: It is my understanding that

22 now children no longer would be required to be bused,

23 but if there is an emergency evacuation they might have

| 24 to walk home, which doesn't seem to be an improvement

25 over the previous plan to me.

CE) ,

!
!

I
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(]) 1 HR. PIKUS4 I would move that the last portion i

|
2 of the comments be dtricken as unresponsive. !

I3 JUDGE GLEASON: The last portion will be

4 stricken.

5 BY MR. PIKUS4 (Resuming)

s 0 Ms. Craig, I note in your testimony that you

7 didn 't hear the sirens during the March 3rd, 1982,

8 drill. Have you heard the sirens since then?

9 HS. POTTERFIELp4 I object, Your Honor.

10 You've already ruled we can't talk about it.

11 JUDGE GLEASON Objection sustained.

12 BY MR. PIKUS: (Resuming)
,

13 Q Ms. Craig, in your testimony you indicate that

14 most of your neighbors are not at home during the day

15 and that those who are do not have cars. Do you know

16 whether there are other people in the neighborhood who
.

17 have -- or let me personalize the question.

18 If you were without a car, would you have a

19 friend or celative who lives within the EPZ who you -

20 could call upon for a car?
^

21 MS. POTTERFIELDa Your Honor, if this line of

'22 questioning is permitted I suggest that we look again at

23 the rulings tha t the Board has made. This is a

I\ 24 hypothetical situation that is being posed as a
()

25 spec ula tive situation.

O
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() 1 MR. PIKUS: I will rephrase the question, Your

2 Honor.

3 BY MR. PIKUS: (Resuming)

# 4 Q Do you have friends, relatives or neighbors

5 within the emergency planning zone who have cars?

6 A (WITNESS CRAIG) They have cars, bu~t it

7 depends upon what time of the day I call them, and I

8 would have to use a telephone in order to reach them.

9 MR. PIKUSs Your Honor, I would move that the

10 last portion of the witness' response be stricken.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: We will strike the last
.

12 portion of her answer.

13 BY MR. PIKUS: (Resuming)

14 0 Do any of you ladi'es have any professional

15 background in the area of either transportation

16 engineering, traffic planning, urban planning, or a

17 similar discipline?

18 A (WITNESS CRAIG) No.
'

19 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) No.

20 A (WITNESS FORD) Yes. I drive children.

21 Q Would your answer be yes or no.

22 A (WITNESS CRAIG) If car pooling counts, then

23 we probably have a lot of experience.

() 24 0 But that I take it is the extent of your

25 experience?

O
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() 1 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

2 A (WITNESS FORD) I would like to point out some

3' personal experience I had on the roads during the A pril

# 4 9th blizzard. I was caught for two hours.

5 MR. PIKUS: Your Honor, could you direct the

6 witness that that was not my question.

7 JUDGE GLEASONa Well, you asked her if she had

8 any experience in traffic.

9 MR. PIKUSa Traffic engineering or traffic

10 planning.

11 JUDGE GLEASONa I think you had better focus

12 Your question a little bit more.

13 BY MR. PIKUS4 (Resuming)

14 0 My question referred to professional training

15 in these areas as scientific disciplines.

16 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Then car pooling doesn't

17 count.
.

18 0 So the answer is no?

19 A (WITNESS COURINEY) I guess not.

20 0 Ms. Craig, you indicate that, in your

21 testimony, that your home has no basement; is that

22 correct?

23 A (WITNESS CRAIG) That is correct.

()
'

24 0 Could you just describe for us what the

25 construction of your home is?

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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l'S 1 A (WITNESS CRAIG) It is a ranch that has two\)
2 bedrooms, a crawl space that is directly on top of

3 boulder. There is no attic at all.

4 0 Do you have interior areas?

5 A (WITNESS CRAIG) I'm sorry?

6 0 Do you have interior areas in the home?

7 A (WITNESS CRAIG) I don't understand.

8 0 I will rephrase the question. Do you have

9 areas within the home'that are enclosed, th at don 't have

10 windows?

11 A (WITNESS CRAIG) No, none at all.

12 0 Do any of your neighbors to your knowledge

13 have basements?

14 A (WITNESS CRAIG) There are several. Let me

15 see. Within walking distance, most of them work.

16 ER. PIKUS: Your Honor, again I would move --

17 WITNESS CRAIG: I wouldn't be able to get into

18 their house unless they were home.

19 BY MR. PIKUS: (Resuming)
,

20 0 My question is, do they have basements.

21 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Two of them do. .

22 0 Are there office buildings or stores or

23 schools nearby?

24 A (WITNESS CRAIG) No.

25 0 Ms. Craig, you indicate that you barely

O
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([ ) 1 glanced at the pamphlet you received in the mail. Have

2 you sought to obtain any other information concerning ,

3 emergency planning for Indian Point?

# 4 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Yes, I have.

5 0 And how have you done that?

6 A (WITNESS CRAIG) The reason and how combined

7 is, I did not know about the evacuation drill on March

8 3rd of last year. I had received the pamphlet, thought

9 it was something from Con Ed, and just stuck it in a

to drawer. And when I didn't know that there was a drill,

11 I became very angry afterwards, like why didn't I know

12 about it, it must have been in the papars.

13 From that point on I decided, well, I have to

14 find out what is going on, because it was really a

15 frightening thought that anything could possibly happen,

is and wha t on earth would I possibly do should- the

17 occasion arise that I would have to evacuate myself and

18 my children.
.

19 So I contacted a friend who knows a lot of

20 people in the area and she told me who was involved with

21 Parents Concerned. From that point on I found out as

22 much as I possibly could on the whole situation.

23 0 Do you still have the emergency brochure in

I\ 24 your possession?
\.

25 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Yes, I have it at home in my

V) . !r~

1
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|

(]}; 1 drawer.

2 0 Have any of you ladies ever seen panic in real

3 life?

| 4 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Yes, I have.

5 Q Could you tell us in what situation?

6 A (WITNESS CRAIG) I was in an earthquake in I

7 1970 in Los Angeles at 6:00 in the morning. I was in an

8 automobile accident last May with five children in my

9 car on Route 9. I can give you my own personal reaction

10 as far as that's :oncerned. And I was in two apartment

11 fires in Hanhattan.

12 And today is the Ides of March.

13 (Laughter.)

14 MR. PIKUS: I suppose I asked for that,

15 Judge. My sympathy is growing by the minute.

16 BY MR. PIKUS: (Resuming).

17 0 I suppose that the apartment fires occurred in

18 an enclosed area and required the egress from an

19 enclosed area?

20 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Yes.

21 0 And I take it that the automobile accident was

22 an individualized situations is that correct? It only

23 involved you and the persons j'.volved in the accident?

24 A (WITNESS CRAIG) It was my rear tire blev out

25 while I was doing 45 miles an hour on 9, so I had to,

|

i /~hU
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O 1 swing around and try not to hit the traffic that was
v

2 :oning at it e .

3 0 With respect to the earthquake that you

4 experienced, could you describe for us the kind of panic

5 that you saw?

6 A (WITNESS CRAIG) Yes. The building did not

7 tumble, but it was a two-story apartment house on stilts

8 in los Angeles, and it was 6:00 in the morning.

9 Everyone was asleep and everybody seemed to come out of

10 their apartm ents.

11 I ran into the street with my nightclothes

12 on. Many people just ran out into the streets, and it

13 was panic. It lasted a minute and a half and that was

14 it, and it stays with you a long time.

15 0 Were people -- strike that.
l

16 JUDGE PARIS: Could I interrupt just a

17 minute?

18 What was the date of that.

19 WITNESS CRAIG February 1970.

20 JUDGE PARIS: Thank you.

21 BY HR. PIKUS: (Resuming)
|

'

22 Q Did you at that time witness people disobeying

23 authorities?

24 A (WITNESS CRAIG) There was no authority at

25 that point, because it was out of the blue at 6:00 in

O
~

:
1
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() 1 the morning. Everyone was asleep.

2 Q And at the time that the emergency occurred,

|
3 did people turn to radio stations or television stations |# 4 or news meiia to try to get information?

5 A (WITNESS CRAIG) No.

e 0 Have any of you other ladies -- I hope not --

! 7 had an experience involving panic?

8 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Well, I just witnessed a

9 very, very bad automobile accident, a crash between two

10 cars, and this is just one incident with two people

11 injured and the driver of the other car shaken. But

12 there must have been a dozen cars that pulled up along

13 side of the road on.202, and traffic was slowed down

14 considerably.

15 There was no radio to turn to at the time.

16 Someone contacted someone'else by phone and they

17 contacted the police. The police arrived within 10 or

18 15 minutes. The whole thing until the ambulance came -

19 and this again is just one incident on one road -- took

20 about an hour before the ambulance came and cleared away

21 the people and the debris was removed.

22 JUDGE GLEASON: M r. Pikus, where is this

5 23 interesting bit of cross-examination going?

24 MR. PIKUSa That was my last question, Judge.

25 I was simply trying to get -- there was some testimony

i
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(} 1 that was not stricken in the record about panic, and I'm

2 trying to get an idea of what these witnesses'

3 conception of panic is, and I think that I have done

| 4 that. That is all the questions I have.

5 MR. FARRELLY: Just one question, Your Honor.

6 CH3SS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF

7 0F LICENSEE CONSOLIDATED EDISON

8 BY MR. FARRELLY:

9 0 Ladies, have any of you reviewed a document

10 antitled NUREG-06547

11 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Who?

12 Q It's also entitled " Criteria for Preparation

13 and Evaluation of Radiological Emergen=y Response Plans

( 14 and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants."?

15 A (WIINESS COURTNEY) No.

1s A (WITNESS CRAIG) Who puts it out?

17 0 The NRC.

18 A (WITNESS CRAIG) No.

19 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Have they mailed it to

20 every household?

21 Q No, ther haven't.

22 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Then we haven 't read it.

23 MR. FARRELLY No further questions, Your

24 Honor.

25 JUDGE GLEASON: Do you have anything, Mr.

O
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1 Kaplan?

2 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF

3 0F NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS )
i 1

' 4 BY MR. KAPLANs

5 Q M r s. Courtney, you've indicated that at some

8 point you received the booklet from the Licensees; is

7 that correct?

*8 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

9 0 When you received it, did you have any

to children at that time?

11 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

12 0 Were you concerned about the safety of your

13 children?

14 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

15 0 Did you put the booklet in the top drawer of a

16 dresser?

17 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) No. I put it somewhere in

18 ay dining room. My dining room table collects a lot of

19 unused material.

20 0 You weren't concerned enough about your

21 children to read the booklet?

22 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) I didn't think it was for

23 real.

| 24 0 You know that Indian Point exists, don't you?

25 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

O
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{} 1 0 You live within ten miles of the EPZ; is that

2 correct?

3 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

| 4 0 Why didn't you read the booklet?

5 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Because up until about a

6 few months after I received the booklet I had total

7 faith in Con Ed and PASNY and American technology, and I

8 just figured that nothin7 really dangerous could be

9 emanating from Indian Point.

10 0 And something changed your mind?

11 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

12 0 What was that?

13 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Well, gradually I became

(b 14 aware of more and more newspaper articles in the paperj

15 and I thought, gee, this really must be serious. And

1s then of coarse, the March drill from 1982 came closer

17 and closer, and I finally realized that they were

18 playing for real, that this was not make-believe, that

19 this was real and that it was a true danger to our lives

20 and safety. And I took that book out of mothballs and

21 resd.it.

22 0 And you read it?

23 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

( 24 0 And having read it, you now were told what yor

25 would do in the event of an accident, correct?

O
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/- 1 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.L}
2 0 So now, did reading that booklet --

3 JUDGE GLEASON Mr. Kaplan, you're skirting

4 the edge. This is direct testimony you are giving.

5 BY MR. KAPLAN: (Resuming)

6 Q After reading the booklet that you ignored,

7 you indicate that you really had no confidence in it

8 whatsoever?

9 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Right. It was written

10 like a public relations ad campaign.

11 Q But it gave you specific directions about what

12 to do in the event of an accident, correct?

13 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes.

14 Q That didn't make you feel more confident that

15 your children would be taken care of?

16 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) No, it didn't.

17 0 Why not?

18 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Because I have knowledge

19 about our school district and I spoke to the school

20 superintendent and I read the testimony that he was

21 going to submit here. I don't know whether it was

22 stricken from the record or submitted or not, but he had

23 grave questions and concerns about whether the reception

( 24 areas even existed in New Jersey in Pearl River. He had

25 grave concerns over whether there would be buses. Our !

O -
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{} 1 school district doesn't have enough buses to transport

2 everyone.

3 JUDGE GLEASON: You're into testimony that has

| 4 been stricken from this record.

5 WITNESS COURTNEYa I'm sorry. I thought I was

6 scpposed to respond to his question.

7 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, you're not to respond to

8 testimony that has been stricken.

9 Hr. Kaplan, you 're going to have to conclude

10 very shortly, because you are not asking adversarial -

11 . type questions. You are asking questions that should be

12 given on direct, and when the Board sent out that

13 injunction last week it was not fooling.

14 NR. KAPLANs I'm not trying to --

15 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, yes, I think that you

16 are no being very serious about this cross-examination,

17 and the Board insists that you be serious about it.
,

18 MR. KAPLAN: I am being serious. The Board

19 will make the rulings it wishes when I ask my

20 questions. There is nothing I can do about that. But I

21 can assure the Board, I am being very serious about the

22 cross-examination.

23 JUDGE GLEASONa Well, the Board can remove any

( 24 further cross-examination time from you if you don't

25 change the point of your questions. |

O
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('N 1 MR. KAPLAN: I'm sorry, I didn 't hear tha t./

2 JUDGE GLEASONs I said the Board can eliminate

3 any further cross-examination on your part if you don't

4 get your questions in an adversarial area.

5 3R. KAPLANs I guess the Board would have to

6 define for me what it means by "adversarial."

7 JUDGE GLEASON: The Board is not going to

8 define for you. You're a member of the bar and you

9 should know that.

to 3R. KAPLANs Ihen I would only beg the Board's

11 indulgence, that I will do my best to be adversarial.

12 And if I fail, I hope the Board will direct me.

13 BY HR. KAPLAN: (Resuming)

() 14 Q Hrs. Ford.

15 A (WITNESS FORD) Yes.

16 0 You testified about field trips. Have you

17 ever discussed your concern about possible emergency

18 responses with the people who run the school district,

19 regarding what would happen in the event of a problem

20 with field trips, since you are so concerned with that?

21 JUDGE GLEASON: Mr. Kaplan, I believe that

22 field has been struck. I am going to ask if somebody

23 else wants cross-examination. That concludes your

24 cross-examination.

25 3R. KAPLAN: That's over my objection, of |
,
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1 course. We do have a due process right, 1s does every

2 other party.
,

' ut we're very3 JUDGE GLEASON: That's right. B

| 4 serious about our instruction to the parties.

5 That's enough, please.

8 Do you have any cross-examination?

7 WITNESS FORD: Can I say something?

8 JUDGE GLEASON: Does the Staff have any

9 cross-examination?

10 MR. Ha.SSELL No, we do not.
.

11 JUDGE GLEASON: Any redirect?

12 MS. POTTERFIELD: No redirect, Your Honor,

13 because of our objection to the Board's ruling about the

( 14 materiality of these witnesses' testimony.

15 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. You ladies.can
16 step down.

17 WITNESS FORD 4 Could I have a question entered

18 into the record as a concerned parent?

19 JUDGE GLEASON: No, you cannot.

20 WITNESS FORDS Can you enter into the record

21 that you're not allowing question, because I am a little

22 confused about why certain things were not allowed in.

23 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, you can consult with the

(} 24 person who put you on as the witness.

25 Judge Paris has a question.

O
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{} 1 BOARD EXAMINATION
,

2 BY JUDGE PARIS:

3 0 Ms. Ford, you testified that you understood

4 that your children would not be bused from school in the

5 event of an accident. What is the basis for that

6 understanding?

7 Excuse me. It wasn't Ms. Ford. It was Ms.

8 Courtney.
,

9 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) I'm sorry, would you

to repeat your question, please.

11 Q You testified, in responding to questions
.

12 being asked you by Mr. Pikus, I think, that you

13 understood that your children would not be bused from

() 14 school in the event of an accident. What is the basis
!

| 15 for that understanding?
l

16 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Is this the question that

17 this gentleman directed to me before? He asked me about

.

18 changes in the evacuation plan as it applies to
|
j 19 Westchester County. Wasn't that the question?

- 20 Now, I happen to live in Rockland County, but

21 I am aware of the changes because I read them in the

22 newspaper br heard them on the radio. But they don't

23 apply to me since I live in Rockland County.

) 24 0 I see, but your understanding is based upon

| 25 the newspaper?

O
|
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() 1 A (WITNESS COURTNEY) Yes. And most of the

2 things that were stricken from my testimony were based

|
3 upon newspaper and radio, things that I had read and

'

4 heard.

5 MS. RODRIGUEZa Excuse me, Judge Paris. I

6 think you 're conf used on something I might be able to

7 clear up.

8 A few weeks ago Mr. O'Rourke, the' County

9 Executive of Westchester, announced at a news conference

10 ther there was a new recommendation to the plan, that

'

11 is, the sequence of events, the way things would

12 happen.

13 Whereas before he brought up the subject the"

(_j 14 way things would happen in case of an accident the

15 children would'be bused to school reception centers, now

16 they are considering, although it is unclear whether it

17 is actually part of the plan at this point, but we think

,

18 that they are considering in the less severe cases of
|

19 accident that children would be sent home by the schools

20 and not taken out of the area. ;

21 And there has been a lot of talk of this in
|

22 the press. There was also -- apparently in the drill of ,

23 last week, there were several schools that were ordered

() 24 to send children home in the mock instructions.

25 JUDGE PARISa Okay. I hope, Mr. Glass and Mr.,

I
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{} 1 Hassell, that somewhere before this is all over this

2 will be clarified for us.

3 MR. HASSELLs Well, I would assume that FEMA

4 will do its job in assessing the exercise.

5 JUDGE PARISa Thank you.

6 MS. VETERE: Your Honor, County Executive

7 0'Rourke addresses that in his testimony, which has been

8 submitted.

9 JUDGE GLEASON: Thank you, Ms. Vetere.

10 Thank you, ladies. You may step down.

11 (Witnesses excused.)

12 JUDGE GLEASON: Ms. Potterfield?

13 MS. POTTERFIELDs The next witness is Mr.

( 14 Blum's witness.

15 MR. BLUMa I call to the stand Mr. Robert L.

16 Morris.

17 JUDGE GLEASON Excuse me.

18 Ms. Potterfield, was Ms. Burgher to be the,

1

l

| 19 next witness?

20 MS. POTTERFIELD: She wasn't able to appear,
l

21 Your Honor. I'm sorry.

22 JUDGE PARISs Is Ms. Burgher out?

23 MS. POTTERFIELD4 As far as I know, Judge'

|

() 24 Paris, yes, unless you're willing to put on witnesses

25 out of order.

O
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{) 1 JUDGE GLEASON We will allow that if there is
,

2 time at the end, Es. Potterfield. We're trying to

3 maintain the schedule.

4 Whereupon,

5 ROBERT L. MORRIS,

8 called as a witness by counsel for Intervenors Union of

7 Concerned Scientists and New York Public Interest

8 Research Group, having first been duly sworn by the

9 Chairman, was examined and testifiei ss follows:

10 DIRECT EXAMINATION

11 BY MR. BLUM:

12 Q Mr. Morris, do you have in front of you a

13 document entitied " Testimony of Robert L. Morris on

(Gl
j 14 Behalf of the Union of Concerned Scientists and the New

15 York Public Interest Research Group.

18 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, I have.

17 Q Would you look this over and tell us whether

18 it is in ft:t the testimony you wish to give in this

19 proceeding?
.

20 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, I have looked it over

21 and it is the testimony that I would like to give.

22 Q Is this testimony complete and correct to the

23 best of your knowledge?

24 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, it is.

25 MR. BLUN Your Honor, Mr. Morris is now

_
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/") 1 available for cross-examination.
U

2 I would note for the record that we have

3 passed out a little diagram' showing the relationship

# 4 between different levels of sarvice as used in the

5 Highway Capacity Manual and how they relate to each

6 other in tatms of speed and volume. This isn't

7 necessarily to be entered into evidences it is simply

8 avillable for clarification during the course of

9 cross-examination.

10 JUDGE GLEASON: Mr. Blum, you do not intend to

11 introduce his statements into evidence, his testimony?

12 MR. BLUH4 I'm so rry. Excuse me, Your Honor.

13 I would now move that Mr. Morris' testimony,be admitted

() 14 into evidence. .

{ 15 JUDGE GLEASONs Is there objection?

16 MR. CZAJAa No objection.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Hearing none, the testimony of

18 the witness will be raceived into evidence and bound

| Ig into the record as if read.
~

!

| 20 (The document referred to, the prepared

| 21 testimony of Mr. Morris, received in evidence, followss)

22 . '

! 23 -

25

I (~s
| %-
i

I

|
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t? TESTIbONY OF ROBERP L. FORRIS
<

\'~/
ON BEIIALF OF TIE UNION OF CWCERNED SCIINTISTS
AND TIE NEN YORK PUBLIC IMuwT RESEAICI GROUP,

INC.

REIATI?G TO BO7WD CONITNFIONS 3.1, 3.3, 3.6

JUNE 21, 1982

My name is Ibbert L. bbrris, a registered professional engineer and

traffic consultant, registered in eleven states incitxhng the State of New

York. I have been qualified as an expert in my field in a number of

jurisdictions, inclixhng the State of New York. My professional qualifications
,

are appended to this statement.

I have reviewed reports concerning the Inciian Point nuclear power

station prepared by Parsons Brinckerhof Quade and Douglas, Inc. (hereinafter

referred to as P-B), inclixhng " Evacuation Time Estimates for Areas Near

the Site of Indian Point Power Plants" (January 31, 1980),

" Methodology to Estinate Poadway Travel Time During Evacuations " (January,

1981), and "bbthodology to Calculate Evacuation Travel Time Estimates for

the Indian Point Brergency Planning Zone " (November,1981) . As a result of

my review of these documents, I have the following ccrments.

1 ) The levels of service used by P-B, reportedly frcxn the Highway Capacity
-

| Manual (H.C.M.) do not correspond with the II.C.M. For exanple, in the November
\ rm,

.
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1981 report, P-B states that: h
. . . (S)poeds would be low, flow would be unstable, and
there would be stoppages of nrrm:1tary duration.

The H.C.M. clearly states that when speeds drop below 30 miles per hour,

the level of service is F, with capacities ranging from a maxunum value equal

to level of service E down to zero. These slow speeds, in addition to the

P-B description quoted above, can be roughly calculated using the P-B

evacuation speed fonnula:

free flow speed
'

0.25 (V/C)4 +1

The free flow speed at level of service D (P-B's upper level) is 30-35 miles

per hour (H.C.M.). Using P-B's adverse weather capacities in all of the links

that cross the five mile circle, and assuming that 85% of the 31,681

vehicles within that circle would try to evacuate, the V/C would be:

0.85 x 31,681
= 2.4 J

ll, 240

and the evacuation speed, from the fonnula would be 3.2 - 3.8 miles per hour.

Even using P-B's good weather capacities, which are questionable (representing

the maxunum values at level of service E in the H.C.M.), the average evacuation

speed would be 19-22 miles per hour, also level of service F, not E. For both

times and capacities, P-B should use level of service F, not E.

2) P-B has worked only with highway links, ignoring the traffic constraints

of intersections. As a muunun, time penalties should be assigned to the link

nodes, depending upon the number of vehicles that would be crossing or nerging 9
with the principal traffic flow.

3) The use by P-B of several computer runs to arrive at the best system 0
tulance is an appropriate technique for evaluating normal daily traffic conditions |

|

|
1
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(~') where drivers can make decisions to avoid congestion. For an emrgencyV
evacuation, an unconstrained traffic assignment sfruld be used.

4)# P-B has ruled out factors such as the percentage of trucks and

C< the type of terrain in its analysis. 'Ihis is inproper; the effect on
\_/

capacity can be significant. Even if the normal proportion of trucks is

minimal (there is no assurance of that ), a fully loaded bus has the satm

operating characteristic's as a large truck. If the proportion of trucks

and buses is ten percent in rolling terrain, the capacity of a two-lane

road would be reduced by alnest 30 percent.
,.

~ 5) An emrgency evacuation traffic analysis should be based on a worst

case candition. As noted in the points listed above, P-B has made assunptions

that are inconsistent with amrgency conditions. For the purpose for which

the reports were prepared, they have no validity. Standard traffic forecasting

practice requires conservative assunptions to allow for unforeseen impediments

to traffic flow in day-to-day operation. P-B's use of optimistic assumptions

would be inappropriate in normal circumstances and is particularly inappropriate

in planning for an emergency situation.

1
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ROBERT L. MORRIS

Consultant in

/~ 'S Transportation Planning

\ms) & Traffic Engineering

P.O. Box 34230
Bethesda, Maryland 20817

(301) 299-6632

EDUCATION University of Maryland, B.S., Civil Engineering, 1949
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(]} 1 JUDGE GLEASON: All right, please proceed.

2 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF

3 0F LICENSEE CONSDLIDATED EDISON

| 4 BY MR. BRANDENBURG:

5 0 Mr. Morris, apart from your general background

6 in traffic engineering, as you referred to in your

7 curriculum vitae and your testimony in this proceeding,

8 on any prior occasion have you ever performed any

9 evacuation time estimate analyses for nuclear or

10 non-nuclear emergency planning purposes?

11 A (WITHESS MORRIS) No, sir, I have not.

12 0 Now, I would like to turn to the first

13 numbered paragraph in your testimony, which starts at

14 the bottom of page 1. And I ask you if it is your

15 testimony that the Parsons Brinkerhof evacuation time

16 estimates for the Indian Point site do not use the
1

17 level, employ the level of service F, but rather only
,

18 use levels of service E and higher? Is that the general
-

19 thrust of your testimony here?

20 A (WITNESS MORRIS) That is part of it. That is

21 not the whole of point one.

22 0 Now, earlier, on page 1 of your testimony, you |

23 state that you have reviewed and are familiar with a

'~) 24 document dated November 1981 entitled " Methodology to

25 Calculate Evacuation Travel Time Estimate for the Indian

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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C 1 Point Emergency Planning Zone." Do you sea that?

2 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir.
.

3 0 Do you recall that document?

# 4 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, I do.

5 0 I would now like to ask you to look at a copy

6 of that do:ument which has previously been marked as

'

7 UCS-1 and ask you if you can recall that and identify

8 that as the document dated November 1981 that you are

* 9 referring to here?

10 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, I can't go through the

11 whole thing, but this appears to be the document that I

12 reviewed.

13 0 You state at the bottom of page 1 of your
A
I 14 testimony that the levels of service employed by Parsons

|
15 Brinkerhof do not correspond with those used in the

16 Highway Capacity Hodel, and you go on to give an

17 example. I would like to direct your attention to page
|

18 E-8 through E-10 of Appendix E of that document.
,

19 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir.

20 0 And I ask you if these tables as employed here

21 by Parsons Brinkerhof are in fact from t'he Highway

| 22 Capacity Model, if you know?

23 A (WITNESS MORRIS) The tables are certainly

24 from the Highway Capacity Model. It doesn't indicate

25 that -- what part of these tables Parsons Brinkerhof

l O
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() 1 used, and the tables do not refer to an F level of

2 service.

3 Q Is it your testimony that you do not know to

# 4 wha t extent the tables set forth at pages E-8 through

5 E-10 of the Parsons Brinkerhof methodology document were

6 in fact employed by them in preparing their evacuation

7 time estimates?

8 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, I know that they

9 referred to the specific parameters that are included

10 here. They refer to widths of lane, they refer to

11 roadside clearance, and those factors that are included

12 in these tables, but they are not specific in exactly

13 what data they use.
C'\

(j/ 14 0 Can you describe for us, what is your

15 understanding of how the tables from the Highway

16 Capacity Model set forth at pages E-8 through E-10 of

17 Exhibit UCS-1 were in fact employed by Parsons

18 Brinkerhof in connection with preparing their evacuation

to time estimates?

20 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Do I understand you to say

21 you want me to explain how Parsons Brinkerhof used these

22 tables?

23 0 I am asking if you know how they used these

24 tables in preparing their time estimates.

25 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, they didn't give any
,

i

i
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() 1 indication as to how they used them. They referred to

2 the parameters that are included there.

3 0 And your review of their testimony did not

# 4 convey to you any understanding of how those tables were

5 used in connection with the evacuation time estimates

6 developed by Parsons Brinkerhof?

7 A (RITNESS HORRIS) Well, I'm not sure exactly

8 wha t you're asking. For example, on page E-8 the first '

s
9 column has the distance from traffic lane edge to

10 obstruction and there are four nunbers listed there,

11 zero, two, four and six feet. I did not see any

12 reference, any specific reference to the distance of the

13 traffic lane edge to the obstruction for any specific

(j 14 link in the roadway network.

I
'

15 They did make the observation that they

16 included a factor of this distance, but they were not

17 specific as to what the distances were. They didn't,

,

I
. 18 talk about shoulders, they didn't talk about roadside

19 clearances, and so forth for specific links. So there's

20 no way that I can tell how they used the tables.
1

i 21 0 Mr. Morris, let me try to be a little bit more

|

| 22 general here. As I understand the thrust of numbered
..

23 paragraph one of your testimony, it is that you have

24 con clud ed that Parsons Brinkerhof did not use material

25 from the Highway Capacity Model in a way that

( }

|
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(} 1 corresponded to the way in which that material was

2 intendad to be used by the manual; is that correct?

3 A (WITNESS MORRIS) You started this line of

| 4 questionin; by talking about level of service F and I
.

5 thought that is what you were going to get around to in

6 bringing this material before me. And as I stated quite

7 clearly, there is no level of service F indicated in

8 these three pages that you're referring to.

9 And I pointed out quite specifically that they

10 did not properly use the Highway Capacity Model in

11 determining that level of service, nor did they use the

12 Highway Capacity Model properly in correlating the

13 travel speed with the volume of traffic in order to
f

( 14 arrive at a level of service.
L

-

15 0 3r. Morris, let's start again. You have a

16 sentence at the bottom of page 1 of your testimony that

17 reads as follows. "The levels of service used by

18 Parsons Brinkerhof, purportedly from the Highway

19 Capacity Model, do not correspond with the Highway

20 Capacity Model."

21 Do you see that sentence?
,

22 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I see that sentence and I

23 stand behind it.

24 Q Now, we have then gono through pages E-8

25 through E-10 of the UCS-1, the Parsons methodology

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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f') 1 document, ha ve we not?
ss

2 A (WITNESS MORRIS) We have looked at those

3 pages, yes, sir.

4 0 And you stated, I believe, that those tables

5 were in fa:t from the Highway Capacity Model; is that

6 correct?

7 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, that is correct.

8 0 So we're now up to the point where I'm trying

9 to ascertain from you Jour understanding, if indeed you

10 have any, as to how those tables appearing on page E-8

11 through E-10 of Exhibit UCS-1 were employed by Parsons

12 Brinkerhof in preparing their evacuation time

13 estimates.

(O,/ 14 Now, can you describe for us, if you know, how

15 in fact the tables from the Highway Capacity Model

16 appearing at pages E-8 through E-10 of the Parsons

17 methodology document were employed by Parsons in

18 preparing their evacuation time estimates?

19 A (WITNESS H0RRIS) Well, I will have to --

20 0 Do you know how they used those materials?

21 A ( WITN ESS MORRIS) I have to give you the same

22 answer, tha t they were not specific. But that has

23 nothing -- the two have nothing whatever to do with each

/D 24 other. The statement in my report that you have before'

'x_/'

25 you that you just quoted from has nothing whatever to do
T

OV
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() 1 with these three tables, and I don't know why you keep

2 referring to these three tables.

3 That is not what I was talking about in my

4 statement.
-

5 0 Well, is your statement here in numbered

6 paragraph 1 of your testimony solely confined to

7 Parsons' use of level of service F?

8 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, sir, it is not.

9 0 Well then, you will have to describe for us, I

10 guess -- it is not clear from your testimony, to me at

11 least -- how you contend Parsons' use of levels of

12 service differed from the way that levels of service

13 were intended to be used by the Highway Capacity Model.
,O

l' _j 14 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I will be very happy to,q

15 sir. The Highway Capacity Model makes it quite clear in

16 other tables, not the ones you're referring to here, and

17 I don't know why you referred to these three, but in

18 other tables it makes it quite clear that level of

l
19 service must be determined by two factors, one of which

20 is the volume and the other is the speed.

21 You can have a certain volume which apparently

22 meets level of service C and a speed which implies a
,

i

23 level of service E, and you have to consider both )
24 factors, and you can have it the other way around. And

25 Parsons Brinkerhof did not use those factors, and

O
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(}) 1 indeed, when they did make their calculations they

2 improperly applied them in going through the

3 volume-capacity ratio, the V over C ratio. They

# 4 improperly applied them there, and I can explain that if

5 you would like to have me do it.

6 0 Well, I think if we just take one question at

7 a time it sight go quicker, Mr. Morris.

8 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Surely.

9 Q Is it your understanding that the level of

10 service concept as employed in the Highway Capacity

11 Model is a function of not only volume over speed, but

12 volume over capacity of the roadway as well?

13 A (WITNESS HORRIS) It is not volume over speed,

( 14 sir. It is volume over capacity and speed. It is a

15 function of those two factors.

16 0 Now, do you have any understanding as to when

17 sni under what circumstances Parsons Brinkerhof employed

18 the formula that appears towards the top of page 2 of

19 your testimony?

20 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Do I know where th e y

21 employed it?

22 0 Do you know when they use it and when they

23 don't?

24 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, I don't know when they

25 use it and when they don't.

O
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l

() 1 0 Do you know whether Parsons Brinkerhof used

2 this evacuation speed formula which you quote here

3 towards the top of page 2 of your testimony when the

4 volume over capacity eas greater than 1.0?

5 A (WITNESS MORRIS) You're asking me if I knov

6 whether they use it when V over C is greater than 1.0?

7 Q Yes.

8 A (WITNESS MORRIS) The answer to your question

9 is no, I do not know. I just testified I don't know

10 when they use it and when they choose not to.

11 0 Now, could you describe for us, Mr. Mo rri s ,

12 your understanding of when the Parsons Brinkerhof study

13 precluded the use of level of service F?

(Aj/ 14 A '(WIINESS MORRIS) Yes. The Parsons Brinkerhof

15 study considered two levels, basically D and E. They
,

16 use level of service E to determine the maximum capacity

17 of the road network and included the entire road

18 n etwork , which of course is clearly imh'goperinthese
'\
'19 conditions.

s

20 But they included the entire roads network to

21 establish a total capacity for the roads that would lead

22 away from the accident site, and that gave themia base

23 condition for how many vehicles theoretically could get

/ 24 out, could get susy from the site. And then they used a
O)

25 level of service D, which gives you a lower volume of

(Dv
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(} I traffic, E representing the maximum volume that a road

2 can handle and anything better than that, D, C, B, and

3 A, represent respectively lower volumes of traffic.

| 4 And I think someone testified before, compared

5 it with a pipe and the pipe gets smaller as you go to

6 these better levels of service. You can get fewer

7 vehicles on a road at a level of service D than you can

8 at level of service E.

9 And they used this lower volume as a means of

10 determining how long it would take to evacuate the site

11 under adverse conditions. And clearly, you would not be

12 at a level of service D under adverse conditions; you

13 would be at a level of service F.

(Aj/ 14 Your Honor, can I refer to the diagram that

15 was given to you? I think that makes it much clearer.

16 MR. BRANDENBURGs Mr. Chairman, I would like

17 to move to strike t,he witness' answer. My question was

18 quite pointed to what this witness' understanding was of

19 when Parsons did and did not use level of service F, and

20 I got about a page and a half of answer and I don't

21 think I heard the term " level of service F" mentioned

22 once.

23 I would like to request a direction from the

24 Board that this witness respond specifically to the

25 questions that are posed to him.

ALDERSoN REPORTING COMPANY. INC.
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{; 1 JUDGE GLEASON: I think he is having a

2 difficulty in understanding your, question, Mr.

3 Brandenburg.

| 4 MR. BRANDENBURGs Let me try it one more time,

5 then.

O JUDGE GLEASON4 He has responded three

7 different times in the same way and you keep asking the

8 question in a different format. But I think if you

9 would simplify and then perhaps we could move on

10 quicker.

11 MR. BRANDENBURGs Well, I just wish this

12 traffic engineering material was simplifiable, Mr.

13 Chairman.

() 14 WITNESS MORRISs I apologize. I did not mean

I 15 to a, void your question. I clearly understood you to ask

and I think the ceporter can give it bark. You asked16 --

17 the difference between D and E, when Parsons used D and

18 when they used E. You did not ask me when they used F.

19 MR. BRANDENBURGs Well, the record will say

20 what it says. But let me try it again.

21 BY MR. BRANDENBURG (Resuming)

22 0 What is your understanding, Mr. Morris, of

,

23 when Parsons Brinkerhof, in connection with their
l

24 evacuation time estimates, employad level of service F?

25 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I have already testified I

ALDERSON REPORTING COMPANY,INC,
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() 1 did not see that they used level of service F at all in

2 determining the travel times.

3 0 All right. Ihank you. '

4 Mow, you mentioned earlier testimony about

5 fisw throu7h a pipe and so on, as given earlier in this

6 proceeding. Were you indeed referring to the testimony

7 of Dr. Thomas Urbanek?

8 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes.

9 0 Have you reviewed the testimony of Dr. Urbanek

to given in this proceeding?

11 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Some of it.

12 0 Do you recall whether Dr. Urbanek was asked

13 whether or not Parsons Brinkerhof used level of service

(j 14 F in connection with preparing their time estimates?

15 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, I do not recall. I did

16 not read that.

17 0 3r. Morris, I would like to show you the

18 testimony of Dr. Ihomas Urbanek given in this proceeding

19 on June 24th, 1982, at pages 1920 and 1921, and I woulu

20 like you to take a moment to review that and ask if tha t

21 refreshes your recollection whether or not Dr. Urbanek

22 stated that Parsons Brinkerhof employed level of service

23 F in connection with the Parsons Brinkerhof time
,

24 estimates.

' 25 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, I can answer your |
|

('
(
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(]) 1 question without reading it, because obviously it does

2 not refresh my recollection since I didn't read this.

3 0 .You testified that you had read portions of

4 the Urbanek testinony, I believe. Do you recall as you

5 sit here whether this passage is among the portions of

6 the Urb snak tastimony that you have indeed reviewed?

7 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I did not review this.

8 Q Can you tell us which portions of the earlier

9 testimony of Dr. Thomas Urbanak you have and have not

10 reviewed? ,

11 A (WITNESS MOBRIS) It was generally the section

12 where he is talking about the pipelines.

13 0 Er. Morris, I would like to read you a short

[)
(f 14 answer that witness Urbanek gave earlier and then I'm

15 going to ask you whether or not you agree with it, and

16 this is the testimony of Dr. Urbanek appearing on page

17 1920 of the transcript. I quotes

18 "You cannot do an analysis starting with level
,

l
19 of service F. You have to assume some capacity, so you

20 have got to pick a number that rances between level A
.

|
| 21 and E. Then when you do your modeling, as a result of

22 that modeling some parts of your network, because of the

23 very high demand, will result in level of service F."

) 24 Now, 10 you sgree with thst?

25 A (WITNESS HORRIS) No, sir.

O

1
'
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(') 1 MR. BLUMa Your Honor, could the witness be

2 given an opportunity to explain h,is answer? Because I

3 understand the probles here. There are two different

# 4 meanings of the word "use", and he has a particular

5 criticism of the way level of service D and E were used,

6 that the questions just aren't quite getting st.

7 MR. BRANDENBURG Well, I'm sure Mr. Blum will

8 have an opportunity on redirect, if the Bosed finds it

9 appropriate.

10 BY MR. BRANDENBURGa (Resuming)

11 0 Now, returning, Mr. Morris, to numbered

12 paragraph 1 of your testimony, which starts at the

13 bottom of page 1 snd continues over onto page 2, you
D
( j/ 14 employ the Parsons Brinkerhof formula and conclude that

15 in employing that formula yourself and an evacuation

te speed of of 3.2 to 3.8 miles per hour would be

17 appropriate output from that formula; is that correct?

18 A (WITNESS MORRIS) That is what'it states in my

19 report, yes.

20 Q Now, if we were to assume that a vehicle were

21 stationed at the Indian Point site at the time the order

22 to evacuate was given, traveling at an average speed of

23 3.2 to 3.8 miles per hour, how long would it take that

24 vehicle to travel from the site of the plant to the

25 outer edge of the ten-mile emergency planning zone,

h~J1

|
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'

{} 1 traveling at this speed?

2 A (WITNESS MORRIS) You 're asking me to do an

3 arithmetical calculation based upon an, average

| 4 condition? Is that what you're saying?

5 Q Would it be approxima tely ,three hours?
6 A (WITNESS HORRIS) 10-divided by-3.2 is roughly -

7 3. But that is an answer to a hypothetical question.

8 It is not an answsr to a practical situation.

~

9 Q Now, in numbered paragraph 2 of your

10 t es timon y, which appears on page 2, as I understand the

11 thrust of this passage you are faulting the Persons

12 Brinkerhof estimates because they worked only with '

13 highway links and they did not explicitly model the
,

(O 14 traffic constraints that would occur at intersections.j
_

15 Is that a f air statement of your testir.ony here?

16 A (WITNESS MORRIS) That is a fait statement.

17 Q Now, at page 1 of your testimony you sta(te
18 that you reviewed a document isted.. January 31st, 1980,

_

19 entitled " Evacuation Time Estimates for Areas Near the

20 Site of Indian Point Power Plants." Do you see that?

21 A (WITNESS 50RRIS) Yes, I d o.

22 Q Now, Mr. Morris, are you aware that this

23 January 31st, 1980, document contained a dynamic traffic

24 flow analysis that in fact modeled traffic constraints

25 imposed by intersections?

O
_
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1 A (llITNESS MORRIS) It gave penalties to the

2 nodes, the nodes being the connecting points between the

3 links. That is not what I'm talking about. I'm

4 familiar with your dynamic model and this is not what

5 I 'm referring to.

6 Q Now, again on page 2 of your testimony, Mr.
,

7 Norris -- this would be the last four lines of numbered
'

.

8 paragraph 1 -- you make ref erence to the highway

9 capacities used by Parsons Brinkarhof, which you stated
i

10 -- and specifically referring to the parenthetical that

'

11 starts four lines up from the bottom of your numbered,

12 paragraph one, it says: " Representing the maximum

13 values at level of service E in the Highway Capacity
l O
'

/ 14 Model."

15 Do you see that?
,

16 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir, I see that.

17 0 Now, in the Highway Capacity Model, Mr.

! 18 Morris, what is the maximum value for vehicles per hour

19 per lane at level of service E that is set forth?

| 20 A (WITNESS HORRIS) 2,000 vehicles per lane per

21 hour.

22 Q And what is the highest value for vehicles per

23 hour per lane at level of service E that is employed by

24 Parsons Brinkerhof in their evacuation time estimates,
I *"'

, ,

|- 25 if you recall?
!

O
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Q 1 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Yes. On one link I found

2 2,560. )
3 0 Is that per lane, Mr. Morris?

# 4 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Per lane. It was a

5 four-lane road that had something over 10,000 vehicles

6 on the four-lane road, and dividing that

7 10,000-semathing by 4 it came to 2,560.

S 0 Wes that the volume, sir, or the capacity?

9 A (WITNESS NORRIS) That was the capacity.

10 0 Do you racall which link that is?.

11 A (BITNESS HORRIS) I can find it if ycu would

12 like. Can you give me a minute?
-

13 0 Surely.

14 (Pause.)

15 0 3r. Morris, maybe it would cla rif y things. Is

16 the value, maximum value that you are referring to, is

17 it set forth in the November 1981 methodology document

18 which has been identified as UCS-1 that I gave to you a

19 few moments ago?

20 A (WITNESS HORRIS) It may be. Just a minute.

21 I'll try to find it. If you found the specific

22 reference you could save me some time.

23 I have it. Yes, it is in that.

24 0 Do you have the page number for us?

25 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, D-2. It is link numbar

O
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1 142. This is labeled " outbound evacuation capacity,
%

2 passenger vehicles equivalent per hour, normal weather,

3 four-lane road, 10,560."
.

4 Q How many links are addressed in the entire

5 evacuation time estimate, do you know?

6 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I don't know.

7 Q Did you find any others that exceeded the

8 2,000 maxisur valae for level of service E?

3 A (ElINESS dORRIS) I didn't examine them all.

10 This one just caught my eye because it sticks out, as

11 you can obviously see on that rage. It is a very 1arge

12 number and I just made quick check and found 2560.

13 0 Mr. Morris, given your experience with traffic
O
/ 14 engineering, would you be surprised to learn that that

15 number was a typographical error and it was not

16 propagated through calculations?

17 A (WITNESS MORRIS) It's not a typographical

18 error, because it's a printout. It came from a-

19 computer, I assume. Maybe the computer is in error.

20 Maybe the wrong number is in the computer. I can't

21 answer that.

22 3 Now, Mr. Morris, with regard to your numbered

23 paragraph 4 that appears on page 3 of your testimony,

24 you state that the percentage of trucks and buses on the

25 highway system "can" be significant. And my question

.
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({} 1 is, do you believe that the average speed of evacuating

2 traffic as you would expect to fini in the situation of

3 an evacuation from the Indian Point site would be such

4 that buses and, trucks would on the average be traveling
.

|
'

5 at slower speeds than automobiles?

'

6 A (WITNESS HORRIS) They certainly would going

7 up hills. They certainly would from a stopped
t

8 position. Whenever your traffic comes to a stop your

3 slower movir.g vehicles move away coro riowly than

10 automobiles, and that affects the capa:ity. That is why

11 the Highway Capacity Manual addresses those points.

12 0 Now, returning to the computations tha t you

13 performed, Mr. Morris, throughout a five-mile circle --

| 14 and these are set forth in approximately the middle of

i 15 page 2 of your testimony. Just so the record is clear,

16 sir, is that a five-mile radius or a five-mile

17 diameter?

! 18 A (WITNESS MORRIS) It is a five-mile radius.
1

19 Q Now, my question is, based upon your

I -

'

20 experience as a traffic engineer, would you expect to

21 see that a more meticulous piece by piece approach to

22 determining rates of evacuation f rom this five-mile
,

23 radius circle would yield more accurate results than the

(') 24 aggregate approach that you use here?
|

\-

| 25 As I understand it, you simply have added all

D

,
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(~)' 1 of the vehicles and all of the capacity within this
v

2 five-mile ring and then just divide the former by the

3 latter. And my question is, would a more meticulous

| 4 piece by piece of the roadway approach in your view
s

5 yield more accurate results?

6 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, not if you include all

7 of the road. I was being very generous. Not if you

8 include all of the roadways in the situation which

? yoa're discussing, because approximately one-quarter of

10 those roadways would be out of action because of the

11 wind conditions. You would lose a quarter of them.

12 And so if you do it on a meticulous, piece by

13 piece basis as you point out and in:lude those roads
,a
( ) 14 that are under the plume as it travels away from the
s-

15 accident, obviously you don 't get more accurate

16 results.

17 JUDGE SHON: Mr. Brandenburg, if you would

18 ex use me for a moment.

19 There is something that I don't at all

20 understand about that particular calculation that you
(

21 have done, and I haven't since I first saw it, and that

22 is I would expect this number V over C to come out to

23 wha t I would call a pure numeric. That is, it would not

(') 24 have units. You would divide a volume by a capacity andi

v
25 both of them would be in vehicles per hour.

I
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/") 1 WITNESS MORRIS. Yes, sir, that is correct. j
v

I2 JUDGE SHON: But you have said, assuming all
l

3 of the vehicles in the circle try to get out, and you

4 have used 31,000-some odd.

5 WITNESS MORRISa Yes, sir. )

6 JUDGE SHON: But you haven't said how long it

7 took them. Your assumption is that they all get out in

8 one hcur, a s: far as I can see; is that correct?

9 WITNESS MORRIS: For this calculation, yes,

10 tha t is correct; the distance they would travel in an

11 hour. Ey assumption is not tha t they would all clear

12 out f rom the area within an hour. I as taking a piece

13 of roadway that has a capacity in vehicles per hour and

| 14 I am taking one hour's worth of movement over that piece

15 of roadway.

16 JUDGE SHON: I understand that. They would

17 all go through, past this boundary, in effect. They

18 would all go through roads that lead out in one hour.

i 19 WITNESS MORRISa They would go across segments

20 of roads tha t lead out , yes, sir, but I did not mean to

|
! 21 imply, sir, that they would get all the way out to the

| 22 limits of the study area within a one-hour period.

23 JUDGE SHON: No, but they would all get out of
|

('') 24 the five-mile circle in one hour.
\_ '

25 WITNESS MORRIS No, that is not implied in my

O
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.

(} 1 calculation. All I'm doing is taking a segment of road

2 with capacity of so many vehicles per hour and taking

3 this number of vehicles during the one hour period
,

4 however far they go, and you come up with a travel speed

5 and that will indicate how far they go.

6 But all I'm saying is, if you have 30,000

7 vehicles and they travel for a period of one hour,

S however far they go, they are on this network for one

9 hour. So I am comparing vehicles per hour with vehicles

10 per hour, and I am not saying how far they go in that

11 ene-hour period.

12 JUDGE SHON: But they might long since have

13 lef t the area and got out of where they were being

14 counted.

! 15 UITNESS HORRISa If they can travel the

16 ten-mile distance that is possible, certainly.

17 JUDGE SHONa It seems more likely that if you

18 have a given number of vehicles that you want to get out

19 of a particular area, you would have to assign some

20 ' length of time f or them to get out of the area, and then,

1

21 you would need to know the capacity of the roads

, 22 crossing the boundary.
1

23 dITNESS MORRIS: There is no question about

() 24 that, sir. When you make your traffic assignment, as

25 Parsons Brinkerhof did, you assign all your vehicles to

O
|
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/'} 1 a road network and you assign them to every one of these
(s

2 links that is listed in the report. And they follow the

3 link no matter how much time it takes.

| 4 Ihat was their bottom line, how much time does

5 it take. But they assign the vehicles to various links

6 and each vehicle starts at an origin and ends at a

7 destination and goes over link af ter link until they get

8 out, okay?

9 JUDGE SHON: Yes, I understand that. But that

10 is not what you have done here. What you appear to have

11 done here is rather artificially assumed that they all

12 did this thing, whatever it was, in an hour, so that you

13 would get 31,000 vehicles per hour to compare with

() 14 11,000 vehicles per hour.

15 Parsons Brinkerhof suggested that the

16 evacuation times are on the order of many hours, so that

17 the V over C would be on the order of a tiny fraction of

18 31,000 over 11,000, so that instead of being a number

19 like 2 or 2.4 such as you've gotten it is a number like
i

20 a half or something. And then the formula goes to the

21 fourth power. That is a very strong function.

22 Your 3.8 miles per hour just vanishes if you
|
|

23 do that calculation.

r''') 24 Is that right?
(/

25 WITNESS MORRIS 4 I'm afraid I didn't

O
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1 communicate very effectively. What I was trying to do

2 was take a segment, take within this five-mile ring. We,

,

3 have a series of roads that lead out and we have

4 capacities. The capacities vary all over the place. As

5 you saw in the tables where I referred to that 2560

6 vehicles per lane per hour, they have all kinds of

7 capacities.

8 All I'm doing is taking an average condition

9 and seeing what ar. cverage travel speed would be over a

10 sectioa of the roadkay, not all the wey through. All

11 right?

12 JUDGE S* dona I'm sorry. Capacities and

13 roadways do not appear to be things that have to do with
r

14 over a section of the roadway. They are, capacities

15 are, the number of vehicles that pass a given point per

16 hour. They aren't -- you know, a pipe has two

17 capacities, 50 gallons if it is a 50 foot long pipe, but

18 that doesn't mean that 50 gallons per hour passes any

19 point.

20 And highway capacities are vehicles per hour
;

21 at a point. They are not volume of vehicles over a

|
22 given stretch, or at least that is how I understand

. 23 them. Am I wrong?
I

,

24 WITNESS MORRIS: I beg your pardon, sir. The
J

25 capacity is treated as a link, and it is quite clear

i
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( }, 1 these are all links, and a link can be a half a mile, it j

2 can be ten miles. It depends where the roadway is

3 consistent in cross-section design, and you go from one

4 node to another, and at any point -- let's say the

5 capacity is 2,000 vehicles per hour. At any point along

6 thst link your capacity is 2,000 vehicles per hour, and

7 you are absolutely right in that respect. But it

8 applies to the entire link.

9 JUDGE SHON: I don't want to get inte arguing

10 with you, sir. It is obvious we don't quite understand

'

11 one another. It still seems clear to me that if you

12 say, I draw a circle and 30,000 vehicles must get out,

13 and that you then divide it by a highway capacity that

O
j/ 14 is 11,000 vehicles per hour, any number you must geti

15 implies these 30,000 vehicles must get out of that

16 circle in an hour.

17 I don't care whether you say, I treat a node

18 as having the same flow at every point that is

19 reasonable, or I treat a particular juncture as having

20 the flow. It seems to me that the number you obtain,

21 this 2.4, is s' number that applies only if the 31,000

22 vehicles tried to go through those highways whose

23 capacities, those nodes whose capacities, some 11,000 in

24 one hour.

25 WITNESS MORBIS. Well, quite clearly, sir,

O
,
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1 they would like to get through there in one hour. There |{'}
2 is no question about it. And if you have a ten-mile

3 distance to go, obviously people would like to cover

4 that ten miles within an hour.

5 All I'm saying, sir, is that I am using a

6 rate, vehicles per hour, and the rate can be at a

7 specific point or it can be over a link, as we point

8 out, with the capacity of the road. But the 31,681 cars

9 are trying to move out across that network, through

10 those links at that particular rate, and they obviously

11 would like to do it in less than an hour.

12 But it is a ratio, and the ratio is vehicles

13 divided by time.

(1 14 JUDGE SHON: No. It seems to me if you assign( ,

15 a time, like say for the next three days, when those

16 31,000 vehicles that are going to go out of that area,

17 they could do it calmly, stepping to eat' sandwiches on

18 the way, and there would be no time in which they would

19 particularly jam up.

20 If they are allowed four, five, six, eigh t

21 hours, as Parsons Brinkerhof has suggested, to get out

22 of this circle, there would be no time at which their

23 limiting speeds would be what you would calculate usin'g

() 24 the Parsons Brinkerhof formula you have given and the

25 number 2.4 that is that ratio, is that not correct?

O
s

,

|
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'

(]} 1 WITNESS MORRIS: I'm sorry, sir. The last

2 thing I want to do is atque with you, either. But I

3 would like to clarify this point if I possibly can.

4 You say that Parsons Brinkerhof has allowed

5 them six or eight hours, ye t they haven't allowed them
'

6 anything. Ihat is their bottom line, That is their

7 finding as to how long it would take them to get out.

8 That was not a given, okay?

9 JUDGE SHON: No, but if one makes a

10 calculation in the form of an iterative esiculation, you

11 come up with something at the end that is consistent

12 with what you put in at the beginning, everything is

13 fine. If you come out that your calculation says they

(,Q,e
<

14 all move out at 30 miles an hour and they all take 10

15 hours to do it, and when you enter a formula like this

16 one in an iterative fashion, you then come out that,

17 yes, if they all take ten hours to clear out, they can

18 all move at 30 miles per hour, then there is no

19 inconsistency a nd you have performed a sort 'of Newton's

to sethod calculation that doesn't bother anyone.

21 WITNESS HORRIS: Well, let me put this in

22 perspective if I can. I was asked the question, if you

23 divide the ten-mile distance that these people want to

) 24 go with my calculation of 3.2 to 3.8 miles per hour, how

25 long, I was asked, how long, Mr. Morris, would it take

O
t
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) 1 them to travel?
u

2 And obviously the time is three hours. And of

3 course, Parsons Brinkerhof has found seven to eight

4 hours. So this 3.2 to 3 8 miles per hour that the use

5 of these formulas leads to clearly is not a ludicrous

6 finding. You would raise it to the fourth power, as you

7 point out, and it has a dramatic effect, and the

8 drama tic ef f ect is that it gives you a speed in the

9 neighborhood of 3 to 3.5 miles per hour, and if you

10 could maintain that speed all the way through you would

11 do it in half the time that Parsons Brinkerhof

12 calculated.

13 JUDGE SHON: Well, it's clear that if you had

j/ 14 this ten miles to go and you went at three miles an

15 hour, according to your esiculation you would come to

16 the point that you needed three hours to clear them

17 out. And you say, how many cars per hour, 30,000, over

18 3 is 10,003.

19 You take your 10,000, your 85 percent ratio,
,

I
20 and recalculate to an iterative calculation of the sort

21 that I suggested. You are going to progress toward

22 something closer to Parsons Brinkerhof than toward what

23 You have come up with.

24 WITNESS HORRIS: In terms of total amount of |/'~)%j

25 time.
1

Ov
,

t

l
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1 JUDGE SHON: Yes.~)
2 WITNESS MORRIS: I have no argument, I have no

3 quarrel with their finding under ideal conditions. If

| 4 you don't have 10:idents, if you don't have ice so cars

- 5 get all over the road, and all of these sorts of things,

6 their minimum time I think is a reasonable one.

7 I have no quarrel with that, and I don't think

8 anything I have here is inconsistent with that, except I

9 say what this ell leads to, sir, is that they use this D

10 level of service for this low travel speed in order to

11 get at this poor weather condition situation, and what

12 they really should have used is an F level of service,

13 which has :ompletely different connotations and has very

() 14 significant impact in terms of the actual travel.

15 And you would find that, given these poor

18 conditions if you use level F rather than level D, it is

17 going to take far more time than Parsons Brinkerhof has

18 calculated for the bad conditions. The good conditions,

19 fine; no quarrel with thst.

20 JUDGE SHON: I'm sorry, sir. I didn't mean to

21 shut you off again, but I see nothing in your testimony

22 here or saw nothing in the calculation that you made

23 here that said anything about accidents, no snow, ice,

(''N 24 or anything like that.
v

25 WITNESS 50RRIS4 That 's exactly right. I make

O
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(~ 1 that point -- number four, I believe, or number five --
U)

2 that they do not take such things into consideration.

3 They're abnormal conditions, which we gloss over in

4 normal transportation planning, that they haven't

5 considered.

6 That's why I'm trying to focus on this F level

7 of service. That is what makes all the 'dif ference in

8 the world when you get into these kinds of conditions

9 where you have the unusual, which you have to plan for

to in a life and death situntion.

11 JUDGE SHON: Very wall.

12 Please go ahead, Mr. Brandenburg. I'm afraid

13 I didn't get very far.

O
(U) 14 HR. BRANDENBURG: Well, I'm not sure. You've

15 gotten f arther than I was, Judge Shon.

16 One moment.

17 (Counsel for Consolidated Edison conferring.)

18 BY HR. BRANDENBURG (Resuming)

19 Q 3r. Morris, just before you engaged in your

20 colloquy with Judge Shon I believe, if I understood you

21 correctly, you answered one of my questions with an
|

l
'

22 answer to the effect that wind conditions would preclude

23 the use of certain highway arteries for evacuation

) 24 purposes.

25 Can you explain to us a little more what you

O
.
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('T 1 meant by that?
Q/

2 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Well, it seems to me the
,

3 last thing in the world anyone wants to do is send

4 people out from this accident site in the same direction

5 in which the wind is blowing. That is the danger

6 direction, and the wind is going to be blowing from one

7 direction and you have to make your calculations

8 assuming that people aren't going to use that corridor,

9 which I guess is about 25 percent of your total circle

10 leading out from the center.

11 And quite clearly, it would not be proper

12 evacuation technique to send people where the danger

'
13 is.

p
(,;J 14 0 Are you f amilar with a document, sir, entitled

i
! 15 "NUREG-0654", which is entitled " Criteria for

16 Preparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency

17 Response Plans and Preparedness in Support of Nuclear

18 Power Plants"?

19 A (WITNESS HORRIS) I've heard of it, sir. I
i

20 haven't read it.

21 Q Is it your understanding that that document,

22 which is a guidance document for emergency planning,

23 directs that evacuation shall be based on a radial

|||| 24 dispersion from the site?

25 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Of course you base it on a

;
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1 radial dispersion, but that doesn't mean 360 degrees.

2 You obviously don't send people where the danger is.

3 0 Well, is it your understanding -- and maybe

4 you have none, and if' you d on 't please tell us you don' t

5 -- but is it your understanding that the evacuation

6 precepts of NUFEG-0654, the emergency planning document,

'

7 recommend a 360 degree' radial dispersion from the site,

8 on the assumption that evacuation will take place prior

9 to any release of radioactivity?

10 MR. HASSELL. Judge Glosson, I'm not sure

11 where this line is taking us. As I understand it, the

12 witness has already answered that in effect he's not

13 familiar with NUREG-0654. It's just not clear what this
-q
f ,/ 14 line is directed at.

15 JUDGE GLEASON: What is your question directed

18 to wa rd s , Mr. Brandenburg?

17 BY MR. BRANDENBURGs (Resuming)

18 0 Do you have any understanding, Mr. Morris, of

19 whether or not the evacuation concepts in NUREG-0654

20 contain within them the premise that certain directions

21 should be precluded from evacuation because of wind

!

22 conditions?
i

23 MR. BLUMs I will object to the question.

(O 2'

25

O

|
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/~N 1 JUD"E GLEASON: The objection is sustained.
V

2 LI MR. BRANDENBURGa (Resuming)

3 0 Now, I think you testified earlier, Mr.

' Morris, tha t you had reviewed certain portions of the4

5 testimony of Dr. Thomas Urbanek in this proceeding; is

8 that correct?

7 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Yes, sir.

8 0 Do you recall reading the portions that

S discuss the evacuation time estimates prepared by the

10 Consad Corporation? Ihat's C-o-n-s-a-d.

11 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, sir, I do not.

12 0 Do you have any familiarity with the

13 evacuation time estimates for the Indian Point site that

( 14 were prepared by the Consad Research Corporation?

15 A (WITNESS MOBRIS) No, sir.

18 0 Now, in connection -- do you recall whether or

17 not in your review of the Urbanek testimony in this

i 18 proceeding, do you recal Dr. Urbanek's testimony that it

19 was his understanding that Parsons Brinkerhof consulted

20 with the New York Department of Transportation in

21 connection with the preparation of their evacuation time

22 estimates?

2J A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, I don't recall that.

() 24 0 As a result of your review of Dr. Urbanek's

25 testimony, Mr. Morris, are you avara that Dr. Urbanek
l

O
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() 1 agreed with the approaches to evacuation time estimates

2 amployed by Parsons Brinkerhof?

3 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, I can't say that I am.

4 ER. BRANDENBURG I have no further questions,

5 Er. Chairman. If I have any remaining time, I would

. 6 yield it to the Power Authority.

7 HR. CZAJA: I have a few questions.

8 CROSS-EXAHINATION ON BEHALF

9 OF LICENSEE PASNY

10 BY MR. CZAJA:

11 Q Nr. Morris, am I to understand that the

12 purpose of your testimony here today is not to give your

13 opinion tha t the Parsons Brinkerhof evacuation time

( 14 estimates are not in compliance with the requirements of

15 NUREG-06547

16 A (HITNESS HORRIS) I have stated, sir, tha t I
x

17 don't know what those requirements are.

18 Q So you do not have an opinion on that subject

19 - one way or another?

20 A (WITNESS HORRIS) That is correct.

21 Q Now, in the portions of Dr. Urbanek 's

22 testimony that you read, did you read the portion in

23 which he stated that if he were grading Parsons

||| 24 Brinkerhof's efforts he would give them a grade of

25 excellent?

O
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1 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Do you mean the X marks?

2 0' Yes.

3 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, I saw that.

4 Q And did you agree with tha t? !

5 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, sir.
!

6 Q Dr. Urbanek was wrong in that?-

7 A (WITNESS MORRIS) That would be my opinion,

8 res, sir, quite clearly wrong.

9 0 And if the New York State Department of

10 Transportation concurred in Psrsons Brinkerhof's

11 estimates, they are wrong, too; is that correct?

12 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Absolutely.

13 Q So they are wrong, Urbanek's wrong, Parsons

|
14 Brinkerhof is wrong, and you're right?

15 A (WITNESS MORRIS) That is correct, yes, sir.

18 Q Let me just make one more attempt at what I

17 think Mr. Brandenburg and Judge Shon were sttempting to

18 get at. Looking at page 2 of your testimony, you told

| 19 Mr. Brandenburg that you do not know whether Parsons
|

|
<- 20 Brinkerhof used the formula that you quote in the case

21 where volume over capacity is greater than one; is that

| 22 correct?

23 A (WITNESS FORD) That was my testimony, yes.

hI 24 0 And in fact, when you do your numerical

25 application of the formula you arrive at a situation

O
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({} 1 where volume over capacity equals 2.4; is that correct?

2 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir, that is correct.

3 Q And if in fact Parsons Brinkerhof did not use

4 the formula in a situation where volume over , capacity is

5 greater than one, would your numerical example be

6 irrelevant to an assessment of Parsons Brinkerhof's

7 work?

'

8 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, sir.

9 Q Could you explain to me how it would be

10 relevant?

11 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes. It is relevant in that

12 it focuses on the fundamental issue that I was trying to

13 get across, and that is that you should be doing your

14 planning on the basis of a level of service F, and any V

15 over.C in excess of one represents a level of service

16 F. And whether the 2.4 is correct or 1.1 or 10.8, it

17 wouldn't matter.

| 18 The point I am trying to direct the attention

i 19 to is that a level of service F is the proper level to
|

20 be considered in the analysis, and Parsons Brinkerhof

21 didn't use it.

22 Q And if Parsons Brinkerhof were to testify that
|

23 under their analysis some portions of the network do

|||h 24 indeed operate at level of service F, they would be

l 25 incorrect?

! (^)
|
|
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1 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, I'm sure they would

2 testify to that. Certainly they have links that have V

3 over C in excess of one. That is not the issue. That

'

4 has nothing to do with the point I'm trying to make

5 here.

8 Q My question is simply, does a portion of the

7 network under Parsons Brinkerhof's model in fact operate

8 at level of service F?

9 A (WITNESS MORRIS) There are links that operate

10 at a level of service F, yes.

11 MR. CZAJA: I have no further questions,

12 Judge.
,

13 JUDGE GLEASON: Any questions, Mr. Kaplan?

| 14 CROSS EIAMINATION ON BEHALF

15 0F NEW Y3RK CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS

16 BY MR. KAPLAN:

17 Q Directing your attention to paragraph 5 of

18 your direct testimony, if, sir, a worst case condition

19 is unlikely, if a worst esse condition is unlikely, why

20 then do you argue that emergency evacuation should be

21 predicated upon a worst case rather than the most likely

22 case?

23 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, if we are planning for

h 24 m transportation system for normal day to day opera tion,

25 you use an average condition, and when we are designing

O
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() 1 for people to go to work in the morning and come home in

2 the evening,and so forth that's fine. There is no

3 critical element to that kind of planning.-

4 If we are planning for a life and death

5 situation, as you would be in the issue at hand today,

6 you obviously have to plan for a worst case condition

7 and you really thould develop a series of probabilities

8 as to what the likelihood is of your system breaking

9 downs What is the probability that you're going to have

10 accidents at your worst accident locations, and what is

11 the probability of an icing condition when cars get off

12 the road and the whole road is closed, and things like

13 that.

14 In a life and death situation you don't use

15 normal average everyday techniques.

16 Q Is your testimony, then -- or do you predicate

17 your judgment, then, on a failure of Parsons Brinkerhof

18 to look at those kinds of eventualities?

19 A (HITNESS MORRIS) Absolutely.

20 0 Did not Parsons Brinkerhof consider the impact

21 of accidents when they did their time projections?

22 A (WITNESS MORRIS) The only reference I see to

23 accidents is the blithe statement that, since there will

| || 24 be light traffic going in the opposite direction,

25 vehicles will be able to move around an accident when it

O
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4

1 occurs.

2 0 And isn't that the case?

3 A (WITNESS HORRIS) No, of course it's not the

4 case. First of all, how can you be sure that an

5 accident is going to be confined to a single lane? How

6 can you be sure that an accident won't tie up a whole

7 road?

8 ~ There are a whole series of situations that

9 can arise that call for a statistical analysis of

10 probabilities as to how much confidence do we have that

11 the ccaditions that Parsons Brinkerhof have arrived at

12 are actually going to take place. I think you have to

13 have some means of evaluating the probabilistic results

14 that they have before you can make a fair evaluation.

15 Q let me ask you, you used the term

16 "probabilistic." You're talking about the probabilities

17 of particular events occurring that haven't been planned

18 for? You're not talking about probabilistic

19 probabilities in an accident, of an accident at Indian

20 Point? You're talking about the probabilities of

21 blockages in the road, correct?

22 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Certainly.

23 Q Are you aware of the plans to provide tow

24 truck services and emergency vehicles to deal with

25 accident situations?

O
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(} 1 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I have seen ref erences to

2. that, yes.

:I Q Doesn't that deal with your -- doesn't that

4 begin to address itself to your concern?

5 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, if you can make sure

8 that the tow trucks are going to be located where the

7 accident is going to occur, yes. Where you have a

8 bumper to bumper situation, where the roads are jammed

9 and the emergency vehicles can't get to the location of

10 an accident -- and again, it is a matter of probability 5

11 how many emergency vehicles do you have, what is the

12 probability of having a certain number of accidents at a

13 certain time.
'

| 14 This can be done. There are statistical means |

15 of evaluating how likely it is that these conditions are

16 going to arise.

17 Q In looking at the evacuation analysis prepared

18 by Parsons Brinkerhof -- withdrawn.

19 In doing an analysis similar to the one

20 prepared by Parsons Brinkerhof, do you have an opinion

|
21 on how far out, how broad an area, based on that first

22 line in question 5 or paragraph 5, one would have to
.

23 consider highway capacity?

||
'

24 MR. CZAJAa Judge, I'm going to object at this

25 point.

+

v
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I

(} 1 JUDGE GLEASON: Mr. Kaplan, you I just think j

2 are incap able of participating in an adversarial type of

3 examination.

4 MR. KAPLAN If I may for the record, Judge, I

5 don't know what adversarial cross-examination is in this

e sense. And if I any state my position, I'm sure you

7 will respond to it and enlighten me.

8 I have a case to put in. Members of the City

9 Council have a point of view. We could put on many,

10 many, many, many, many witnesses to put in each little

11 bit of testimony. However, historically, in every other

12 adjudicative or investigative proceeding I am familiar

13 with -- now, you may have deeper and broader experience

14 than I -- it is appropriate -- there is no requirement

15 that the cross-examination be adversarial in the saense

16 that a litigant is precluded from eliciting information

17 that he or she wishes to predicate ultimate findings of

18 fact upon.

19 There are specific things in this testimony

20 that may not be offensive or adversarial to the case of
,

|

21 some other party, but that doesn't and should not limit,

22 I submit, my ability to elicit that information because

23 it is not in the narrowest sense adversarial and opposed

|||| 24 to the interest of the party who is offering that

25 testimony.

O
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() 1 I as not looking to reinforce the specific

2 testimony. I am looking for additional points that I
|

3 think -- in here, in the interstices of the direct.

4 So I would suggest, if~"adversarial" means

5 that I havs to have an interest adverse to Mr. Morris,

8 then I don't know whether or not the Board's limitation

7 is appropriate, and I would ask the Board to consider

8 that.

9 If I am not being clear I will try to do

10 better, but I think my point is clear.

11 MR. BLUM: If the Board's use of the term
4

12 "adversarial" is intended to =ontain an indication that

13 there is collusive cross-examination here, I would
l' O '

(,- 14 prefer that the accusation be made outright.

15 JUDGE GLEASON: Mr. Blum, the Board will make

16 its comments in what'ever kind of manner it cares to make

17 it comments. It doesn't need help from any party to

18 characterize them.
|

19 MS. VETERE: Your Honor, Westchester County

20 would.also seek clarification of the term

21 "non-adversarial."

22 There are questions I have that seek

23 clarification of different points that Mr. Morris has

|||h 24 raised. Westchester County has not hired expert in

25 traffic engineering and in other aeas, and we would like

O

I
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>

1 to bring out certain points through some of the other

2 witnesses. So I would like a clarification of the term

3 "non-adversarial."

# ,

4 JUDGE GLEASONt The Board will take a very
,

.

5 brief recess.'

. 6 (Recess.)'

7 -

8 .

9

10
-

11

12
,

13

14,

15 -

16
-

17
_

18

19

20 -

21
i

22

23
,

|@ 24

25

O
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() 1 JUDGE GLEASON: 'Let's go back on the record.

2 JUDGE SHON: Mr. Kaplan, I would like to ask

3 you something in the nature of an offer of proof.

4 Exactly where are you going? What holes do you intend

5 to fill in? If allowed to ask your series of questions,

6 what specific f acts do you believe they will bring out?

7 NB. KAPLANs In this particular testimony,

8 very clearly I believe that the nature of the planning

9 analysis -- and I believe this witness, or I would hope

10 this witness, because I haven't spoken with him, will

11 respond and give me the answers I want -- will show the

12 limitations on the Parsons Brinkerhof study in terms of

*
13 geography, that what the study fails to do is consider

14 the relationship of the road networks, that the planning

15 effort in its entirety has failed to consider the

16 relationship of the communities outside of the ten-mile

17 EPZ, possibly outside of a 20-mile or a 39-mile area ,

18 such that an accident 30 miles from here will f orce an F

19 level on the entire road network, because if you have

20 cars lined up bumper to bumper to bumper you can't go

21 anywhere.

22 I think this witness will tell us that there

23 will be no traffic moving, and thereby the evacuation

|||| 24 and time estimates are in and of themselves inadequate.

25 Why am I interested in that? Because one of

O
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.

() 1 the points I have made consistently and had witnesses

2 t es tif y to'is the failure to communicate through the

3 planning apparatus, the response apparatus, with the

4 surrounding communities, in particular New York City,

5 but I suspect that the point would apply generally as

6 vell.

7 I believe this witness' testimony -- that tha t

8 point is inherent in part of what he says in his

9 direct. I have no opportunity, other than to ask Mr.

10 Drskovski here, who isn't here right now. Mr. Benneck I

11 didn't have the opportunity to cross and he may not come

12 back.

13 This is the appropriate witness, other than us

14 putting on another traffic expert who has evaluated the

15 Parsons Brinkerhof program.

16 fow, that is not adversarial, but it is a

17 relevant point. .

18 JUDGE GLEASON: It is all direct testimony,

19 Mr. Kaplan.

20 HR. KAPLAN4 It's not here.

21 JUDGE GLEASON: I say it is direct testimony

22 and this is not your witness to put on direct

23 testimony. You had a chance to put on direct testimony

|||| 24 all the week of March the 1st.

25 MR. KAPLAN: It's my understanding, Judge
.

O
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() 1 Gleason, that it's appropriate to make one's case in NRC

- 2 proceedings through the utilization of-cross-examination

3 of other people's witnesses.

# 4 JUDGE GLEASON4 We have put a restriction to a

5 degree on that by requiring you , if you 're goino to

6 cross-examine, to be adversarial with your

7 cross-examination. ,

8 HR. KAPLAN: Even if what is given --

9 JUDGE GLEASON4 Even if it is something not

to talked about by the witness himself or by --

11 HR. KAPLANa Does that mean -- so I understand

12 it, does that mean that I cannot ask Dr. Davidoff --

13 JUDGE GLEASON: I might say, we have a

14 disagreement on the Board on this.

15 MR. KAPLAN: Well, maybe we should air it for

16 the record, because it may be a point for future

17 litigation.

18 JUDGE GLEASON: Well, it could be. Lots of

19 things could be.

20 MR. KAPLAN: The point is, if Dr. Davidoff is

21 going to be testifying for New York State, I cannot --

22 it is not appropriate, because he is not my witness, he

23 is a witness of New York State, to ask him questions

|||h 24 about communications that he had with New York City

25 officials, because I could have put on the New York City
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() 1 officials?

,2 JUDGE GLEASONa I don't really want to rule

3 about anything in advance, Mr. Kaplan. All I'm doing is

# 4 talking about your questions up to this point with

5 respect to cross-examining this witness and the last

6 one.

7 MR. KAPLANs Well, the last one I think may be
.

8 a different situation. But this witness, the burden

9 that you are throwing on each individual Intervenor,

10 then, each individual, I guess, Interested State, is to

11 produce all of their own experts, and that we are

12 effectively precluded, precluded from cross based upon
/

13 your definition of "adversarial." Because the only way

14 it would be adversarial is if we disagreed with

15 everything he said.

16 JUDGE GLEASON: That is a conclusion that I do

17 not necessarily agree with.

18 MR. KAPLANa Can you give me some guidance,

to then, as to what you mean by "adversarial"?

20 JUDGE GLEASON Well, just go read any

21 textbook on cross-examination and you will find the

22 definition.

23 MR. KAPLANa There's none that requires

|||h 24 cross-examination to be adversarial.

25 MS. POTTERFIELDa Judge Gleason, I've read

|

|

|
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() 1 several textbooks and I'm concerned about --

2 JUDGE GLEASON4 Excuse me, I'm talking to Mr.

3 Kaplan, please.

4 MR. KAPLAN4 Could you direct me to a

5 textbook, sir, that illustrates your point?

6 JUDGE GLEASON: M r. Kaplan , I'm going t o'

7 suggest that you proceed with questions and I will rule-

8 on them as they come up.

9 JUDGE SHON: As the Board presently

10 understands, you're going to ask this witness a series,

11 a rather limited series we hope, of questions that will

12 show that condition F will exist in most of the highways

13 because of accidents and other such thin's at distanceso

14 up to and including those distances which Nav York City

15 is from the plant, is that the idea?
.

16 MR. KAPLAN That's right, or outside of the

17 ten -mile EPZ , which would mean that se would not

18 necessarily have to have a distance from the plant; we
|
'

19 would merely have to have a distance outside of the

20 planning zone. In other words, it could be ten miles
!

21 from the outer limit of the ten-mile EPZ because that's

22 the area tha t we tre discussing, yes.

23 But that is functionally what I want to

|||h 24 inquire into.

25 (Board conferring.)

Ow_
;
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G 1 JUDGE GLEASON: Go ahead. Try it, Mr.D
2,Kaplan.

,

!

3 ER. KAPLANs I'm going to try to do this very

4 quickly.

5 BY MR. KAPLANs (Resuming)

6 Q Hr. Morris, y*4 t ' ve hea rd the colloquy we' ve

7 just had.

8 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir.

O Q So you're familiar with the poin't that I am

10 hoping you will be able to make, based upon your

11 expertise?

12 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir.

13 0 You have analyzed the Parsons Brinkerhof plan

14 and are f amiliar with its use of road networks,

'

15 correct?
,

16 A (WITNESS 50RRIS) Yes, sir.

17 Q Is it your professional opinion that an

18 accident outside of the road network that they have
i
l 19 analyzed, beyond the 10-mile or 12-mile or 15-mile area

20 that is part of their analysis -- do you have an opinion

21 as to whether an accident, a serious accident, a

22 road-blocking accident, say 20 miles from the plant and

23 10 miles outside of the EPZ itself on a major artery, do

g 24 you have an opinion as to what impact that kind of.

1
1

25 accident might have on traffic flow within the area

O'
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(} 1 modeled by Parsons Brinkerhof?

2 A (WITNESS 50RRIS) Well, it's really something-

3 that needs'to be modeled. Obviously, an accident

4 outside of the ten-mile area vill have an impact. The

5 distance is something that you can't respond to with

6 specificity without actually testing it. It depends

7 upon how far away you are.

8 0 Are you finished?

9 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir.

10 0 If you were modeling the situation or taking

11 one of the models where we are talking about -- and now ,

,c

12 I'm going to show my lack of f amiliarity with the E's

13 and the F's -- if we were talking abocy a situation in
| 14 which there was a very high level of capacity, meaning

15 that cars were -- and I hope I'm using this right --

16 close together, coing at a fairly slow rate because they

17 are close together, and the area is densely packed in

|
18 that~10 or 15-mile area, as a general proposition what

19 would be the impact of the road blockage 15 or 20 miles

20 from the plant if we are hypothesizing a density, a very

21 high density?

22 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, it is what the Highway,

|

23 Capacity Manualefers to as a jammed condition. That is

|||| 24 what is meant by level of service F, and that is why

25 level of service F as an initial input is so important
.

|
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() 1 in this study. The systen becomes jammed.

2 0 If we are using a D or an E, which I believe

3 you said are posited by Parsons Brinkerhof, as the

4 parameters and there was a serious accident 10 miles

5 beyond the EPZ, which is 20 miles from the plant or 25

6 miles from the plant on an artery that was a major

7 artery, do you have an opinion as to whether or not that

8 would result in F?

9 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Well, I'm really not

10 prepared to respond to that. Obviously, you can create

11 an F level condition with an accident outside the

12 ten-mile zone. But as to a specific distance, without

13 actually making the network assignment I can't answer.7x_

k~ 14 0 Do you believe that, as an expert on traffic

15 patterns and traffic control planning, that in order for

16 there to be any confidence in the validity of the

17 Parsons Brinkerhof estimates one would have to, one

18 would be obligated to, model the impact of serious

! 19 accidents beyond 10 or 15 miles to deal with the

20 situation we were just discussing?

21 A (WITNESS MORRIS) You certainly should include

22 that in your analysis, accidents beyond the ten-mile

23 zone, certainly.

j h 24 0 And therefore you would evaluate a plan that
l
' 25 does not do that as inadequate to deal with the

O
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{} 1 possibilities of emergency responses?

2 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Yes, I would.

3 MR. KAPLAN: Thank you.

4 I have no further questions. -

5 55. VETERE: I have a few questions, Your

6 Honor.

7 JUDGE GLEASON: Go ahead, Ms. Vetere.

8 CROSS-EXAMINATION ON BEHALF

9 0F WESTCHESTER COUNTY

10 BY HS. VETERE

11 Q Good afternoon, Mr. Morris.

12 Are you aware of a revision in the Westchester

13 County plan that calls for early dismissal of school
f. ,

(- 14 children in the early stages of an emergency and makes

15 it possible for school buses to transport children home

16 before an avacuation is ordered?

17 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Yes, I'm familiar with that

18 in a general way.

19 Q Ny question is, would this ravision have any

20 effect on the traffic patterns and on the traffic time

21 estimates as contemplated under the Parsons Brinkerhof

22 plan?

23 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Yes. It changes the basic
|

|||| 24 inputs of the plan. You need a new analysis. You have

25 a different set of conditions, you have different travel

()I

:
!
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[}
1 patterns as a result of this change, and you need a new

2 analysis.

3 0 In your opinion, should the potential effects

4 on evacuation time estimates be looked into?

5 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, they certainly should.

6 0 To tae best of your knowledge have these

7 potential effects been considered by the consultants to

8 the Licensees in developing this plan?

9 A (WITNESS MORRIS) To my knowledge, no, they

10 have not.

11 0 Are you aware that under the evacuation plan

12 there are predesignated road routes which the residents

13 in the ten-alle zone should follow?

h 14 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, arterial, primary and

15 secondary; is that what you're referring to?
.

16 0 I believe so.

17 A (WITNESS MORRIS) We are on the same

18 w av elen gt h , if that is what you mean, yes.

19 0 Are you aware of a poll that was conducted by

20 Roger Seasonwein in which 56 percent of the residents

21 said that they would not follow the predesignated road
|

22 routes and that they would leave the best way they knew

23 how?

|||| 24 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I haven't seen that poll,

25 no.

O
,
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() 1 0 Assuming that there were a large number of the

2 residents in the ten-mile zone who would not follow the.

3 predesignated road routes, what ef|fect would this have

4 on the evacuation time estimates?

5 A (VITNESS MORRIS) Well, I don't think you can

6 answer that question without testing it. You need to

7 test a network that would include all possible routes.

8 There are obviously tradeoffs. You take some cars off

9 your main routes and put them on secondary or even

10 tertiary roads and obviously that reduces the number of

11 vehicles on the main roads, but then it creates

12 additional problems, particularly when you try to bring
.

13 these vehi=les eventually back onto the main roads.

14 Then you have this conflict that I referred to in my

15 report that is not considered by Parsons Brinkerhof.

16 That is your intersection analysis.

17 Q And do you think these potential effects

18 should be studied by the consultants to the Licensees in

19 preparing an emergency response plan?

20 HR. CZAJA I'm going to object. This

| 21 question is hypothetical, Judge. Parsons Brinkerhof has
!

l 22 prepared their report. Whatever changes have occurred

23 -- I don 't understand where the question is going.

|||| s 24 JUDGE GLEASON: Where is the question going,

25 Ms. Vetere?

O
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,

.

(3 1 MS. VETERE: Well, Roger Seasonwein isV
2 presenting testimony that a large number of residents

3 would not follow the predesignated road routes. What I

4 am trying to show is that the consultants did not
_.

5 consider this.in their time estimates, and I am asking

6 Mr. Morris his opinion of whether they should have been

7 consulted.

8 JU DGE GLEASON What is the answer?

9 WITNESS MORRISs Yes. Obviously, there is a

10 limit to the number of networks you can evaluate, but

11 clearly I think it is unrealistic to assume that

12 everybody is going to follow a predetermined path, and I

13 think that you should consider alternatives that are not

14 restricted to just those predetermined paths.

15 MS. TEIERE: Thank you. I have no further

16 questions.

17 JUDGE GLEASON: Does anybody else have any

18 cross?

19 ER. HASSELLs I don't.

20 JUDGE GLEASON: Any redirect?

21 HR. BLUE: Yes, sir.

22 REDIRECT EIAMINATION ON BEHALF

23 0F INTERVENORS UCS/NYPIRG

|||h 24 BY MR. BLUM:

25 0 Mr. Morris, you recall earlier when Judge Shon

I
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(} 1 was questioning you?

2 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, I do.

3 Q Do you also recall that you were not able to

4 get your point across very well?
..

5 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I didn't do a very good job,

6 no, sir.

7 Q Do you think it might be done better making

8 reference to the diagram?

9 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I think that might be

10 helpful if I can.

11 Q Would you please do so.

12 A (WITNESS MORRIS) The diagram that is referred

13 to is a drawing I prepared. It is taken directly from

14 the *, and it shows the correlation between tra vel

15 speeds and travel volumes -- traffic volumes, I''m sorry.

16 And as that diagram indicates, if you start

17 with the upper lefthand corner, where you are at a level

18 of service A, the volumes of course are quite low and

19 the travel speeds are high. And as you increase the

20 volume of traffic on a road network, your speed drops

21 and ultimately reach a point, as the turn-back point on

22 that curve indicates, which is the capacity.

23 Beyond that point you can't get any more

||h 24 vehicles. When you try to add additional vehicles, you

25 double back on yourself, so to speak, and that is where

O
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O 1 You get into level of service F. And as I have

2 indicated there, the level of service F actually

3 corresponds with all of the other levels from A through

4 E. I have indicated where level D would come in the
,

5 level F range.

6 And the implications are quite profound if you

7 are making an analysis where you have as intat in a

8 worst case condition level of service F rather than

9 level of service D.

10

11

12

13

14

15
.

16 '

17

18

'

19

20

21
'

22

23

24

25

O
I
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1 If you start with the section of that curve^

%)]
2 where level F is designated below th e level D, then as

3 you add traffic you proceed downward to the left, to the

4 limiting point of the curve, where you actually had

5 zero. That is your jam conditions, where nothing moves.

6 Now if you start with the level of service D,

7 the upper pa rt of that curve, and then you add volume to

8 it, you cose around past E and enter into a higher level

9 of F, and this is where Parsons-Brinkerhoff does get

10 their levels of service F on certain links.

11 But by starting with that level D they come up

12 with a much better condition than if they had made the

13 proper assumption that in a worst case condition you are

|fh 14 going'to be starting at level F and as you increase

15 traffic on there you are going to be heading down to the

18 left toward that ultimate jam condition.

17 HR. CZAJA: Judge, just so we have a clear

18 record, can we have this document marked? I don't think

19 it has been marked -- the document the witness has

20 referred to in this answer.
~

21 HR. BLUM: This would now be NYPIRG Exhibit

22 11.

23 JUDGE GLEASON: That will be identified as

g 24 UCS-NYPIRG 11.

25 (The document referred to

}
:

!
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|

C 1 was marked UCS-NYPIRG

2 Exhibit Number 11 for

3 identification.)

4 BY MR. BLUMa (Resuming)

5 Q Mr. Morris, you testified earlier that you had

6 no quarrel with Parsons-Brinkerhoff using capacity

7 corresponding to level of service E for their optimistic

8 load time estimates, is that correct?

9 A (VITNESS MORRIS) That is correct.

10 Q What is your opinion of using level of service

11 D capacity factors associated with level of service D or

12 those capacity factors minus 20 percent as the upper

13 bound, high time, pessimistic estimate?

14 A (WITNESS MORRIS) That is the point I was

15 trying to make. That does not give you a realistic

16 condition. It gives you an optimistic condition and

17 does not represent what actually would' occur when you

18 would begin with level of service F rather than level

19 D.

20 0 How would you describe what would occur?

21 A (WITNESS MORRIS) With level of service F7

22 0 Yes.

23 A (WITNESS MORRIS) You would have, as the

h 24 Highway Capacity Manual says, jammed conditions and you

25 would have some rather serious problems in terms of Q

O
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() 1 accumula'clons, in terms of your impacts at

2 intersections, the whole system backing up, and by the

3 time that the queues would be released, vehicles, rather

4 would be released from the queue, you would have

5 coitsiderably longer travel time clearing away from the

6 subject site than ander the conditions assumed by

7 Parsons-Brinkerhoff.

8 Q Is it your testimony that that condition might

9 be better simulated using capacities associated with

10 level of service A, B, or C, as opposed to D?

11 A (WITNESS HORRIS) No. I would level of

12 service F, not use A, B, or C. I think what you are

13 asking is would I assume a lesser capacity.

I 14 0 Yes, that is what I intended to ask.

15 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Yes, I would assume a lesser

16 capacity, but it would be on the F portion of the curve,

17 not A, B, or C. This has been done, by the way. The

13 West Side Highway in New York was analyzed on the basis

19 of level of service F, with B over Cs in excess of one.

20 It is not an unusual kind of approach to a capacity

21 situation.

22 0 Well, the problem I have is level of service F

23 could seem to use capacities corresponding to A, B, C,

|||| 24 or D. Is that correct?

25 A ( WITNESS HDRRIS) It would give you volumes

- [~)
| %/

.
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1 that would correspond the same, but the travel speeds{}
2 would be considerably lover.

3 Q Tes, I know that. Does analyzing it in what

4 you call analyzing it in level of service F qive you a

5 var of choosing which volume to use -- the one

6 corresponding to A, B, C, or D?

7 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sure. You can start at

8 the upper level of F toward E, and as you add traffic

9 you back down until you get to volumes that cCrrespond

10 with A, B, or C.

11 0 So there is a proper methodology for doing

12 that?

13 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir.

||h 14 Q Did Parsons-Brinkerhoff employ that proper

15 methodology?

16 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, they did not.

17 (Pause.)

18 0 Is your major problem with the nethodology

19 they used that they arbitrarily picked D as a starting

20 point?

21 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, that's right.

22 0 Are you aware of the portion on cross

23, examination you were asked about Dr. Urbanek's

|||g 24 testimony. Do you recall?

25 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes.

O
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1 0 Are you aware of the portion of his testimony

2 where Dr. Urbanek said there was no technical basis for

3 choosing level of service D as the basis for a

4 pessimistic time estimate?

5 MR. CZAJA I would like a reference to that

6 page in Dr. Urbanek's testimony.

7 HR. BLUM It is on pages -- I believe pages

8 2020 through 2022 of the transcript of June 24, 1982.

9 HR. CZAJAa I think the way the question

10 should be put, Judge, if he wants to show him that

11 testimony and ask him if he is familiar with it and not

12 to browbest him.

13 JUDGE GLEASONs Let's lay a foundation, Mr.

14 Blum.

15 BY MR. BLUM: (Resuming)

16 0 Do you recall reading these passages on pages

17 2020 through 2022 of the June 24, 1982, transcript of

18 these hearings?

19 MR. CZAJAa Let me just say for the record

20 that the bottom of page 2021 Er. Urbanek says something

21 directly contrary to what Mr. Blum assumed in his

! 22 original question.

23 WITNESS 50RRIS4 Well, in any event, I don't

gg|g 24 recall reading it.
~

25 HR. BLUMa Well, I guess the transcript will

|
*

!
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(} 1 speak for itself.

2 (Pause.)

3 MR. BLUMa Well, maybe we should clear it up* .

4 now.
.

5 BY MR. BLUM: (Resuming)

6 0 Could you read, beginning here. Just begin

*

7 with " Witness Urbanek" on page 2021.

8 A (WITNESS MORRIS) You want me to read it aloud

9 or read it to myself?

10 0 Why don't you read it aloud.

11 A (WITNESS MORRIS) You tell me when to stop.
~

12 0 Okay.

13 A (WITNESS MORRIS) " Witness Urbanek: The

h 14 technical basis for doing it all, going back to

15 NUREG-0654, which is the guidance that the licensee must

16 follow, spacifies capacity. Capacity would be level of

17 service E and we know that that capacity will only exist

18 if certain conditions are met.

19 "There is the basis for reducing that--

20 capacity is not given anywhere in NRC guidance and the

21 licensee has no instructions to do that. So basically

22 -- and I as not aware of anything that would suggest

23 that that is exactly the right number, but if we look

|||g 24 st, again, experience --

25 " Judge Carters Excuse me. The question was
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() 1 Is there any technical basis for it. You have answered

2 it so far by saying that it is not required by the NUREG
j

l
3 and now you are going into your experience. Is your '

# l

4 experience related to the technical basis? I am trying

5 to keep you to an answer to the question, if I

6 understand the question correctly.

7 "Mr. Blus Yes, that is the question, Your

8 Honor.

9 " Witness Urbanek. There is a technical basis

10 for my conclusion that it is reasonable. There is not

11 in the record -- and I do know what that basis -- I do

12 not know what that basis -- well, I do know the basis.

13 The basis that the licensee used is stated in their

14 report as the recommendation of the New York State

15 Department of Transportation, so they were going along

16 with a noted authority in the State to use that."

17 0 Thank you. Are Dr. Urbanek's conclusions

18 mentioned in those two pages consistent with your own?

19 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, I would say so.

20 0 You mentioned earlier under cross examination

21 that access onto the major roads was a problem that was

22 not adequately considered. Could you elaborate on that,

23 please?

|||| 24 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes. The constraint on

25 travel in a network where you have intersections is not

f ()
i
t

i

i
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(} 1 the link itself but the intersections which can be at

2 the nCdes or can be anywhere along the link,

3 particularly where you have very heavy volumes of

4 traffic on the main road and vehicles try to come in

5 from the side road.

6 That is where your constraint occurs.

7 Parsons-Brinkerhoff assumes that the people coming in

8 from the side roads are just going to wait until the end

9 of the line and eventually get out onto the main road.

10 I don't think that is realistic. We have enough

11 experience with unusual _ circumstances where you have

12 very serious problems in terms of people's reaction to

13 constraints, to people trying to cut in line, to these

14 interferences with traffic flow.

15 And to just ignore that particular aspect is

16 clearly improper.

17 Q Is this problem -- does this occur differently

18 with regard to the three types of roads -- the

19 secondaries, primaries and art 3 rials?

20 A (WITNESS MORRIS) The problem would be

21 principally on the primaries, which will be the most

22 heavily used roads, with vehicles trying to enter onto

23 those primaries. But anywhere, even where you have an

|||| 24 intersection, that situation occurs and that is what

25 needs to be evaluated -- the impact of those constraints

t
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() 1 on travel through the intersection on total travel time.

2 0 Would you elaborate on your earlier statements

3 that the consideration of accidents and so forth ought

4 to be considered probabilistically?

5 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Surely. The State

6 Department of Transportation obviously know where the

7 high accident locations are. Everybody keeps accident

8 records. There are certain places where accidents are

9 more likely to occur than others, and they also keep

to records of the accident rates in terms of the number of

11 accidents and their severity per million vehicle miles

12 or per hundred million vehicle miles.

13 And built into an appropriate analysis for a

f 14 situation of this kind would be the likelihood o : these

15 accidents occurring during this evaluation period, where

is they would be most likely to occur, and wha t the eff ects

17 would be in terms of restraint on travel and additional

18 travel time.

19 0 Were these prospective accidents considered by

20 Parsons-Br'inkerhoff in their study?

21 HR. CZAJA: Judge, I'm going to object. We're

| 22 now going into testimony which, if he was going to

23 offer, he should have offered as direct testimony. We

|||| 24 have had the licensees' limited cross. We then had Mr.

25 Kaplan's so-called cross in which this probabilistic

,
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,

{} 1 notion came up, and now Mr. Blum is bringing them up.

2 If this witness wanted to offer this model, it

3 should have been in the direct testimony.

4 JUDGE GLEASON M r. Blum, say something.

5 MR. BLU5: To the witness or to the Board?

6 JUDGE GLEASON: No, to the Board. Answer that

7 question, please.

8 MR. BLUM: Well, I believe this is redirect.

9 It is very close in the area of what was being discussed

10 before about the ways in which the simple input of a

11 level of service D was not adequate to take care of the

12 pessimistic condition and the witness had gone through

13 at some length as to accid'ents and weather conditions

f 14 and other things that nesded to be specifically analyzed

15 as part of calculating the pessimistic time estimate.

16 JUDGE GLEASON: And your question again was --

17 what was your question?

18 MR. BLUMs The quest.* on was whether

19 Parsons-Brinkerhoff had adequately or in any way taken

20 account of the likelihood of accidents.

21 JUDGE GLEASON: How many times do we have to
!

| 22 have that testimony in?

23 MR. BLUMa Does the witness recall having

gg|| 24 answered that previously?

; 25 WITNESS MORRIS: Yes, I believe I did.

O
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/~' 1 MR. BLUM: All right. I will withdraw the l
% <) |

2 question, Your Honor.
.

3 JUD3E GLEASONs I might say I recall it

4 several times.

5 3Y MR. BLUMt (Resuming)

6 0 I believe you, Mr. Morris, also testified

7 about a false sssumption of perfect balance. Could you
.

8 elaborate on that, please?

9 A (HITNESS MORRIS) Sure. I don't believe I

10 said " perfect balance". What I said was an assignment

11 is made to a road network and then the constraints are

12 noted and that affects the tesvel time on certain links,

13 and adjusting those travel times through another network

fh 14 assignment gives a different distribution.

15 And going through this iteration several times

16 you arrive at a distribution of trips through a network

17 which would be most likely to result in normal

18 circumstances. This is a typical transportation

19 planning technique. This is if we are planning for

I 20 peopl'e to commute to work in White Plains or whatever
|

21 and we know that people tend to find the least congested

22 route and that the system tends to some degree to

23 provide some balance.

||| 24 In an emergency situation obviusly this does
,

) 25 not apply. The people are going to take a road which
|

O
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(} 1 they perceive to be the best one, whether it turns out

2 to be or not. They have no possibliity of going back

3 and starting over and finding a less congested roote,

4 and so there should be no balancing of the network.

5 There should be no iterations. There should be just one

6 assignment to the network and see what happens then and

7 evaluate the situation on that basis.

8 0 Are you aware of whether or not

9 Parsons-Brinkerhoff dealt with the problem of gridlock?

10 MR. CZAJA: I would object again, Judge. This

11 is something that should have been in the direct

12 testimony, if we are now going into this. This wasn't

13 raised on cross.

f| 14 MR. BLUM Again, it was raised on cross, not

15 under the word " gridlock", but he was impesched and

16 attacked for what basis he would have for questioning

17 the adequacy of level of service D as a pessimistic

18 bound, and this is one of his bases for that.

19 JUDGE GLEASON: Go ahead. Rcspond to the

20 question, Mr. Morris.

21 WITNESS MORRIS: The Parsons-Brinkerhoff study

22 did not address the issue of gridlock.

23 BY MR. BLUMa (Resuming)

|||| 24 Q Do you have any basis for believing that
,

25 gridlock might be a significant problem?

|

()
,

|
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1

(} 1 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes. When you are talking

2 about level of service F, that is what gridlock is. It
'

3 is jammed conditions and nothing moves, and that needs

4 to be analyzed.

5 0 Do you recall what assumptions

e Parsons-Brinkerhoff made about motorists wanting to get

7 onto an evacuation route but having cars continuously

8 going in front of them on that route?

9 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Your question is do I recall

10 how they addressei that point?

11 0 Yes.

12 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes. They said that the

13 cars waiting to get on the main route would wait until

|| 14 the end of the line and then that they would be the last

15 ones out.

16 Q Do you believe that is a realistic assumption?

17 MR. CZAJAa Objection. Asked and answered.

18 MR. BLUM: This has not been asked.

19 MR. CZAJA: I am making the objection. It has

20 been asked and answered.

21 JUDGE PARISs Do you remember answering it?

22 WITNESS MORRIS Well, more or less.

23 BY MR. BLUM: (Resuming)

gggg 24 0 The specific question of whether tnat was a

25 realistic assumption, did you answer that question?

O
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(J3
1 A (WITNESS HORRIS) I did not answer that

2 question, I don't think, and no, it is not a realistic

3 assumption.

4 MR. BLUM: I have no further questions.

5 JUDGE GLEASON: Does the Staff have any cross

6 exsmination?
,

7 MR. HASSLES No, we do not.

8 BOARD EXAMINATION

9 BY JUDGE SHON:

10 0 I just want to get a quick idea of the kind of

11 influence you would expect to have -- these -

12 considerations to have on time scale.

13 Parsons-Brinkerhoff told us, if I am not mistaken, and

j| 14 Dr. Urbanek did too, that one could make a calculation

15 of the sort they did and discover that.there were jams

16 at certain spots and then by queuing calculations take

17 care of the jams and allow them to clear off.

18 And then they got times on the order of

19 magnitude of a few hours -- hours, at any rate -- to

20 clear the area, the considerations that you mentioned --

21 condition F, for example, or gridlock.

22 In my own experience just driving a car, and I

23 ha,ve never seen these things persist for, say, six hours

gg|) 24 or eight hours or such. If the calculations they made

25 suggested that you could evacuate a place in the order

O
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1 of five or six hours, would you expect that

2 considerations such as you mentioned -- that is, wrecks

3 at distances further than they calculated, for

4 example -- would make this time scale estimate wrong by

5 a factor of two?

6 Would it, instead of taking five hours, take

7 ten or twelve? In other words, is this"a vast mistake

8 they made or are they off by that kind of a number?

9 A (WITNESS HORRIS) Well, Your Honor, I am not

10 prepared to provide a specific factor. I do think it is

11 significant. I would point out that while I neither

12 have I observed a six to eight hour gridlock, so to

| 13 speak, I have been involved within the past month in a

d|hh 14 four-hour delay and when we have heavy snowstorms in

15 Washington it is not unusual to have two, three and more

16 hour delays.

17 You can get that kind of a gridlock in the
i

l 18 District of Columbia. But I would say that the

is difference, specifically to answer you question, the

20 difference would be significant and I think it is one

| 21 that needs to be tested. I don't think -- obviously I

22 can't say a factor of two or a f actor of four or

23 whatever, but I would think it would be quite

gggg 24 substantial and I think it needs to be tested.

25 It hasn't been tested, obviously, and I don't

O
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1 think anybody can aake a reasonable decision without

2 knowing just what the implications are of such a

3 situation.

4 JUDGE SHON: I see. Thank you. That's all.

5 BY JUDGE PARISL

6 0 Mr. Horris, could I get you to summarize for

7 se the more important assumptions that

8 Parsons-Brinkerhoff have made that you think'are

9 important to the outcome, which you think are invalid?

10 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Yes, sir. I think their

11 assumption that level of service D is an appropriate

12 starting point for determining a worst case condition is

13 a very arbitrary assumption. level of service D and the

14 20 percent factor is clearly inappropriate. You

15 obviously have to start with level of service F or a

18 worst case condition.

17 I think the fact that they have used,

18 generally speaking, normal conditions and normal

19 conditions clearly will not prevail in a situation of

20 this kind. It is fine for day-to-day transportation

21 planning. -

22 0 Why do you say -- you said that several

23 times. Why do you say that normal conditions clearly

|
24 will not prevail under these circumstances?

!

25 A (WITNESS MORRIS) Let me give an illustration,
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1

(} 1 if I may, sir. You will recall a few years ago we had a

2 gasoline shortage in certain areas. I don't know if you

3 had it here. The larger cities in the east certainly

4 had it, where people had to wait as much as an hour to

5 get to the gas pump and there were long lines of cars

6 waiting to get to the gas pump.

7 And somebody would try to cut into line. Now

8 I read in the paper about actual shootings in situations

9 lik e this. I certainly know from experience people got

10 in fights, fistfights, when somebody tried to cut in.

11 These are the kinds of conditions when people are

12 running for their lives where you have a major arterial

13 jammed bumper-to-bumper and people are trying to cut in

14 at every intersection and people don't want anybody

15 cutting in front of them.

16 You are familiar with Murphy's law -- what can

17 go wrong will go wrong. Clearly things are going to go

18 vrong. You are not going to have a normal situation.

19 Well, you can, as I say. There are optimisti: case, I

20 think it is quite a reasonable one. If nothing goes

21 wrong, the fore:ast is fine.

22 But I would hate to see a life or death

23 situation planned on the assumption that there aren 't

|||| 24 going to be accidents. They say if it is icy -- snow or

25 ice on the road -- that is going to slow people down.

O
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(}
1 Well, sure it is going to slow people down, but it's

2 also going to send cars into skids, going off the road,

3 blocking lanes and so forth.

4 You have to take this into consideration. I

5 think the only way an intelligent decision can be made

6 is through this probabilistic analysis that I m'entioned,

7 where they can say we have 95 percent confidence that

8 such-and-such conditions are going to occur, given the

9 situation with wind conditions and all the rest -- wha t

10 they are.

11 I think you have to have this whole range and

12 not to assume that you 're not going to have any of these

t 13 things go wrong. To me, it is like designing a building,

f 14 and assuming, well, the beams will probably hold up and

15 maybe one or two will fall down, but on an average it is

16 not likely. You don't design a building like that

17 beca use it is a matter of life and death.

18 You make sure that that building is going to

19 stand up. You have an adequate f actor of safety. You

20 have to have the same thing in this kind of analysis.
t

l

21 It is not a routine kind of situation that you just

22 assume normal conditions. Some things are going to go

23 wrong.

|| 24 What is the probability that you are going to

25 have a major accident on you main arterial? You know

|
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(} 1 what the accidents are, you know where your high

2 accident locations are. Make a calculation. Do a

3 statistical analysis. What is the likelihood of that

4 happening? I would not want to make a decision on the

5 assumption that nothing is going to go wrong.

6 The worst case they have here is bad weather,

7 and the bad weather just means that people drive

8 slower. I don't think that is realistic. I don't think

9 that is a safe way to evaluate a condition where peoplo

10 are fleeing for their lives.

11 Q Okay. Did you finish listing the major

12 assumptions that you think are invalid in the

13 Parsons-Brinkerhoff study?s

dh 14 A (WITNESS MORRIS) I think those are the major

15 assumptions. I would very frankly, sir, like to go on

16 the record as saying that Parsons-Brinkerhoff is a very

17 competent organization. They do good traffic analyses.

18 They do good transportation work.

19 Q But they really botched up this one?

20 (laughter)

21 A (WITNESS MORRIS) No, I don't accept this one.

22 As I say, for the normal conditions, I have no quarrel.

23 It is proper. I just think in these circumstances you

|||| 24 must go beyond normal conditions. You must start with

25 that level of service F, which certainly is going to

O
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(} 1 happen, and you must take into account the unexpected.

2 Those are the principal concerns.

3 Q The starting points on their curve were all in

4 D, right?

5 A (WITNESS 50RRIS) Yes, sir, for the lower

6 speed, for the long distance, yes, sir.

7 0 Where would you start on yone curve if you

8 were going to do an analysis like they did? You say you

9 would start in service level F. Where would you start

to on the curve?

11 A (WITNESS 50RRIS) Und e rne a th the D, beyond

12 service level E, so that we are in F to begin with, and

13 as you add traffic and conditions get worse, then you

||h 14 drop farther down on that F scale and your speeds drop

15 down and the volume that the road can handle drops down.

1e Q And what is your reason for picking the area

17 below D?

18 A (WITNESS 50RRIS) Well, it is past D. It is

19 the starting point. It is something worse than E. E is

t 20 the maximum number of cars you can handle and the worst
i

21 condition is something less than the maximum number, and

22 it is obviously a lower travel speed. It is a worst

23 condition, so I would start at the point just beyond D
l

| 24 and see what happens after that -- see how far down it

25 drops.

O
|
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1 JUDGE PARIS: I think that's all. Thank you.

2 BY JUDGE GLEASONs

3 0 Mr. Morris, did I recall some time ago that

< 4 rou indicated that you were not familiar with the

5 regulations regarding emergency evacuation or emergency
.

6 planning?

7 A (WITNESS MORRIS) That is correct, Your

8 Honor. I haven't read that.

9 JUDGE GLEASON: All right. Thank you. You '

10 are excused. We appreciate your testimony.

11 (The witness was excused.)

12 JUDGE GLEASON: Do you have another witness?

13 MS. POTTERFIELD: Dr. Zelman is on standby,
~

14 but he is not available now.

15 JUDGE GLEASON: Does that conclude the list of

16 witnesses for today?

17 MS. POTTERFIELD: Yes, sir.

18 JUDGE SHON: What about Miss Blattstein and

1s Miss Burgher?

20 MS. POTTERFIELD: I had indicated that I

21 thought Mrs. Blattstein would be here later on this

22 afternoon and apparently I completely misunderstood and

23 it was next Tuesday that she was scheduled to appear.

24 JUDGE SHON: I see.

25 JUDGE GLEASON All right, then. Well, that

|
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1 is going to conclude the hearing for today. We will see

2 everybody tomorrow at 9:00.

3 (Whereupon, at 4: 35 o' clock p.m., the hearing

4 recessed, to reconvene at 9:00 o' clock a.m., Wednesday,
_

5 March 16, 1983.)
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